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Introduction

From the early part of the century to

the 1980's, it was customary for the Direc-

tors of the several departments of the Car-

negie Institution of Washington to write

annual reports that were included in the

YearBooks ofthe Institution. These annual

reports contained information on the scien-

tific activities of the departments and were

written primarily for scientists in the same

fields as those represented by the depart-

ments. However, in the 1983-84 and suc-

ceeding Year Books, the annual reports

were replaced with narrative descriptions

of research in the Institution that were

written for the general reader. Although

there are good reasons for producing the

Year Book in the new format, many of our

scientific colleagues expressed regret about

not receiving the Annual Report of the

Director of the Geophysical Laboratory in

the form to which they had become accus-

tomed, and many of our staff members felt

that the Lab had lost a valuable way of

communicating with our own scientific

community. As a result of this, we decided

this year to produce a new version of the

Annual Report using modern desktop pub-

lishing techniques. The printer-ready text

of the volume you are now reading was

produced entirely within the Geophysical

Laboratory and we plan to continue similar

efforts in the future

One of the objections to publishing

an Annual Report of this kind is that indi-

vidual contributions are not refereed as

they would be in a scientific journal. We
recognize this problem, but stress that the

Annual Report is not intended to replace

journal publication— it is merely a sum-

mary of much of the work going on in the

Laboratory during a twelve-month period

and is intended to give an overall view of

Lab scientific activities. All staff members

will be urged to publish their results in

appropriate journals as soon as their inves-

tigations reach the publication stage. We
would appreciate receiving comments from

our readers about the contents and useful-

ness of the Annual Reports.

The contents of the Annual Report

are divided into four sections, Igneous and

Metamorphic Petrology - A. Field Studies,

Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology - B.

Experimental Studies, Crystallography-

Mineral Physics, and Biogeochemistry.

These titles represent the ranges of interest

among our staffmembers and the postdoc-

toral and predoctoral fellows, but do not

cover all work done during the reporting

year. Most of the research not reported in

this issue will be published in the scientific

literature or expanded and included in next

year's Annual Report.

Among the subtopics included are

condensation in the solar nebula, studies in

the hydrosphere, carbon-dating of fossil

bones, determination of the oxidation state

of the Earth's mantle, phase transitions and
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crystal structures ofminerals, Raman spec-

tra ofamorphous silica phases at high pres-

sure, equation-of-state and structure ofsolid

hydrogen, petrology of kimberlites, origin

of Indian bedded barites, and new interpre-

tation of the Earth's convective system.

Much ofthis research depends upon the ap-

plication ofmodern instrumentaltechniques

to problems of the earth sciences. For ex-

ample, stable isotope analysis has become

one of our most important research tools,

with particular emphasis being on the iso-

topes of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and

sulfur. Isotope analyses are being used for

studies of the origin of the carbon in kero-

gen, determination of paleotemperatures,

for monitoring seasonal changes of nitro-

gen in marine environments, and a variety

of other geochemical and petrologic appli-

cations. Other new research tools that have

been added recently include a single-crys-

tal diffractometer with rotating-anode x-

ray generator, an inductively-coupled

plasma spectrometer (in collaboration with

the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism),

apparatus for imaging and analyzing fluid

inclusions, a number of enhancements to

high-pressure apparatus and associated

instrumentation, and equipment for opera-

tion of the superconducting wiggler beam-

line at the National Synchrotron Light

Source. It is interesting to note that the

availability of the right equipment and the

experience of our staff members in work-

ing with disordered and poorly-crystallized

material led to rapid characterization of

most of the major high-temperature super-

conductor phases shortly after they were

synthesized. This open approach to the

solution of scientific problems will con-

tinue as the Geophysical Laboratory itself

adapts to scientific advances and changes

in the means of research support in this

country.
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Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology -

A. Field Studies

A Global Convection Framework

T. Neil Irvine

The key observation in this study

concerns Hawaii and Iceland, the world's

two most prominent volcanic hot spots and

most probable deep-mantle plume sites.

Remarkably, within practical limits of

definition, they are exactly 90° apart along

a great circle. The most likely location for

an Iceland plume is under the eastern half

of the island, beneath Askja volcano, and

from there toMauna Loavolcano on Hawaii

is 90.1° of great circle arc; to Kilauea is

90.2°. This feature would seem more than

coincidence, and the proposition advanced

here is that it is a fundamental reflection of

the structure of the Earth's convective

system.

In the development of this idea, a

"convectionframework" has been deduced

for the Earth defined by three mutually

perpendicular great circles intersecting at

six "convection centers" (among them, of

course , Hawaii and Iceland; see Fig . 1 ) . The

Hawaii and Iceland antipoles are respec-

tively located over the Okavango delta in

southern Africa, and near the Balleny Is-

lands between Antarctica and the Pacific-

Antarctic mid-ocean ridge. The other two

centers are on the edge of Peru and just

offshore from Vietnam.

The Hawaii, Iceland, Okavango, and

Balleny centers appear all to be reasonably

interpreted as axes of deep-Earth convec-

tive upwelling; the Peru and Vietnam cen-

ters, as axes of compensating down-well-

ing. The near-ridge setting of the Balleny

center is comparable to that of Iceland, and

the general area features several active vol-

canoes, including the Balleny Islands them-

selves and Antarctica's famous Mount

Erebus. The Okavango area is not currently

volcanic, but it is seismically active, and in

this respect it effectively marks the south-

west "geophysical end" of the East African

rift valley system (cf., Fairhead and Hen-

derson, 1977). Moreover, in the Early

Cretaceous, just before SouthAmerica and

Africa were completely separated, the

Okavango site was at the middle of the

largest area of continental flood basalt

magmatism that the world has everknown,

comprising the Karoo and Parana volcan-

ics and the Ferrar dolerites. By contrast, the

Peru and Vietnam sites are clearly associ-

ated with down-welling. The Peru center

overlies the rapidly subducting easternedge

ofthe Pacific Ocean floor (the Nacza plate),

and the Vietnam center is almost surrounded

by subduction zones in a region where the

Pacific, Eurasian, and Indian plates are

converging from three directions at near
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NORTH MAGNETIC POLE

PLATE MOTION
SLAB PULL MODEL

SOUTH MAGNETIC POLC

Fig. 1 . Simplified tectonic map of the Earth showing the proposed convection framework. Large arrows

denote plate motions according to the "slab pull" model of Solomon and Sleep (1974).

world-maximum rates of plate motion.

The possibility ofsymmetrical Earth

convection is further suggested by certain

parallels of geologic history between the

antipolar centers of upwelling. In particu-

lar, about 54 Ma ago around Iceland, the

mid-Atlantic ridge system was reorganized

and Greenland broke free from Europe

(e.g., Sclater et a/., 1977) at virtually the

same time that, around Balleny, the South-

east Indian Ocean Ridge was established

and Australia separated from Antarctica

(see Weissel et ai, 1977). Possible paral-

lels for Okavango and Hawaii are more

obscure, but it may be pertinent that the

Ethiopian eruptions of flood basalt along

the East African rift system north of

Okavango began late in the Eocene (Mohr,

1983) at about the same time (42-43 Ma
ago) that the well-known bend of the

Emperor-Hawaiian seamount chain devel-

oped over the Hawaiian plume (e.g., Jar-

rard and Clague, 1977).

The characteristics of the convec-

tion framework are also supported by seis-

mic and geoid relationships. On several

recent seismic tomographic maps depict-

ing the thermal structure ofthe deep mantle

(e.g., Giardini etal., 1986), the Hawaii and

Okavango centers fall on broad high-tem-

perature nodes ofpresumed upwelling that

in some cases have prominent extensions

toward Iceland and Balleny, and the Peru

and Vietnam centers fall in regions of low

temperature. And similarly, on a dynamic

topographymap ofthe core-mantle bound-
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'700km
(Top of the Lower Mantle) REGIONS WHERE THE

670-KM INTERFACE IS

ASSUMED TO BE
THERMALLY COUPLEO

Fig 2. Map showing inferred convective motions for the top of the lower mantle based on a "bilateral

convergence model" developed from the convection framework.

ary constructedby Hageref al. (1985) from

geoid data, Iceland and Okavango jointly

overlie one of two large nodes of positive

relief attributed to upwelling in the liquid

part ofthe core, andHawaii and Balleny are

associated with the other.

The most surprising correlations,

however, are with the Earth's magnetic

field. The south magnetic pole is only about

5' from the Balleny center; the north mag-

netic pole recently crossed the great circle

from Iceland to Hawaii; and the Peru and

Vietnam centers are practically coincident

withtwo essentiallyunique magneticpoints

where lines ofzero declination intersect the

line ofzero inclination (the magnetic equa-

tor). The meridian containing the so-called

"geomagnetic poles" of the best-fit geo-

centric dipole model of the Earth's field

also passes through the Peru and Vietnam

sites. The significance ofthese correlations

is clouded by the fact that the magnetic

field is constantly changing, but in total,

they too seem more than coincidence. Inas-

much as the magnetic field is thought to be

mostly an effect of convection in the liquid

part of the Earth's core, it seems a consid-

erable possibility that the axes ofupwelling

and down-welling represented in the con-

vection framework also pertain to the core

liquid.

The mantle convection structure pre-

sumably should bridge the differences

between the simple symmetrical relations

ofthe convection framework and the much

more complicated observed motions of the
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Fig 3. Schematic sections showing various tectonic features might arise from stratified convection in the

upper mantle, depending on whether the interface at 670-km depth is mechanically or thermally coupled.

lithospheric plates. Amantle system of this

intended design has been developed in

which the convection is stratified on inter-

faces along both the 400-km and 670-km

global seismic discontinuities. In this sys-

tem: (1) motions for the top of the lower

mantle are based on a simple "bilateral

convergence model"; (2) the 670-km inter-

face variously features mechanical (vis-

cous) or thermal coupling, depending on

the tectonic features involved;

and (3) the 400-km interface is everywhere

mechanically coupled, an inference that

has some tomographic support (cf., Nataf

et al., 1986). As seen in Fig. 2, the bilateral

convergence model fits the major zones of

lithospheric plate convergence rather re-

markably well, and as illustrated schemati-

cally in Fig. 3, the coupling effects yield

upper mantle arrangements whereby the

deep upwelling beneath Hawaii, Iceland,

Okavango and Balleny can control the plate

divergence at the mid-ocean ridges (Fig.

3). Particularly notable in Fig. 4C is that the

Hawaiian upwelling can power the motion

of the Pacific plate while also serving as a
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PANGEA A EARLY JURASSIC
(SOMA

FLOOD BASALT
J0 CENOZOIC
tffc MESOZOIC

KIMBERLITE
CARBONATITE

ALKALINE INTRUSIONS

Fig 4. Equal-area projections showing Early Ju-

rassic and Mid-Permianreconstructions ofPangea

by Morel and Irving (1981) with the convection

framework superimposed. In each case, the frame-

work is located on two assumptions: (1) the great

circle containing the centers of upwelling passes

through the magnetic poles as in Fig. 1 (hence, the

Peru and Vietnam centers of down-welling must

fall on themagnetic equator); and (2) the Okavango

center had the same location as today. Continental

flood basalt units and kimberlite-carbonatite oc-

currences of various ages are shown for reference

(see text for discussion).

hot spot magma source.

The convection framework appears

also to be helpful in understanding various

geologic events and features, as illustrated

by the paleocontinental maps in Fig. 4. On
the Jurassic map, the Okavango center is

shown together with the enormous units of

continental flood basalt that were eventu-

ally erupted around it, and it is seen also to

lie within the southern African kimberlite-

carbonatite province, which was largely

formed in the late Mesozoic. The Permian

map then demonstrates that the Iceland

center may have held a similar position

relative to the Tunguskan flood basalts

(which were largely erupted at the start of

the Triassic) and the Siberian kimberlite-

carbonatite province. Otherreconstructions

not presentedhere suggest additionally that

the Iceland center was associated with

Siberia throughout the Paleozoic, which is

intriguing because, out of five episodes of

kimberlite intrusion recognized there, four

are Paleozoic, ranging from late Ordovi-

cian to Permo-Triassic in age (cf., Mitchell,

1986).
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Low-Ca Garnet Harzburgites: Origin

and Role in Craton Structure

Francis. R. Boyd and Peter H. Nixon

Garnet harzburgite xenoliths that

appear free of diopside are common in

many kimberlites although they are usually

less abundant than lherzolites.Among these

harzburgites are sparse samples in which

the garnets are deficient in Ca, having

concentrations markedly below those of

garnets that have equilibrated with diop-

side (Danchin, 1979; Nixon et al., 1987).

Although rare as constituent minerals in

xenoliths, individual grains of these low-

Ca garnets form as much as 10-30% of the

concentrates ofperidotite garnets extracted

fromkimberlites eruptedwithinthebounda-

ries of the Kaapvaal craton (Boyd and

Gurney, 1982). The relatively large abun-

dance of low-Ca garnet grains in concen-

* Dept. Earth Sci., The University, Leeds, L2S 9JT,

UNTIED KINGDOM
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trates is evidence of a greater abundance of

subcalcic harzburgites at depth in the era-

ton than would be estimated from their

seemingly low proportions in xenolith

suites.

The low-Ca garnets have crystal-

lized in harzburgites and dunites with oli-

vine and enstatite that are especially rich in

Mg and collectivelythese minerals resemble

counterparts included in diamonds (e.g.,

Meyer and Boyd, 1972). None of approxi-

mately twenty subcalcic harzburgite xeno-

liths from southernAfrica thathave thus far

beenrecognized contain diamonds, buttwo

have coarse graphite and the compositions

of the minerals in all of them are similar to

those of the diamondiferous and graphite-

bearing megacrystalline dunites from

Yakutia, USSR (Pokhilenko et ai, 1977).

Possibly these harzburgites and dunites are

samples of the source rocks for peridotitic

diamonds in southern Africa as well as

Yakutia.

Most of the Kaapvaal subcalcic

harzburgite xenoliths resemble coarse, low-

temperature xenoliths in texture and grain

size. One exception from the Jagersfontein

kimberlite, however, has a mosaic-porphy-

roclastic texture, appearing similar in this

respect to high-temperature sheared lher-

zolites. The fact that the subcalcic harzbur-

gites are poor in most magmaphile ele-

ments makes them more akin in composi-

tion to the low-temperature lherzolite clan

than to the relatively Ti- and Fe-rich high-

temperature lherzolites.

The calcium contents of garnets in

Table 1: Compositions of minerals in a low-Ca

garnetharzburgite(PHN565 1 ) from the Jagersfon-

tein kimberlite, South Africa, wt %.

Olivine Enstatite Garnet

SiCX 41.1 58.5 43.3

Ti0
2

A1
2 3

Cr
2 3

FeO*

MnO
MgO
CaO

Na
2

NiO

Total

<0.03 <0.03 <0.03

<0.03 0.93 20.9

<0.03 0.34 4.22

4.43 2.76 4.07

0.05 0.07 0.19

54.0 38.1 27.0

<0.03 0.16 0.88

n.d.+ 0.09 <0.03

0.35 0.08 <0.03

99.9 101.0 100.6

Mg/(Mg + Fe) Olivine : 0.956

* total Fe as FeO
+ not determined

the subcalcic harzburgites have every gra-

dation from values of 4-6 wt % that are

typical of lherzolites to less than 1 wt %
(Fig. 5), but specimens that are only slightly

or moderately subcalcic are considerably

more numerous than those that are strongly

subcalcic. Mineral analyses for PHN 5651

(Table 1) provide an example of extreme

calcium deficiency. The Ca contents of

garnets in lherzolites are linked to their Cr
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Fig. 5. A plot ofCaO vs. Cr
2 3

for low-Ca garnets

in harzburgites, dunites, and polymineralic chips

from kimberlites of the Kaapvaal craton, southern

Africa. Localities represented are: Jagersfontein,

Bultfontein Floors, Premier, Liqhobong, Letseng

and Kao. The curve dividing fields for lherzolites

and harzburgites is the lower boundary of a band

drawn to enclose about seventy points for Ca-

saturated garnets from Kaapvaal lherzolite xeno-

liths. The compositional coordinates of this band

are similar to those ofthe lherzolite field described

by Sobolev et al (1973).

contents and a plot of CaO versus Cr
2 3

in

lherzolite garnets forms a band with a

positive slope. Only the lowerboundary of

the band is shown in Fig. 5 and its position

is close to that establishedby Sobolev et al.

(1973) for Yakutian garnets. Some of the

points for harzburgites plot sufficiently

close to this boundary that their identifica-

tion as subcalcic is uncertain, but a major-

ity are well within the subcalcic harzbur-

gite field.

A number of hypotheses have been

advanced to explain the origin of the sub-

calcic harzburgites. They are deficient in

most magmaphile elements including Na,

Ca and Fe relative to the common garnet

lherzolites that largely comprise the

Kaapvaal and other cratons and it is pos-

sible that the harzburgites have an origin

similar to the lherzolites but have experi-

enced a greaterdegree ofigneous depletion

(Boyd and Gumey, 1982). Alternatively,

the fact that the subcalcic harzburgites and

related dunites contain more abundant

graphite and diamond than do the garnet

lherzolites couldbe evidence that they have

experienced metasomatism by carbon-

bearing volatiles, perhaps originating in

the asthenosphere (Haggerty, 1986; Nixon

et a/., 1988). The possibility that such

metasomatism might also promote deple-

tion of the craton root in calcium and other

magmaphile elements by partial melting

and melt removal has been suggested by

Green et al. (1986). Schulze (1986), how-

ever, has noted that harzburgites and re-

lated dunites resemble serpentinites de-

rived from oceanic lithosphere in their de-

ficiency of Ca and has proposed that they

may have originated by high-pressure

metamorphism of subducted meta-ser-

pentinites. Ringwood (1977) had earlier

suggested an origin by igneous depletion

and metamorphism of subducted oceanic

cumulates.

The stratigraphicposition ofthe low-

Ca garnet harzburgites within the root of

the Kaapvaal craton is critical to an evalu-

ation of these hypotheses. The distribution
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Fig. 6. Temperatures and depths of equilibration

for low-Ca garnet harzburgite xenoliths (solid

points) from five Kaapvaal kimberlites of varied

age and provenance compared with those for low-

and high-temperature lherzolites from northern

Lesotho (open circles and triangles, respectively).

Equilibration conditions for both harzburgites and

lherzolites were estimated using the garnet-oli-

vine (Fe/Mg) thermometer (O'Neill and Wood,

1979) and the Al isopleths of MacGregor (1974).

Identification of the lithosphere-asthenosphere

boundary is discussed by Boyd (1987).

of the harzburgites can be estimated from a

plot ofequilibration temperatures and pres-

sures. The partition of Mg and Fe between

olivine and garnet (O'NeillandWood, 1979)

can be used as a thermometer in the ab-

sence of diopside and pressure or depth can

be estimated from the alumina content of

coexisting enstatite (e.g., MacGregor,

1974). Thermometers employing Fe/Mg

partition are subject to error because of the

variable presence of ferric iron in garnet

and pyroxene (e.g., Luthetal, this Report),

but the P-T plot obtained with the olivine -

garnet thermometer for a suite of Lesotho

lherzolite xenoliths is broadly similar to the

preferred plot obtained by direct applica-

tion of the diopside solvus (Finnerty and

Boyd, 1984). Relative errors can be mini-

mized by calculating the temperatures and

depths of equilibration of the lherzolite

suite used for reference by the same meth-

ods as are used for the harzburgites.

Comparison of estimated equilibra-

tion temperatures and pressures for fifteen

low-Ca garnet harzburgite xenoliths and

for the Lesotho lherzolite suite (Fig. 6)

shows that points for the harzburgites

overlap those for the coarse, low-tempera-

ture lherzolites over a broad P-T range.

This result is compatible with textural and

chemical evidence discussed above. Ten

harzburgites have estimated equilibration

temperatures in the interval 1100-1250°

while four have calculated temperatures of

900-1000°C, comparable to the principal

population of low-temperature lherzolites.

An additional three from Liqhobong

(Dawson et al, 1978; Nixon et al, 1987)

have originated at temperatures below

900°C, but only one of these has suffi-

ciently homogeneous minerals to permit

quantitative thermobarometry (Fig. 6). The

data in Fig. 6 illustrate an apparent cluster

of harzburgite points at the base of the

lithosphere, but because ofpoor statistics it

is impossible to be sure whether or not this

cluster really exists.
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Proposals of an oceanic origin for

the low-calcium garnetharzburgites (Ring-

wood, 1977; Schulze, 1986) would be

expected to involve underplating of a pre-

viously-formed craton because the com-

mon garnet lherzolites that comprise the

bulk of the craton have compositions that

are distinct from oceanic peridotites (Boyd

and Merzmann, 1987) and the presence of

peridotites ofoceanic origin within a mantle

section that appears non-oceanic would not

be expected. These hypotheses and those

that require metasomatism of peridotites at

the base of the lithosphere (Green et ai,

1 986) might account for the origin of those

harzburgites of deepest origin (Fig. 6) but

fail to provide a satisfactory explanation

for the presence of low-calcium garnet

harzburgites at relatively shallow levels in

the craton root. The latter include speci-

mens from Liqhobong mentioned above as

well as others illustrated in Fig. 6.An origin

by igneous depletion of a more extensive

nature than that experienced by the com-

mon, low-temperature lherzolites, however,

appears to offer a possible interpretation

for all the harzburgites.

Wyllie et al. (1983) have noted that

harzburgites melt at higher temperatures

than lherzolites in the presence ofH
2

and

C0
2
and that a stable zone of harzburgite

might exist at the base of craton litho-

sphere. If the base of the lithosphere were

subjected to thermal erosion, perhaps as a

consequence of heating following tectonic

thickening, the proportion of pre-existing

harzburgite might be enhanced and addi-

tional harzburgite might be created as a

product of lherzolite melting and melt ex-

traction. Harzburgites within the craton

might thus originate in more than one epi-

sode of melting and depletion, some form-

ing in primordial igneous events in which

the craton as a whole was created and some

in subsequent events localized at the base.

Such a model would appear to provide an

explanation for the origins of harzburgites

at all levels in the craton lithosphere.
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Iron in mantle-derived garnets:

Valence and structural state

Robert W. Luth, David Virgo, Francis R.

Boyd, and Bernard J. Wood*

The oxidation state of the mantle has

been a source ofcontroversy among penolo-

gists for a number of years. Several lines of

evidence, such as thermodynamic calcula-

tions of heterogeneous equilibria (Mattioli

and Wood, 1986; O'Neill and Wall, 1987)

and Fe3+/Fe2+
in basaltic glasses (Christie et

al., 1986), support a relatively oxidized

mantle, characterized by values of oxygen

fugacity \f(02)]
between FMQ (fayalite-

magnetite-quartz oxygen buffer) andWM

* Department of Geological Sciences, North-

western University, Evanston, IL 60201
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(wustite-magnetite buffer). In contrast,

other data, especially from studies of in-

trinsic oxygen fugacity (Arculus and De-

lano, 1981; Arculus et ai, 1984; Ulmer et

ai, 1987), are interpreted as consistent

with a more reduced mantle, with/(0
2
)'s

around the iron-wlistite buffer (IW) (Arcu-

lus, 1985). It has been further suggested

(Haggerty and Tompkins, 1983) that the

upper mantle is zoned, with the depleted

lithosphere more reduced than the underly-

ing fertile asthenosphere. In contrast to the

comparatively well-studied spinel lher-

zolites, the oxidation state of the higher-

pressure garnet lherzolites has not been

extensively studied. Thermodynamic cal-

culations by O'Neill and Wall (1987) for

the assemblage olivine, orthopyroxene, and

spinel for garnet peridotites from Lesotho,

South Africa yield /(02
)'s of the source

regions betweenFMQ andWM. An assem-

blage consisting of Fe3+-containing garnet,

olivine, and orthopyroxene may also be

used to define the/(0
2
) of garnet peridotite:

Fe
3
Fe

2
Si

3 12
= 2 Fe

2
Si0

4

+ FeSi0
3
+ 0.5

2
. (1)

A prerequisite to the application of

this reaction is to establish that the garnets

do indeed contain Fe3+
. Previous work by

O'Hara et ai, (1975) and by Amthauer et

a/., (1976) indicate that the Fe3+/ZFe for

garnets from garnet peridotites may be as

high as 0.13. To confirm the presence of

significant Fe3+
, and to look for variations

in Fe37Fe2+ with pressure and temperature
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Fig. 7. Histogram ofFe3+/EFe for garnets studied.

H = high-T peridotite, L = low-T peridotite, E =

eclogite, A = alkremite, M = garnet megacryst, G
= subcalcic garnet harzburgite, UB = ultrabasic

part of eclogite-ultrabasic xenolith, U = garnet

peridotites from USSR. Upper case letters denote

samples with tetrahedral Fe3+
, lower case are

samples with octahedral Fe3+
.

"*" indicates high-

T peridotite from Gibeon.

of origin, the structural state of iron and the

Fe3+/Fe2+ in garnets from 30 mantle xeno-

liths from South Africa and USSR locali-

ties have been studied with 57Fe Mossbauer

spectroscopic techniques.

The 57Fe Mossbauer spectra were

taken at 298 and 77 K with a 26.5-mCi Co/

Pd source. The samples were handpicked

separates of garnet with > 99% purity;

sufficient sample to yield ~5 mg Fe/cm2 of

sample surface was mixed with plastic

transopticpowderandpressed to thin disks.

The 77 K spectra were essential to this

study because of the difference in the re-

coil-free fractions from nuclei in the do-

decahedral, octahedral, and tetrahedral sites

(e.g., Amthauer et al. 9 1976), which biases
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Fig. 8.
57Fe Mossbauer spectra at 77 K of FRB 1033 garnet (left) and FRB 838 garnet (right). Small

doublets are Fe3+
in both spectra. Note differences in the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting for the Fe3*

in the two spectra. FRB 1033 garnet has octahedral Fe3+
, FRB 838 garnet has tetrahedral Fe3+

.

the determination ofFe3+/Fe2+ from spectra

taken at 298 K. The Mossbauer apparatus

has been described elsewhere (Virgo and

Hamer, 1969; Virgo et al, 1988). The

spectra were fit with Lorentzian lines with

the areas of the peaks of the Fe2+ doublet

constrained to be equal, as were the areas

and widths of the Fe3+ doublet.

Garnets from alkremites (garnet-

spinel xenoliths; Nixon et a/., 1978),

eclogites, garnet-spinel and low-tempera-

ture garnet lherzolites have Fe3+/EFe < 0.09,

whereas garnets from high-temperature

garnet lherzolites from within the Kaapvaal

craton of South Africa have Fe3+/LFe >

0.10 (Fig. 7). Ferrous iron occurs in the

eight-fold coordination site in all samples.

Ferric iron is tetrahedrally coordinated in

the former group of samples, but is octane -

drally coordinated in the latter group. One

high-temperature lherzolite from Gibeon

Townlands, which is located off the

Kaapvaal craton to the west, contains gar-

net with Fe37EFe = 0.08 and tetrahedral

Fe3+
. The calculated pressure for this sample

is 45 kbar, significantly lower than that for

any of the other high-T lherzolites.

Typical 57Fe Mossbauer spectra of a

high-Fe3+ garnet and a low-Fe3+ garnet are

compared in Fig. 8. There is a marked

difference in the position of the low-veloc-

ity peak of the Fe3+ doublet, which is at

lower velocity in the low-Fe3+ garnet than

in the high-Fe3+ garnet. The Fe3+ in the low-
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Fe3+ garnets, with isomer shifts (IS) at 77 K
of-0.04-0. 1 3 andquadrupole splittings (QS)

at 77 K of 0.7 1-1.01 mm/sec, is assigned to

tetrahedral Fe3+. In comparison,Amthauer

et ah, (1976) give a range ofIS for tetrahe-

dral Fe3+ of 0.14-0.29 mm/sec and a range

of QS of 1.05-1.15 mm/sec at 77 K. The

difference in IS between the results of this

study and those of Amthauer et al., proba-

bly results from the uncertainties in the

position of the low-velocity Fe3+ peak

because of the high degree of overlap with

the Fe2+ peak. The high-Fe3+ garnets have

Fe3+
in octahedral coordination, with/S (77

K) of 0.43-0.46 mm/sec and QS (77 K) of

0.08-0.28 mm/sec, which compare well

with the ranges of 0.42-0.52 and 0.26-0.64

mm/sec, respectively, quoted by Amthauer

et al., (1976). The IS and QS ofFe2+ of 1 .42-

1.45 mm/sec and 3.64-3.73 mm/sec, re-

spectively, are consistent with the ranges

for dodecahedral Fe2+ given by Amthauer

et al, (1976) (IS = 1.33-1.44 mm/sec and

QS = 3.55-3.73 mm/sec).

The relatively low proportion ofFe3+

in these samples handicaps attempts to

determine if any samples contained both

tetrahedral and octahedral Fe3+
. In several

spectra, it proved possible to fit two Fe3+

doublets, but it appears at present that such

a fitmay be over-fitting the data. Resolving

coexisting tetrahedral and octahedral Fe3+

in these garnets requires better-resolved

spectra, perhaps at a different temperature.

It is clear, however, that the predominant

site for Fe3+ changes from tetrahedral to

octahedral at Fe3+/EFe ~ 0.09.
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Fig. 9. Fe37£Fe-temperature relationship for

samples that have P-T data available. Numbers

next to each data point are calculated pressures.

Circles denote samples with tetrahedral Fe3+
, tri-

angles are samples with octahedral Fe3+
.

In general, the Fe3+/£Fe in the garnet

increases with increasing pressure and tem-

perature ofthe host xenolith. Pressures and

temperatures were calculated from the

calibrations of MacGregor (1974) and

Finnerty and Boyd (1984), respectively.

The Fe37LFe is plotted against tempera-

ture in Fig. 9 for the samples from South

Africa. The number next to each datum is

the calculated pressure. In addition, the

coordination state of Fe3+ correlates posi-

tively with pressure; garnets in xenoliths

derived from <50 kbar contain tetrahedral

Fe3+
(circles) and those derived from > 50

kbar contain octahedral Fe3+
(triangles).

The occurrence of significant Fe3+ in

these garnets necessitates a reexamination

ofgeothermometers andgeobarometers that

are applied to mantle samples. The effect of

Fe3+ has not been experimentally calibrated
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forany geothermometer. The potentialbias

,

however, may be illustrated by calculating

temperatures from a garnet-orthopyroxene

thermometer (Harley, 1984) and from a

garnet-olivine thermometer (O'Neill and

Wood, 1979) for two sets ofconditions: (1)

(Fe37£Fe )gar
set to zero; and (2) (Fe3+/EFe

) u equal to the Mossbauer-derived value.

For sample FRB 1033, with pressure as-

sumed to be 6 1 kbar, the temperature calcu-

lated with the gar-opx thermometer of

Harley (1984) increases from 1210'C for

Fe37ZFe = 0.00 to 1324°C for Fe3+/XFe =

0.12. The gar-ol thermometer of O'Neill

and Wood (1979) yields temperatures of

1273°C and 1461°C for Fe3+/£Fe of 0.00

and 0.12, respectively. These temperature

differences of 114 to 188°C represent the

uncertainty in the temperatures derivedfrom

these geothermometers solely as a result of

the uncertainty in the Fe3+ content of the

garnet.

Several possible effects may help

minimize this problem. First, the presence

of Fe3+
in the orthopyroxene will tend to

decrease the temperature calculated with

the Harley thermometer, compensating to

some extent for the effect of Fe3+ in the

garnet. Second, it is likely that there was

some Fe3+
in the phases of the experiments

used to calibrate the geothermometers. It

would be quite fortuitous, however, if the

experiments precisely mimicked the/(0
2)

of the natural system. Until a systematic

study is carried out on the pressure and

temperature dependence of Fe3+
in mantle

phases and assemblages, however, the

uncertainties inFe/Mgexchange thermome-

ters render them problematic for use in

mantle systems because of the presence of

Fe3+ in the garnets in a wide variety of rock

types from a large depth range. The pos-

sible presence of Fe3+ in the other phases

involved in such geothermometers com-

pounds the uncertainty.
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Oxidation State of Spinel Lherzolite

Xenoliths From British Columbia:

A 57Fe MOssbauer Investigation

Dante Canil*, David Virgo and Chris M.

Scarfe*

Knowledge of upper mantle oxida-

tion states is important in constraining the

oxygen fugacity \f(02)]
attending melt

generation in the source regions of mantle-

* Dept. Geology, University of Alberta, Edmon-
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Fig. 10. (left) Mossbauer spectrum for spinel measured at 77 K, fitted with one Fe3+ doublet (1) and two

Fe2+ doublets (2,3) having different QS but similar IS. (right) Mossbauer spectrum for spinel measured

at 298 K fitted with three doublets as in the left panel.

derived magmas. In addition, the present

oxidation state of the upper mantle may

indirectly reflect that of the Earth's earlier,

primitive mantle, and is therefore, perti-

nent to models for the evolution of the

Earth (Arculus, 1985). Current estimates

for the oxidation state of the Earth's upper

mantle have been the subject of much re-

cent debate. A range of values between the

iron-wustite (IW) and fayalite-magnetite-

quartz (FMQ) buffers have been proposed

(Arculus, 1985).

The purpose of this investigation

was to examine temporal, lateral and verti-

cal variations in/(0
2
)'s calculated for spi-

nel lherzolite xenoliths from British Co-

lumbia using recently published thermobar-

ometric methods. These data can provide

constraints on the values of the/(0
2)
of the

uppermantle beneath a given alkaline prov-

ince. Application of these thermobaromet-

ric methods, however, require the accurate

determination of Fe3+
in spinel coexisting

with olivine and orthopyroxene. For this

reason, Mossbauer spectroscopy was used

to accurately determine the Fe37£Fe ratios

and Fe2+-Fe3+ cation distributions for spi-

nels separated from 17 lherzolite xenoliths

from six different Cenozoic eruptive cen-

ters in British Columbia (Fujii and Scarfe,

1982; Brearley et aL, 1984; Canil et ai,

1987).
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Table 2. Mossbauer Parameters for spinels*

77 K 298K

Fe3+

FWHH 0.42-0.69 0.30-0.36

QS 0.63-0.74 0.64-0.78

IS 0.37-0.48

Fe2+
[I]

0.28-0.32

FWHH 0.57-0.65 0.44-0.55

QS 2.38-2.67 1.11-1.21

IS 1.05-1.08

Fe2+
[II]

1.90-0.92

FWHH 0.30-0.40 0.40-0.57

QS 2.90-3.23 1.86-1.93

IS 1.04-1.14 0.90-0.94

* All parameters given in mm/s relative to Fe

metal at 298 K. Values given are the range ob-

served for 17 spinel samples. Abbreviations are:

full width at half height (FWHH); quadrupole

splitting (QS); isomer shift (IS). The "inner" Fe2+

doublet in the Mossbauer spectra is listed as Fe2+

ra.

Spectra measured at both 298 and 77

K (Fig. 10) were fit with one Fe3+
doublet,

and two Fe2+ doublets having different

quadrupole splittings (QS) but nearly iden-

tical isomer shifts (IS). Attempts to fit ei-

ther the 77 or 298 K spectra with only one

Fe2+ doublet resulted in poor fits with large

residuals, and anomalously large (~1 .0mm/
s) line widths (FWHH).

Isomer shifts for Fe3+
at 298 K in the

xenolith spinel spectra range from 0.27 to

0.32 mm/s (Table 2) were consistent with

tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ (Marshall

and Dollase, 1984). No evidence was found

in either the 298 K or 77 K spectra for

octahedrally coordinated Fe3+
. Quadrupole

splittings for the Fe3+ doublet at 298 K
range from 0.73 to 0.77 mm/s (Table 2).

Isomer shifts for both the Fe2+
at 298

K (Fe2+[I] and Fe2+
[II] in Table 2) have

values ranging from 0.90 to 0.94 mm/s, and

indicate that Fe2+
is tetrahedrally coordi-

nated in these spinels.

Spinels studied by Osborne et ai,

(1981) with bulk chemical composition

similar two Fe2+ quadrupole split doublets

on the basis of their 298 K Mossbauer

spectra. Spinels from the present study,

however, equilibrated in higher tempera-

ture and pressure environments than those

investigated by Osborne etal. (1981), who

studied mainly spinels from low pressure,

slow cooling, ultramafic intrusives. The

pressure or temperature, or both, histories

of spinels may be an important factor af-

fecting their Fe2+ and Fe3+
crystal chemis-

try.

Thermobarometric calculations used

to estimate the/(0
2
)'s of lherzolite xeno-

liths from British Columbia indicate that

all of these samples equilibrated between

0.5 and 2.0 log units below the FMQ buffer

(Fig. 11). These values correspond to a
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800 1000 1200

Temperature *C

Fig. 1 1 . -ZilogFMQ at 1 5 kbar vs. temperature for

spinel lherzolites from British Columbia, calcu-

lated using the thermobarometric method of

O'Neill and Wall (1987) with Fe3+
contents of

spinel determined by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The field forMORB glasses is from Christie et al.

(1986). Range of/(0
2
)'s for alkaline lavas from

British Columbia was compiled using/(0
2
)'s cal-

culated: (1) for magnetite-ilmenite pairs in lavas

from the Canadian Cordillera (Nicholls et al,

1982) and (2) with the method given in Kilinc etal.

(1983) for whole rock analyses of primitive alka-

line lavas from British Columbia.

range in Fe3+/ZFe in spinel of 0.16 to 0.30.

Similar calculated/(0
2
)'s were reported for

spinel lherzolite underlying western Eu-

rope (O'Neill and Wall, 1987).

The calculated /(02
) 's for spinel

lherzolites from British Columbia fall

within the range of oxidation states pre-

served in fresh MORB glasses (Christie et

al, 1986) indicating that portions of the

upper mantle beneath this region has a

depleted, oceanic character. Conversely,

the more oxidized nature of alkaline lavas

erupted in this region (Fig. 11) indicates

that they may be derived from a more

oxidized source, perhaps at greater depths.

Alternatively, they may originate in source

regions with oxidation states similar to

their entrained spinel lherzolite xenoliths,

but have undergone modification during

ascent by degassing of carbon or hydrogen

species.

There appears to be little if any sig-

nificant heterogeneity in the/(0
2
) recorded

by lherzolite xenoliths from different erup-

tive centers, although some are located

more than 100 km from each other. Fur-

thermore, the/(0
2
)'s recorded by lherzolite

xenoliths from lava flows with different

ages (26 Ma to 7550 B.R) indicate that the

f(02
) of the upper mantle beneath British

Columbia did not vary significantly during

Cenozoic magmatism in this alkaline prov-

ince.
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Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology -

B. Experimental Studies.

The Graphite - COH Fluid Equilibrium in the system investigated. A further direct

in P-T-f(0
2
) space: An Experimental application is to constrain the /(02

) of up-

Study at high Pressures and Tempera- per-mantle lherzolite xenoliths wherein pet-

tures rographic evidence indicates that graphite

and a COH-fluid phase coexisted, and car-

Peter Ulmer and Robert W. Luth bonates were absent.

In the present study, the two phases

The f(02
) of the graphite-saturated graphite and a mixed volatile fluid, forming

fluid in the system COH in P-T-f(0
2
) -/(H

2)
the seven species C, CO, C0

2
, CH

4
, H

2
0,

compositional space has been determined H
2

, and
2

, are considered. The following

for a portion of the system at pressures to 20 four independent reactions describe the

kbar and in the temperature range 800- relationships among the species:

1500°C. The results have practical applica-

tions to experimental petrology because of C +
2
<=> C0

2

the common use of graphite sample con- In K
x

= In \f(C02)/f(02)], (1)

tainers in high pressure experiments with

Fe-bearing systems. The/(0
2
) imposed on 2C +

2
<=> 2CO

the charge by the graphite capsule is con- In K
2
= In [/(CO)2

//(02)], (2)

trolled by the graphite-COH fluid equilib-

rium. If a fluid phase is present, the/(0
2
) is C + 2H

2
<=> CH

4

equal to the equilibrium value at P and 7. If In K
3
= In [/(CH

4
)//(H

2)
2
], (3)

no fluid phase is present, the /(02
) of the

graphite-COH is a maximum value of the 2H
2
+

2
<=> 2H

2

/(02
) of the system, because the total fluid In K

4
= In [/(H

2
0)2

//(02
)/(H

2)
2
], (4)

pressure is less than the experimental load

pressure. The equality of the sum of the partial pres-

In addition, knowledge of the P-T- sures of the volatile species with the total

/(02)
conditions of the graphite-COH equi- pressure provides an additional constraint,

librium allows an evaluation of the pub- which can be expressed as:

lished thermodynamic data and the equa-

tions of state (EOS), used for the calculation [/(C0
2
)/7<C0

2
)]+[/(CO)/7<CO)]

of the free energies of reaction and the +[/(CH
4
)/')<CH

4
)]+[/(H

2
0)/)(H

20)]

fugacity coefficients of the volatile species +[/(02) /}<02)]
= P

total
. (5)
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This system has 3 degrees of freedom. In

order to obtain a thermodynamically invari-

ant equilibrium at fixed pressure and tem-

perature, one additional intensive variable

has to be fixed. In the present study, this

additional variable was /(02),
which was

fixed with a double-capsule technique

(Eugster, 1957).

The /(02
) of the buffered graphite -

COH fluid equilibrium was determined by

bracketing the /(02
) with known metal-

oxide buffers. Similar experiments have

been performed by Thompson and Kushiro

(1972) but the/(0
2
) in those experiments

was unbuffered (buffered with the 'furnace

assembly'), and only the wiistite-magnetite

equilibrium was investigated. In the present

study the relative stability of the graphite

saturated surface was determined by equili-

brating various metal-oxides (Fe
3 4

, NiO,

CoO, and Mo0
2
) with graphite and fluid.

All experiments were performed with the

oxidized phase as starting material, because

reduction reactions ofthese oxides are more

rapid than oxidation reactions ofthe metals.

Therefore, the kinetic effects on steady-

state buffering were minimized.

The/(0
2
) was buffered at the lowest

practical level with the hematite-magnetite

(HM) equilibrium, with a conventional

double capsule technique (Eugster, 1957).

The charges ( 1 0- 1 5 mg ofmetal-oxidemixed

with graphite) were sealed with ~ 1 }A H
2

into 3 mm Pt capsules and loaded into 5mm
Pt capsules, containing ~ 200 mg of hema-

tite (Fe
2 3

) and - 5 fi\ H2
0. The double

capsules were run vertically in 3/4" talc-

Pyrex assemblies in solid-media, high-pres-

sure apparatus for 30 min (1500°C) to 24 hr

(800°C). The recovered charges were stud-

ied optically and with a powder X-ray dif-

fractometer. The buffer always contained

hematite, magnetite and H
2
0, and fluid was

always present in the inner capsule. The

lowest-temperature occurrence of the re-

duced phase of a metal-oxide redox equilib-

rium was interpreted as the crossover with

the C-COH equilibrium. At 10 kbar all

reactions went to completion in relatively

short time; at higher pressures, wlistite

(Fe
x
O) could not be entirely quenched in,

but reacted to magnetite + wiistite of pre-

sumably higher Fe-content during rapid

cooling.

o
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-16
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J \

4

*
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i
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- | Ni-NiO

j FeO-Fe
3 4

"
| Mo-Mo0

2

Aco-CoO
I

10

10000/T(K)

Fig. 12. Results of experiments on the graphite-

COH fluid equilibrium with/(0
2
) buffered by the

hematite-magnetite (HM) equilibrium in the range

800-1500°C and 10 kbar. Upward-pointing arrows

are experiments with oxidized phase as run prod-

ucts, downward-pointing arrows are experiments

with reduced phase as run products.

The experimental results are repre-

sented in Figs. 12-14. The vertical arrows
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Fig. 13. Results of experiments on the graphite-

COH fluid equilibrium with/(0
2
) buffered by the

hematite-magnetite (HM) equilibrium in the range

800-1500°C and 15 kbar. Upward-pointing arrows

are experiments with oxidized phase as run prod-

ucts, downward-pointing arrows are experiments

with reduced phase as run products.

indicate the stability of the various metal-

oxide equilibria relative to the C-COH
buffer. An upward pointing arrow indicates

that the oxidized phase (Fe
3 4

, NiO, CoO,

or Mo0
2)

is stable under the particular con-

ditions (P-T) and that the C-COH equilib-

rium has to be located at a higher/(0
2
) than

the value calculated for the metal-oxide

equilibrium, and vice versa for downward

pointing arrows (reduced phase stable: Fe
x
O,

Ni, Co, or Mo). The/(0
2
) of the C-COH

equilibrium can be bracketed in absolute P-

T-f(0
2)
space if accurate values can be cal-

culated for the metal-oxide buffers at high

pressures. For the present investigation,

recent calibrations of the four equilibria at 1

bar have been used: Fe
x
O-Fe

3 4
(Myers and

Eugster, 1983), Ni-NiO, Co-CoO (Holmes

Fig. 14. Results of experiments on the graphite-

COH fluid equilibrium with/(0
2
) buffered by the

hematite-magnetite (HM) equilibrium in the range

800- 1500°C and 20 kbar. Upward-pointing arrows

are experiments with oxidized phase as run

etal, 1986) and Mo-Mo0
2
(O'Neill, 1986).

The equilibria have been calculated at high

pressures by using the free energies of reac-

tion obtainedfrom the 1 bar calibrations and

standard thermodynamic equations and

published volumetric data (Robie et al. y

1978, Weast, 1981, CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics). The thermal ex-

pansivity and isothermal compressibility

have been neglected for the metal-metal

oxide reactions because of lack of data. For

the wustite-magnetite equilibrium the tem-

perature dependence of the Fe3+ content and

therefore the reaction stoichiometry has to

be taken into account (data from Darken

and Gurry, 1 945). The lack of data required

the assumption that there is no pressure

dependence of the Fe3+ content of the wiisite.

The straight lines in Figs. 12-14 have

been drawnby hand.Acalculated fit through
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10000/OXK)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the experimentally deter-

mined graphite-COH equilibrium with/(0
2
) buff-

ered byHM (solid lines), and the curves calculated

from thermodynamic data (Chase et al., 1985) and

the modified Redlich-Kwong equation of state

from Holloway (1977), as corrected by Flowers

(1979) (dotted lines), and the virial equation of

state from Saxena and Fei (1987, 1988) (dashed

lines) at 10 and 20 kbar.

the three lines results in the following equa-

tion for the log/(0
2)

of the graphite-COH

fluid equilibrium with /(02
) buffered on

HM:

log/(0
2)
(C-COH) = -20650/T(K)

+ 4.051-0.08P(kbar) (6)

This is a provisional result. A proper statis-

tical treatment will be performed when all

data (up to 30 kbar) are available. Figure 15

shows a comparison between the experi-

mentally determined and two different cal-

culated values for the C-COH equilibrium

at 10 and 20 kbar. The calculation were

performed using data from Chase et al.

(1985) for the calculations of the free ener-

gies of reaction for reactions (l)-(4) and the

modifiedRedlich-Kwong (MRK)EOS from

Holloway (1977), as corrected by Flowers

(1979) and the virial EOS from Saxena and

Fei (1987, 1988), which assumes ideal

mixing ofthe gas species. The experimental

curves have distinctly steeper slopes. The

MRK-curves plot at higher f(02)
for all

pressures at low temperatures, and at lower

/(02
) at very high temperatures. The curves

calculated from the virial EOS plot close to

the experimental curves at low tempera-

tures, and at lower/(0
2
) at high tempera-

tures. The MRK-EOS predicts a pressure

effect on/(0
2
) for the C-COH equilibrium

in the range 10-20 kbar which is twice as

large as experimentally observed or calcu-

lated from the virial equation.

The steeper slope of the experimen-

tally determined equilibrium in log/(0
2
)-l/

T space may resultfrom an underestimation

of the enthalpy for reaction (1) (C +
2
=

C0
2)

(approximately 6% larger enthalpy is

required for correspondence), because C0
2

is the most important volatile species under

the conditions investigated [low/(0
2)

and

therefore low/(0
2
) and low/(CH4),

and CO
is only important at high temperatures].

The MRK EOS reproduces the ex-

perimental data poorly, because the pre-

dicted large pressure effect on/(0
2
) is caused

by the large fugacity coefficients predicted

for C0
2
by the MRK [e.g., )<C0

2)
(800°C,

20 kbar) = 628 for the MRK and 336 for the

virial equation]. The present experimental

data indicate that the MRK EOS cannot be

successfully extrapolated beyond 10 kbar

and that the EOS presented by Saxena and
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Fei (1987, 1988) has better extrapolation Darken, L. S., and Gurry, R. W., The system

potential. Theprediction ofexcessively large iron-oxygen I. The wtistite field and re-

volumes, and hence excessively large fu- lated equilibria. /. Am. Chem. Soc, 67,

gacity coefficients forC0
2
by the MRKhas 1398-1412, 1945.

also been noted by Bottinga and Richet Eugster, H. P., Heterogeneous reactions

(1 98 1 ). Their Redlich-Kwong equation of involving oxidation and reduction at high

state predicts values intermediate between pressures and temperatures. /. Chem.

the MRK and the virial EOS. Phys., 26, 1760-1761, 1957.

The provisional equation (6) pre- Flowers, G. C, Correction of Holloway's

sented here should provide pressure- (1977) adaption of the modified Redlich-

temperatures-/(0
2
) relationships, applicable Kwong equation of state for calculation

to solid-media, high-pressure experiments of the fugacities of molecular species in

performed with external/(0
2
) buffering at supercritical fluids of geologic interest.

high/(0
2
). In the range Ni-NiO to pure CCO Contrib. Mineral. Petrol, 69, 315-318,

(no hydrogen at all) the difference in/(0
2
) at 1979

.

all temperatures greater than ~ 800°C are Holloway, J. R., Fugacity and activity of

less than 0.1 log/(0
2
). It should also give molecular species in supercritical fluids,

reasonable estimates of the /(02
) for un- In, Thermodynamics in Geology, D.

buffered experiments with talc-Pyrex as- Fraser, ed., pp 161-181, 1977.

semblies, because the/(0
2)
of these assem- Holmes, R. D., O'Neill ,H. St., and Arculus,

blies are between that imposed by the FMQ R. J., Standard Gibbs free energy of for-

and Ni-NiO buffers. mation for Cu
2
0, NiO, CoO and Fe

x
O:

High resolution electrochemical meas-

urements using zirconia solid electro-
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Bull., 1452, 456 pp., 1978. phic, long-prismatic, partly skeletal olivines

Saxena,S.K., and Fei,Y., High pressure and with core compositions up to Fo
910

and

high temperature fluid fugacities. Geo- 2800 ppm Ni. Both values are consistent

chim. Cosmochim. Acta, 51, 783-791, with equilibrium with a melt similar to the

1987. bulk rock (XMg = 0.760, Ni 332 ppm, Table

Saxena, S. K., and Fei, Y., The pressure- 3, RC158c). (ii) There is no correlation

volume-temperature equation of between the modal amount of olivine phe-

hydrogen. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, nocrysts and the MgO content of the rocks.

52,1195-1196,1988. Ulmer et al. (1983) proposed that

Thompson, R. N., and Kushiro, I., The Mg-rich tholeiitic to picritic magmas of this

oxygen fugacity within graphite capsules type may represent primary mantle partial

in piston-cylinder apparatus at high melts as well as parental magmas for the

pressures. Carnegie Instn. Washington, calc-alkaline series. These picritic magmas

Year Book, 71, 615-616, 1972. are H
2
0-bearing (2.5-3 wt% H

2
0). Amphi-

Weast, R. C, CRC Handbook ofChemistry boles are the dominant mafic phase of the

and Physics, 61 st edition. CRC Press, southern part of the Adamello Batholith.

Boca Raton, Florida, 1981. Ultramafic cumulates, which form the ear-

liest intrusive phases of the batholith, are

predominantly homblendites, with numer-

ous olivine and clinopyroxene inclusions.

High-Pressure Phase Equilibria of a ^ picritic dikeS5 as well as the uitramafic
calc-alkaline Picro-Basalt: Implications cumu iates, have Sr and Nd isotopic charac-

for the Genesis of calc-alkaline
teristics (

87SrrSr = 0.7036-0.7042 and £Nd
Magmas _ +2 - +6) typical for mantle rocks, which

suffered only minor to negligible crustal

Peter Ulmer contamination (Del Moro et al., 1983;

Cortecci etai, 1979;Kaghamieftf/., 1983);

Late magmatic dikes ofpicrobasaltic 6 i8 values for ±Q uitramafic cumulates are

to andesitic composition occur in the south- typical mantle values (+5 5 . + 6 , Cortecci

em part of the Tertiary calc-alkaline Ada-
et al ? 1979) It seems that the H

2
in these

mello Batholith (Northern, Italy) (Bianchi rocks is not due t0 crustal contamination,

and Dal Piaz, 1937; Ulmer et al, 1983). but mantle-derived. The importance ofH
2

Geochemical and petrographic evidence
in the genesis of calc-alkaline magmas has

indicates that the picritic hypabyssal rocks ^^ shown by a number of investigations

are not olivine-accumulated basalts or
(e.g.,Yoder, 1969; Osborn, 1969)

tholeiites,butrepresentmagmas.Themajor ^ order t0 test the hypothesis of a

arguments in support of a non-cumulate primary and parental, H
2
0-bearing, picritic

origin are: (i) The occurrence of idiomor- magma for ±Q calc-alkaline suite of the
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Table 3. Compositions of starting material and near liquidus phases

RC158c Olivine Cpx Opx Garnet

25/1368 30/1370 30/1370 30/1370 30/1370

sio
2

46.00 41.08 53.00 54.86 42.14

Ti0
2

0.70 0.01 0.14 0.09 0.24

A1
2 3

12.42 0.08 6.00 5.08 23.25

Fe
2 3

3.15 - - - -

FeO 6.65 9.97 5.85 7.34 7.67

MnO 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.23

MgO 16.53 49.44 21.14 31.33 20.68

CaO 10.02 0.19 13.53 2.24 5.60

Na
2

1.18 0.00 0.78 0.21 0.04

K
2

0.39 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

p
2
°

5
0.10 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

H
2
+ 2.60 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

co
2

0.05 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.

Cr
2 3

0.16 0.09 0.16 0.19 0.59

NiO 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.00

Total 100.17 101.07 100.75 101.53 100.44

Mg# 0.756 0.898 0.866 0.884 0.828

Compositions are in wt%. The numbers below the mineral names indicate the experimental conditions:

first number = pressure in kbar, second number = temperature in °C. The Mg# [= Mg/(Mg+Fe)] are

minimum values, because all iron was assumed to be ferrous.

Southern Adamello, a series ofexperiments

on the H
2
0-bearing picrite RC158c (Table

3) and a few differentiated compositions

have been performed. For all but the 1 bar

experiments onRC 1 58c , the originalamount

ity of H
2

during partial melting, and ap-

plying the integrated batch melting equa-

tion from O'Hara (1985), this amount cor-

responds to ~ 0. 1 -0.2 wt% H
2

in the source

prior to melting, for a maximum amount of

melting of 20-25 % in a plume-like melting

regime. Such H
2

contents are in the ac-

ceptable range for upper mantle peridotite

(e.g., Kushiro, 1983).

The experimental conditions ranged

from 1 bar to 40 kbar and 1000-1500°C.

Experiments at 1 bar were conducted with

the wire-loop technique in CO-C0
2
gas-

mixing quench furnaces. The experiments

were performed at an/(0
2
) close to the iron-

wiistite equilibrium (IW+0.5 log units). All

high-pressure experiments were conducted
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Fig. 16. P-T diagram for the picro-basaltic composition RC158c (Table 3). Each symbol represent an

experimental data point. Squares are 1 bar and high pressure F^O-bearing experiments, diamonds

represent 30 kbar anhydrous experiments. The results indicate a multiply saturated liquidus for the picro-

basalt at -28 kbar and 1370°C, for further discussion see text.

in 1/2" internal-diameter, solid-media, high-

pressure apparatus (at the Geophysical

Laboratory and at ETH, Zurich, Switzer-

land), in which talc-Pyrex assemblies and

graphite-sample containers sealed in Pt-

capsules were used.

All experimental charges were stud-

ied by optical methods, and the phases were

analyzed with the electron microprobe. Fig-

ure 16 shows the pressure-temperature dia-

gram for the picritic composition RC158c.

The most important results of the phase

equilibria study are as follows. The picritic

composition is multiply saturated on the

liquidus with the garnet lherzolite assem-

blage, clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene- oli-

vine-garnet, at approximately 28 kbar and

1370°C. Olivine is the liquidus phase up to

28 kbar; above 30 kbar garnet is the liquidus

phase. The orthopyroxene stability field

decreases rapidly above 35 kbar and a clino-

pyroxene-garnet assemblage is stable to

nearly 150°C below the liquidus at 40 kbar.

The stability fields of the pyroxenes (opx

and cpx) increase considerably from 1 bar

to 28 kbar. Orthopyroxene is not stable

above 1000°C at pressures less than 7 kbar.

The olivine stability field decreases with

increasing pressure. The plagioclase stabil-

ity field shrinks rapidly with increasing
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pressure. At all pressures above 1 bar pla- cates near cotectic melting. By assuming

gioclase crystallized later than the pyrox- that the modal proportions of phases in the

enes, at pressures above about 9 kbar even melting reaction do not change considera-

amphibole is earlier than plagioclase. Phlo- bly within this temperature interval, and

gopite (not shown in Fig. 1 6) has been iden- that the mineral compositions remain nearly

tified as a stable phase above 25 kbar at constant, one can calculated a melting reac-

temperatures below 1 100°C. Calcium-bear- tion from the bulk composition of RC1 58c

ing magnesite was found at 40 kbar and and the near liquidus mineral compositions.

1000°C, coexisting with rutile, which forms For this calculation the data from Table 3

the stable opaque phase at low temperatures have been used and Fe and Mg were proc-

and high pressures. essed together. The following melting equa-

The compositions of near liquidus tion was obtained (in wt %):

olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and

garnet, analyzed in experimental charges 0.582 cpx + 0.388 gar + 0.031 opx

close to the inferred multiply saturated liqui- <=> 0.075 ol + 0.925 liquid ( 1

)

dus, are listed in Table 3. The compositions

correspond well with those reported from Similar reactions have been proposed by

fertile garnet lherzolites (e.g., PHN1611, Kushiro and Yoder (1974) and have been

Nixon and Boyd, 1973) which are believed supported by Mysen and Kushiro (1977).

to represent a possible source rock for calc- The characteristic ofthese equations, which

alkaline magmatism. The principal differ- describe the partial melting of garnet-lher-

ences are the lowerAl contents ofthe pyrox- zolite, is the reaction relationship between

enes in PHN1611, but this difference is olivine and the other solid constituents,

expected because PHN1611 shows equili- Equation (1) indicates that garnet harzbur-

bration pressures of60 kbar, and the isother- gite, rather than lherzolite is the solid resi-

mal Al solubility in pyroxenes, coexisting due of partial melting, if partial melting

with garnet decreases with increasing pres- ceases because of exhaustion of a phase in

sure (e.g., MacGregor, 1974). The higher the source. This interpretation has been

XMg of the olivines may also be explained by proposed by O'Hara (1 968) for the depth

pressure dependent partitioning of Fe2+ and interval studied here, and is also inferred

Mg between the different phases (including from rare earth and other trace element

melt). abundances in basic calc-alkaline magmas,

The major proportion of melting which indicate that garnet is a residualphase

(-70%) occurs within less than 50°C of the in the source (e.g., Schilling, 1975; Yoder,

multiply saturated liquidus (the entire melt- 1 976).

ing interval, however, is at least 400°C The high-pressure part of the experi-

wide). The large amount of melting within mental study reveals that the picritic com-

a limited temperature range probably indi- position may indeed represent a primary
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magma in equilibrium with garnet lher-

zolite under conditions typically expected

for the generation of primary calc-alkaline

magmas (80-140kmandl300-1400°C; Gill,

1 980). The present experimental study dem-

onstrates that possible primary magma
compositions in calc-alkaline, subduction

related suites have to be high-Mg basaltic to

picritic (as proposed by O'Hara, 1968).

More silica rich compositions (e.g., calc-

alkaline basalts and tholeiites) can be ob-

tained only under the conditions mentioned

above, if the H
2

content of the source

rocks is considerably increased (10% par-

tial melting of an H
2
0-saturated primary

magma requires ~3 wt% H20 in the source)

(e.g., Mysen and Boettcher, 1975, Mysen,

1983).

Figure 17 shows a normative clino-

pyroxene-plagioclase-orthopyroxene dia-

gram for the compositions of liquids coex-

isting with solid phases from the experi-

ments and the dike rock suite from the

southern Adamello. For equilibrium crys-

tallization, liquids below 8-9 kbar evolve

toward the plagioclase-orthopyroxene join

and differentiate toward Si0
2
-normative

compositions (andesitic at 1000°C). Oli-

vine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase are

progressively crystallizing phases down to

1000°C. Orthopyroxene is absent except at

7.5 kbar and 1000°C, where it crystallizes

togetherwith pargasitic amphibole.At pres-

sures greater than 8 kbar, the liquids evolve

toward the plagioclase-clinopyroxene join

and become nepheline-normative with in-

creasing differentiation, resulting in alkali-

basaltic compositions. Olivine is resorbed

PLAG

NEPH

CPX OPX

Fig. 17. Part of the plagioclase (Ab+An)-cpx-opx

diagram. Data points represent the results from

normative calculations (in wt %, CIPW) for the

experimentally produced liquids and the composi-

tions ofdike rocks from the Tertiary, calc-alkaline

Adamello batholith (Northern Italy). The compo-

sitions, which are plotted at negative opx-compo-

nent (to the left of the plag-cpx join), are nephe-

line-normative. For a discussion of the diagram

see text.

and replaced by orthopyroxene below

1 1 50°C. This reaction relation is mostproba-

bly responsible for the evolution of the

liquids toward undersaturated compositions.

A similar reaction relationship is present in

the albite-forsterite system at 9 kbar (Yoder,

1964), and is also inferred from the incon-

gruent melting of enstatite in the presence

ofH
2

up to at least 30 kbar (Kushiro etal,

1968). The higher the pressure the more

pronounced the effect, because orthopyrox-

ene starts crystallizing at higher tempera-

tures when the liquid is still strongly olivine

normative.

Some preliminary experiments at 5
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and 10 kbar have been conducted with the suggest that primary magmas in the calc-

aim of studying the influence of fractiona- alkaline series may evolve toward the Si0
2
-

tion on the compositions of differentiated saturated basaltic, andesitic and dacitic

liquids. The fractionation was simulated by magmas, which build up the major volumes

performing a series of experiments, where of calc-alkaline volcanic and plutonic

stepwise, more differentiated starting mate- complexes. These compositions are obtained

rials have been used. The differentiation by either crystallization (fractional or equi-

path for the fractionation experiments at 10 Librium) from a primary picritic magma in

kbar is indicated in Fig. 1 7 (dashed line). At shallowmagma chambers (whichmay exist

5 kbar fractional and equilibrium crystalli- in early arc building magmatism) or by

zation yield nearly identical compositions fractional crystallization to depth of at least

at low temperature (1000°C), because no 30 km (10 kbar). The latter mechanism is

resorption or reaction relations, or both, are probably the more important one for most

observed. At 10 kbar, fractionation has a of the calc-alkaline complexes in mature

pronounced effect, as the liquids evolve island arc or continental margin settings,

toward Si0
2
saturation with increasing dif- where primary, dense, picritic magmas are

ferentiation, because olivine is extracted not able to rise into shallow levels due to the

from the melt at an early stage, thus inhib- low density of the crust. The magmas are

iting its low-temperature resorption. This trapped inmagma chambers at orjust above

effect also decreases the amount oforthopy- the Moho, where they fractionate olivine

roxene that crystallizes at lower tempera- and probably clinopyroxene and evolve to

tures, because Mg (and Fe) has effectively basaltic and more differentiated calc-alka-

been depleted from the melt. line compositions. The differentiation from

The compositions of the natural dike picritic magmas to calc-alkaline andesitic

rocks plotbetween the 5 and 1 kbar curves liquids produces large volumes of ultrama-

for equilibrium crystallization and coincide fie and mafic cumulates, probably repre-

well with the liquid compositions obtained sented by alpine-type peridotites (e.g.,

from the 10 kbar fractionation experiments. Osborn, 1 969) or as Alaskan-type ultrama-

The total lackoforthopyroxene or its pseudo- fie complexes (e.g., Irvine, 1974).

morphs, indicates that pyroxene saturation The experimental results show that it

(clinopyroxene) of these magmas occurred is possible to produce nepheline normative

either at pressures below 7-8 kbar (olivine, magmas from a calc-alkaline olivine-opx

however, may have crystallized at higher normative precursor magma by high pres-

pressures) or the dikes were intruded into sure crystallization of orthopyroxene and

the shallow level batholith at rather high combined resorption ofolivine.An increase

temperatures, before crystallization of in the depth ofmagma chambers, or differ-

orthopyroxene occurred ences in the effectiveness of fractionation

The present experimental results processes, or both, may explain therefore
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the temporal or spatial variations, or both,

and transitions of calk-alkaline to alkaline

rock types in some island arcs (e.g., Lesser

Antilles; Arculus, 1978), Aeolian Islands

(Italy; Keller, 1974).
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The Effect of Fluorine On The

Viscosity of Diopside Liquid

Donald B. Dingwell* and Robert W. Luth

The effect of fluorine in reducing the

viscosity offully-polymerized silicate melts

has recently been determined (Dingwell et

al., 1985, Dingwell, 1987a) and the signifi-

cance of such viscosity reduction for the

petrogenesis of various, fluorine-rich, sil-

icic igneous rocks has been recognized (e.g.,

Dingwell, 1985; 1987a,b; Christiansen et

al., 1986; Clemens et al., 1986; Hannah and

Stein, 1986; Stem etal., 1986; Pichavantef

al., 1987; Kortemeier and Burt, 1988).

Certain very basic igneous rocks (e.g.,

melilitites, leucitites, minettes) also contain

up to 2 wt% fluorine (Aoki et al., 1981).

Bayerisches Geoinstitut, Universitat Bayreuth,
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The importance of fluorine in influ- ( 1 988b) has studied the effect of fluorine on

encing the petrogenesis of mantle-derived liquidus phase relations in the NaAlSi0
4
-

melts has been stressed recently by Foley et CaMgSi
2 6

-Si0
2
system, concluding that

al. (1986) who note that the effect of fluo- the substitution of fluorine for oxygen (via

rine on liquidus phase relations in the KA1- the F
2 , exchange operator) results in an

Si0
4
-Mg

2
Si0

4
-Si0

2
system can be explained increase in the activity of Si0

2
in these

in terms of an increase in the activity ofSi0
2

liquids. Additionally, Luth ( 1 988a) presented

in liquids in this system. Similarly, Luth Raman spectra of quenched melts (glasses)

Table 4. Glass analyses.

Sample CaMgSi
2 6

(nominal)

Di DiF0.25*

wt % oxides*

DiF0.5 DiFl

CaO 25.90 26.61 26.39 25.42 26.01

MgO 18.61 19.29 17.75 17.55 17.75

Si0
2

55.49 54.11 55.96 57.03 56.24

F - - 2.39 4.65 12.65

Total** 98.21 97.42 99.11 98.55

four cation molar basis

Ca 1.000 1.024 1.019 0.986 1.008

Mg 1.000 1.033 0.957 0.948 0.958

Si 2.000 1.944 2.024 2.066 2.034

6.000 5.944 5.883 5.792 5.230

F - - 0.284 0.548 1.549.

F/(F+Q) - - 0.0461 0.0864 0.2285

Glass analyses were performed by wavelength dispersive analysis using a JEOL JSM-35 instrument

and Krisel control system. Operating conditions were 15 kV accelerating voltage, 100 nA beam cur-

rent on carbon, 30 sec maximum count times using a 10x10 jj.m raster and moving the sample

continuously under the beam. Standards were a synthetic diopside-jadeite glass for Ca, Mg and Si and

AB1F glass (See Dingwell et al, 1985) for fluorine.

'Analyses of fluorine-bearing glasses are the means of 5 analysis points.

"Weight percent analyses have ben normalized to CaO+MgO+Si0
2
= 100% basis to facilitate

comparison with nominal diopside.

"Totals from analyses with oxygen calculated by stoichiometry.
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Table. 5 Melt viscosity data

Temp. (

-

C) Log
10

viscosity (poise)

Di DiF0.25 DiF0.5 DiFl

1495.0 0.640 _ _ _

1445.8 0.805 0.688 - -

1421.2 0.763 - - -

1396.6 0.974 0.840 0.749 -

1372.0 - 0.930 0.811 -

1347.5 - 1.01 0.895 0.664

1322.9 - - - 0.728

1303.2 - - - 0.839

tog^o -5.024 -4.662 -4.078 -5.496

V 45.83 42.07 36.85 45.61

* in Kcal/mol

in the CaO-CaF
2
-Si0

2
system in support of The compositions of this investiga-

fluorine complexing with Ca and concomi- tion were chosen to lie on the compositional

tant increase in the activity of Si0
2
in these join CaMgSi

2 6
-F

2 A
. Four compositions,

glasses. If one defines the polymerization corresponding to progressive substitution

of the melt simply as a measure of the of fluorine for oxygen in this system, were

concentration of bridging oxygens, rather chosen at molar values of 0, 0.25, 0.5 and

than a ratio of non-bridging oxygens to 1 .0 moles of fluorine per 4 cation basis di-

tetrahedrally coordinated cations (as is done opside (i.e., CaMgSi
2 6

, CaMgSi
2
O

575
F
025 ,

for the calculation of NBO/T) then one can CaMgSi
2 5 50

F
5
and CaMgSi

2 5
F, denoted

describe the effect of fluorine substitution Di, DiF0.25, DiF0.5 and DiFl, respectively),

for oxygen (resulting in an increase in the Chips of these starting glasses were ana-

activity of Si0
2)

as a polymerization of the lyzed by microprobe for Ca, Mg, Si and F

melts. This was done by Luth (1988a, 1988b) and the results of these analyses are pre-

and Foley et al. (1986) and resulted in the sented in Table 4. Precautions were taken to

hypothesis ofLuth ( 1 988a) and the "polym- avoid fluorine volatilization during analy-

erizing" effect of F
2 A on depolymerized sis. The Ca, Mg and Si contents of the

melts might result in an increase in melt glasses are within microprobe errors of the

viscosity. nominal compositions. The viscosities were
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Fig. 18. Comparison of the effect of substituting

fluorine foroxygen in several silicate melts on melt

viscosity (at 1400°C). Data from Riebling (1966);

Dingwell et al. (1985) and this study. Peralk is a

peralkaline composition with 75 mol % silica.

determined with the concentric cylinder

method using a modified version of the

apparatus described by Dingwell (1986).

The viscosities were measured over a range

of rotation rates and Newtonian behavior

was observed for all compositions. The

results of the viscosity determinations on

Di, DiF0.25, DiF0.5 and DiFl are presented

in Table 5.

In order to quantify the effect of

F
2 j on the viscosity of CaO-MgO-Si0

2

melts, we have plotted the viscosity ofthese

melts on the CaMgSi
2 6

-F
2 _,

join as a

function of the anionic mol fraction of fluo-

rine, F/(F+0), in Fig. 18. The dependence

of viscosity on composition exhibits a

smooth function with positive curvature

when plotted against F/(F+0).

Figure 18 compares the effects of

fluorine on reducing the viscosity of albite,

jadeite, nepheline and diopside melts at 1

bar. The viscosity-reducing effect of fluo-

rine on fully-polymerized melts has already

been shown to be a strong positive function

of Si0
2
content [or the Si/(A1+Si) value].

Similarly, Fig. 1 8 illustrates that at constant

mol fraction Si0
2
(equal to 0.50 for jadeite

and diopside melts) the viscosity ofthe fully

polymerized jadeite melt is lowered much

more strongly than the viscosity of de-

polymerized diopside melt.

In depolymerized melts, such as

diopside, the solution of fluorine might

proceed by the formation of Si-F bonds in

replacement of bridging or nonbridging

oxygens or by the formation of Ca and Mg
fluoride complexes resulting, in this Al-free

composition, in an increase in the propor-

tion of oxygen that forms bridging bonds.

Raman and infrared spectroscopic observa-

tions of glasses and liquidus phase equili-

bria favor the latter interpretation as both

are consistent with an increase in the activ-

ity of Si0
2
in the liquid (Foley et al., 1986;

Luth, 1988a, 1988b). As noted above, Luth

(1988b) hypothesized that fluorine might

increase the viscosity of diopside melt due

to such an increase in the activity of Si0
2 ,

which presumably reflects an increase in

the proportion ofoxygen bridging bonds. If

the contribution of neutral fluoride com-

plexes can be neglected then this structural

parameter, the activity of Si0
2
, should
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dominate the effect of fluorine addition on

melt viscosity.

The present study shows thatthe effect

of fluorine is to reduce significantly the

viscosity of diopside melt. Thus, we con-

clude that if, as is likely, the fluorine in

diopside-F
2

j melts is present as neutral

fluoride complexes, then the presence of

such fluoride complexes is a dominant

control on melt viscosity. This conclusion

leads to the generalization that it is not

appropriate to model (quantitatively or

qualitatively) viscous flow in mixed fluo-

ride - oxide (silicate) melts entirely in terms

of the oxide (silicate or aluminosilicate)

proportion of the melt structure, and to the

exclusion of the consideration of fluoride

complexes.

Diopside is a usefulmodel compound

for discussing basaltic andmore basic melts,

just as albite is often used as a model for

granitic melts. Based on a qualitative com-

parison ofthe effect offluorine on polymer-

ized and depolymerized silicate melts, it is

concluded that fluorine will be less effec-

tive in reducing the viscosities of more

basic melts than is likely the case for granitic

and other felsic melts. Several factors

combine to reduce the predicted effect of

fluorine on more basic melts. Firstly, the

viscosity reducing effect is smaller per

weight % of fluorine (Fig. 18). Secondly,

the liquidus temperatures of more basic

melts are much higher and thus the diver-

gence ofviscosity-temperature relationships

that results from decreasing activation en-

ergy with fluorine addition cannot be ex-

ploited to expand the effect of fluorine on

viscosity in basic systems as is possible in

felsic systems.
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Isothermal Crystal Growth Kinetics of

Plagioclase in a Haplogranodiorite

Melt at P(H
2
0) = 2 Kbar

Gregory E. Muncill

Although the importance of experi-

mentally determining time-dependentproc-

esses in geologic environments, such as

chemical diffusion and crystal growth, is

recognized, the requisite data base is still

sparse. In particular, there is a general pau-

city ofexperimental kinetic studies of crys-

tal growth for igneous systems at pressures
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Table 6. Nominal and Analyzed Chemical Composition of Haplogranite

Nominal Actual*

SiO
z

70.34 70.64

A1
2 3

18.00 17.55

CaO 3.97 3.89

Na
2

4.37 4.45

K
2

3.32 3.43

Average of 22 Microprobe spot analyses

Nominal Normative Composition

Qtz 23.1

Or 19.8

Ab 37.3

An 19.8

total 100.0

greater than one atmosphere and with a procedure of Luth and Ingamells (1965).

variety of volatile compositions. Earlier The nominal chemical composition, the

studies of crystal growth (Muncill and chemical composition as determined by
Lasaga, 1987, 1988) have focused on devel- electron microprobe, and the normative

oping a predictive model for crystal growth mineralogy are presented in Table 6.

in multicomponent systems. The present The plagioclase crystal growth ex-

study was designed to test further the simple periments were carried out at />(H
2
0) in an

model of Muncill and Lasaga (1988) in a internally-heated pressure vessel (IHPV) as

chemically complex system that is closer to described by Yoder ( 1 950). The anhydrous

a natural multicomponent silicate melt than starting material consisted of 1 50-200 mg
those in earlier studies. of the haplogranodiorite powder and 1-2

The composition of the anhydrous mg of sieved (100-250 ^m) natural an-

starting material corresponds to the haplo- orthite seed crystals. An adequate amount
granodiorite composition of Whitney of deionized water (12-1 8 wt%) was added

(1975). The anhydrous oxide starting mix to insure H
2

saturation of the system at the

was prepared as a gel accoiding to the pressure and temperature of the experi-
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Fig. 19. Growth-rate data for crystal growth of

plagioclase in the haplogranodiorite melt. Small

dots represent data from this study. The large

crosses represent data from Swanson (1977) for

plagioclase growth from the haplogranodiorite at 8

kbar and 6 wt % H
2

content.

merit. As discussed by Muncill and Lasaga

(1987), the anorthite seed crystals are nec-

essary for avoiding nucleation lag time.

After homogenizing the melt at a

temperature above the liquidus temperature

of the haplogranodiorite (101 0°C), the

temperature was decreased to the tempera-

ture of interest for crystal growth for a

predetermined length of time. The run was

quenched by shutting off the power, which

resulted in a nonisobaric quench with a drop

in pressure of about 200 bar. The resulting

run products consist of a glass slug with

imbedded crystals and free water. The glass

slug was mounted in epoxy and a polished

thin section was prepared for optical and

electron microprobe analysis.

The resulting crystal growth rates are

shown in Fig. 19. The curve shown in this

Figure was hand-fit to the maxima in the

data for each growth temperature; the crite-

ria for this fitting method has been dis-

cussed previously in Muncill and Lasaga

(1987). As in all other glass-forming sys-

tems, the growth rate initially increases

with undercooling below the liquidus,

reaches a maximum, and then rapidly de-

creases. For comparison, the data of Swan-

son (1977) are shown for crystal growth of

plagioclase in the same composition melt at

8 kbar pressure and 6 wt % water added to

the anhydrous starting material. The water

content of Swanson 's charges is compa-

rable to the calculated water content of the

H
2
0-saturated melt in the current set of

experiments (Burnham, 1 979), and the liqui-

dus temperatures are also comparable.

Swanson did not use a heterogeneous nu-

cleation technique with seed crystals, but

relied on homogeneous nucleation in the

melt and heterogeneous nucleation on the

sides of the capsule.

The crystal growth rate of plagio-

clase in the haplogranodiorite melt can be

modelled in a similar manner to crystal

growth of plagioclase in the system

NaAlSi
3 8

-CaAl
2
Si

2 8
-H

2
(Muncill and

Lasaga, 1988).An extension of a simplified

growth model for crystal growth in single-
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component systems (Turnbull and Cohen, tion in using the same Y
r
is that the growth

1960; Jackson, 1967) to multicomponent mechanism is the same in the two environ-

systems yields an equation for the growth ments. For the form of the F equation, the

rate of plagioclase in the haplogranodiorite reader is referred to the earlierpaper (Muncill

melt: and Lasaga, 1987).

The comparison of the calculated

y
pi
= {1 - exp curve and the experimental growth rate

[-(AH^ AT/RTTJDY/ri, (1) curve can be seen in Fig. 20. The fit for

relatively low undercooling temperatures

where (< 50°C) is excellent. It should be noted that

y
pi
= Growth rate of plagioclase (cm/ the calculated growth rate curve is calcu-

sec) lated from data on the thermodynamics of

AH^ = enthalpy ofhydrous melt- the system (AHm), the viscosity of the F^O-

ing of plagioclase of composition q saturated melt, and the growth rate of an-

(Joules/mol) orthite from anorthite melt at one atmos-

R = gas constant (Joules/K mole) phere. The importance of the model is that

T = temperature of growth (K) predictions of crystal growth rates in multi-

T
L
= liquidus temperature of the pla- component systems can be made from

gioclase in the haplogranodioritemelt thermodynamic data, viscosity data and the

(K) growth rate of the phase in the one compo-

AT = T
L
-T (K) nent system. Crystal growth experiments

Y
t
= reduced growth rate (cm poise/ are, therefore, not necessary for each new

sec K) multicomponent composition. Although

r]= viscosity ofthe meltphase (poise), there is deviation between the experimental

and calculated curves at moderate to large

The reduced growth rate, 7, is essen- undercoolings (50-250°C), that under-

tially a measure of the fraction of growth cooling range is probably not important for

sites available on the crystal surface (Kirkpa- crystal growth in most plutonic regimes,

trick, 1975). In the formulation of Muncill The applicability of the model must

and Lasaga (1987,1988), Y
r
for plagioclase still be checked with chemical systems

growth is assumed to be independent of approaching the complexity of natural sili-

composition of the melt. Thus, the Y
t
ex- cate melts. The fit of the model to date,

pression for crystal growth ol plagioclase in however, is very encouraging. If the model

the haplogranodiorite melt is taken to be is applicable for a wide variety of environ-

equivalent to the formulation of Muncill ments, the amount of crystal growth data

and Lasaga (1987) for plagioclase crystal necessary for modelling crystal growth

growth in the system NaAlS^Og-CaA^S^Og kinetics in igneous systems will be greatly

at one atmosphere. The requisite assump- reduced. The end-member, single-compo-
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Fig. 20. Comparison ofthe experimentally-derived

growth-rate curve with the theoretical curve gener-

ated from equation (1).

nent growth rates can be used to calculate

growth rates of crystalline phases in natu-

ral, multicomponent systems.
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Fluorine in aluminosilicate systems: phase-equilibrium study will be used as a

Phase relations in the system basis for studies of the influence of F on

NaAlSi
3 8

-CaAl
2
Si

2 8
-F

2 j
crystal morphology and kinetics of plagio-

clase growth in the same system. Previous

Robert W.Luth and Gregory E. Muncill work (Muncill and Lasaga, 1987, 1988)

will allow comparison of these results with

Fluorine is an important constituent those for the volatile-free and the H
2
0-

in some late-stage differentiates of granitic saturated systems.

magmas (Bailey, 1977; Burt et aL, 1982). Starting materials for allexperiments

For example, some topaz rhyolites contain were glasses, which were synthesized in a

>1 wt% fluorine after eruption, and some two-stage procedure. Fluorine-free, Al-

alkali granites contain > 1 wt% fluorine deficient glasses were initially synthesized

after crystallization, predominantly in mi- from mixtures of oxides+carbonates by

cas. Although the role of fluorine in com- repeated fusions at 1 bar. The resultant

plexing and concentrating ore-forming ele- glasses were then mixed with the appropri-

ments such as Mo, Sn,W andU in the alkali- ate amount of A1F
3

, dried, and fused at 2

rich and calcium-poor granitic magmas is kbar, 1280°C, 24 hr, in a sealed Pt capsule in

still uncertain (Stemprok, 1982), the high an internally-heated, gas-media pressure

concentration of fluorine will exert consid- vessel (IHPV, Yoder, 1950). The F-bearing

erable influence on the phase equilibria and glasses were used as starting materials for

fluid evolution of the magmatic system. the 2 kbar experiments in the IHPV and for

Despite this concern for the role of the 10 kbar experiments in a solid-media,

fluorine in magmatic and hydrothermal high-pressure apparatus (Boyd and Eng-

systems, the effects of fluorine on phase land, 1960).

equilibria and crystal growth in silicic sys- The liquidus phase equilibria of

terns have not been addressed in any detail. 0.9NaAlSi
3
O

8
-0. 1CaAl

2
Si

2 8
-F

2 _, were

To date, studies on the effects of fluorine on determined to 10 kbar for a composition

phase equilibria in silicic systems have con- with molar F/(F+0) = 0.095. The tempera-

centrated on the effects of fluorine, as HF, in ture of the liquidus is depressed by ~200°C

conjunction with H
2

(e.g., NaAlSi
3 8

- from 1 bar to 10 kbar relative to the volatile-

H
2
0-HF, Wyllie and Tuttle, 1961; Wyllie, free liquidus (Fig. 21).

1979; and NaAlSi
3 8

-KAlSi
3 8

-Si0
2
-H

2
0- Additional experiments were carried

HF, Wyllie and Tuttle, 1961; Manning, out at 2 kbar to examine the effects of

1981). To provide further insight into the increasing F content on phase equilibria,

interactions offluorine with silicic systems, Increasing F/(F+0) to 0.156 at fixed pres-

phase equilibria in the system NaAlSi
3
O

g

- sure decreases the temperature of the liqui-

CaAl
2
Si

2 8
-F

2 j were studied in the pres- dus ~350°C from the temperature of the

sure range 1 bar to 10 kbar. In addition, this volatile-free liquidus (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22. Experimental results of the effects of
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2 v Symbols as in Fig.

21.

The composition of the feldspars in

equilibrium with these fluorine-bearing

liquids was determined by electron mi-

croanalysis with a JEOLJSM 35 SEM. At a

constant F/(F+0) of 0.095, the X
An

of the

plagioclase coexisting with the liquid de-

creased from An^ at 1 bar to An
22

at 2 kbar

and toAn
17

at 10 kbar. At a fixed pressure of

2 kbar, increasing the fluorine content ofthe

liquid systematically decreased the An

content of the feldspar to a value ofAn
13

in

equilibrium with the liquid with F/(F+0) =

0.156 (Fig. 23).

There are important geological im-

plications forchemical fractionation in fluo-

rine-rich systems, such as the source mag-

mas for Climax-Type molybdenum depos-

its, tin granites and topaz rhyolites. The

effect of fluorine is in marked contrast to

that of H
2
0, which has little effect on the

composition of plagioclase in equilibrium

with An
10

liquid, at least to 10 kbar. The

temperatures of the liquidus and solidus are

depressed to the same extent by H
2
0, but

differentiallyby fluorine. The compositional

relations from the experiments can be used

to infer that either the source rocks for the

natural fluorine-bearing systems were

greatly depleted in anorthite content in the

plagioclase or large scale plagioclase frac-

tionation occurred before emplacement of

the ore-forming plutons. The degree of

plagioclase fractionation would be in con-

siderable excess of estimates based solely

on the fluorine-free anhydrous albite-an-

orthite system or the H
2
0-saturated albite-

anorthite-H
2

system.
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Fig. 23. Molar composition ofplagioclase coexist-

ing with liquid as a function of fluorine contents at

2kbar.

The phase equilibrium study repre-

sents a starting point for the next study on

the morphology and crystal growth of pla-

gioclase in the same system. An interesting

observation ofthe crystal habit ofthe quartz,

alkali feldspar and in a few cases the plagio-

clase in Climax-type plutons is the occur-

rence of dendritic crystals (Shannon et ai,

1982). Our aim in the next study is to

investigate the role of fluorine in the devel-

opment of dendritic growth in the same

system for whichwe have defined the phase

equilibria.
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Wyllie, P. J. , and Tuttle, O. F. , Experimental of the melt (equilibrated with air) at the end

investigation of silicate liquids contain- of the viscosity determinations was deter-

ing two volatile components. Part II. The mined by electron microprobe analysis of a

effects ofNH
3
and HF in addition to H

2
chip of the quench glass to be within ana-

on the melting temperatures of albite and lytical error of the nominal composition,

granite. Am. 7. ScL, 259, 128-143, 1961. The viscosity determinations were per-
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The melt was sampled at each redox

Viscosity-Oxidation State Relationship step during the viscometry experiments.

for Hedenbergitic Melt These samples were obtained by dipping a

platinum wire into the melt and withdraw-

Donald B. Dingwell* and David Virgo ing approximately 100 mg of melt which

was quenched in water. 57Fe Mossbauer

Studies of the physical properties of spectra of samples obtained with this sam-

iron-bearing silicate melts serve to improve pling technique yield redox data that agree

our understanding of the relationship be- well with those obtained on smallersamples

tween composition, structure and physical (~ 30 mg) that were suspended on platinum

properties of silicate melts and to aid in the loops and drop-quenched into water and

prediction of the physical behavior of igne- liquid nitrogen (Dingwell and Virgo, 1986;

ous melts during petrogenetic processes Dingwell etal, 1988). The 57Fe Mossbauer

involving redox equilibria. Recently, the spectra obtained on samples from the vis-

use of oxidation state as the independent cometry experiments permit the calibration

compositional variable in studies of the of the viscosity of hedenbergite melt as a

physical properties of iron-bearing silicate function of ferric/total iron,

melts has begun to delineate the relation- The resonant absorption spectra were

ship between redox equilibria and physical recorded at 298 K, with a 25 mCi 57Co/Pd

properties in silicate melts (e.g., Toguri et source, on powdered samples mixed with

al., 1976; Dingwell and Virgo, 1987). plastic transoptic powder and pressed into

The melt composition used in this thin discs. The absorber thickness was

constrained to be 5 mg Fe/cm2
. Mirror image

* Bayerisches Geoinstitut, Universitat Bayreuth, sPectra were recorded over 5 1 2 channels.

Postfach 10 12 51, 8580 Bayreuth, FRG The data were analyzed separately and the
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results are the average values obtained from

the left- and right-hand sides. The spectral

data were fitted with a least-squares routine

using Lorentzian lines and with area and

width constraints as discussed by Virgo and

Mysen (1985).

The results of the viscosity determi-

nations at 1340' and 1400°C are presented

in Fig. 24. The viscosity decreases with de-

creasing Fe3+/EFe to intermediate values of

ferric/total iron and then increases with

further melt reduction. The 1400°C data

suggest a positive curvature of the viscos-

ity-oxidation state relationship in the oxi-

dized region, similar to the behavior of

melts in the Na
2
0-FeO-Fe

2 3
-Si0

2
system

(Dingwell and Virgo, 1987). The value of

ferric/total iron corresponding to the mini-

mum values of viscosity are poorly con-

Fig. 25. The isomer shift values at 298 K for ferric

and ferrous iron absorption doublets of the
57Fe

Mossbauer spectra from samples obtained from

viscometry and loop fusion experiments. The open

circles are the results of a two doublet fit to the

ferric component of these spectra as discussed in

the text.

strained, but the 1400°C data indicate a

value of ferric/total iron between 0.5 and

0.1. The values of the isomer shift for Fe2+

and Fe3+
are plotted against ferric/total iron

in Fig. 25. Significantly, there is an increase

in the isomer shift values of ferric iron

calculated from fits involving symmetric

ferric and asymmetric ferrous absorption

doublets, with a decreasing ferric/total iron

value of the glass. In contrast, there are no

systematic variations of the isomer shifts of

the ferrous iron as a function of oxidation
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Fig. 26. Polymerization versus oxidation state for

hedenbergitic melt. The upper and lower curves

(labelled "tet ferric" and "oct ferric" refer to the

cases ofcomplete tetrahedral and complete octahe-

dral coordination of ferric iron, respectively and

octahedral coordination of ferrous iron. The actual

assignments of ferric iron coordination (see text)

yield the intermediate curve of coordination trans-

fer, labelled "tet-oct". The data plotted are the

results of viscometry and loop fusion samples at

both temperatures (1340° and 1400°C). A mini-

mum in polymerization (maximum in calculated

NBO/T is evident at ferric/total iron = 0.2.

state of the glass. It has been proposed

(Virgo and Mysen, 1985; Dingwell and

Virgo, 1987) from studies of alkali and

alkaline earth aluminosilicate glasses that

such increases in the isomer shift of ferric

iron in glasses with decrease in the value of

ferric/total iron are due to the transforma-

tion of ferric iron from the role of network

former in oxidized melts to that of network

modifier in reduced melts. The isomer shift

values plotted in Fig. 26 for hedenbergitic

glass are, however, significantly larger for

oxidized glasses in the range of ferric/total

iron from 1.0 to 0.5 compared with the

corresponding data for alkali silicate glasses

(see Fig. 6 in Dingwell and Virgo, 1987). A
possible interpretation of this difference is

that the oxidized hedenbergitic glasses

contain a significantly higher proportion of

octahedrally coordinated ferric iron. Addi-

tional support for this proposal stems from

the 57Fe Mossbauer spectra of extremely

oxidized glasses in the CaO-FeO-Fe
2 3

-

Si0
2
system and also from a consideration

of partial molar volumes of oxide compo-

nents of melts in this system (Dingwell and

Brearley, 1988). The value of NBO/T cal-

culated as a function of oxidation state for

the case of different ferric iron coordination

states and nontetrahedral ferrous iron coor-

dination is illustrated in Fig. 26.

The iron-bearing, oxidized heden-

bergite melt has a calculated NBO/T of 1 .7,

and this value increases with melt reduction

until ferric/total iron = 0.2 and then de-

creases slightly with further reduction. The

initial decrease in melt polymerization is

due to the tetrahedral-octahedral coordina-

tion transfer of ferric iron and the reduction

of tetrahedraUy-coordinated ferric iron to

non-tetrahedrally-coordinated ferrous iron.

At ferric/total iron = 0.2 both of these proc-

esses cease because the concentration of

tetrahedral ferric iron in the melt is ex-

hausted. Further melt reduction must con-

sume octahedral ferric iron and, as pointed
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Fig. 27. Comparison of the viscosity-temperature

relationships of metasilicate melts (SrSi0
3

, Ba-

Si0
3

, MgSi0
3
CaSi0

3
and CaMgSi

2 6
) with the

"oxidized" (in equilibrium with air) viscosity-tem-

perature and isothermal viscosity- oxidation state

relationships of acmite and hedenbergite melts.

Data are from Urbain et al. (1982), Scarfe et al.

(1983), Dingwell and Virgo (1987), and this study.

outby Virgo and Mysen (1985), this process

will polymerize the melt because the oxy-

gen mol fraction is decreasing with respect

to a constant number of tetrahedrally-coor-

dinated cations. Comparison ofFig. 26 with

Fig. 24 shows that the oxidation state (fer-

ric/total iron = 0.20) of the calculated mini-

mum in the degree of polymerization

(maximum in NBO/T) of the melt corre-

sponds to the viscosity minimum forheden-

bergite melt. Thus a polymerization model

involving variable ferric iron coordination

and octahedral ferrous iron coordination

dictates that a positive relationship between

viscosity and polymerization is maintained.

Figure 27 compares the viscosity-

temperature relationships of acmite and

hedenbergite melts (in equilibrium with air)

with the viscosity-temperature data for a

number ofbinary metal oxide silicate melts

at cationic mol fraction = 0.50. The viscos-

ity-redox behavior is also included as a

range of viscosities for the acmite and he-

denbergite melts. The viscosities of Ca-

Si0
3
, BaSi0

3
MgSi0

3
and SrSi0

3
melts

cluster within a range that includes diopside

melt (CaMgSi
2 6

). The viscosity of oxi-

dized acmite melt, in contrast, is signifi-

cantly higher but melt reduction reduces

viscosity to the range of the above group

metasilicates. This behavior is consistent

with a polymerization control on melt vis-

cosity. The oxidized acmite melthas a higher

viscosity, despite its metasilicate stoichiom-

etry, because the ferric iron stabilizes oxy-

gen-bridging bonds. The viscosity-tempera-

ture curve of oxidized hedenbergite is

slightly lower than the metasilicate group,

but the (extrapolated) effect of completely

reducing the melt is to raise slightly the

viscosity (open circle) into the range of the

other metasilicate melts. This behavior can

also be reconciled with polymerization

systematics, which indicate that the oxygen

loss during reduction of hedenbergite leads

to an eventual polymerization of the melt at

a metasilicate oxygen stoichiometry. Thus
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Fig. 28. A schematic illustration of generalized

viscosity- and polymerization-oxidation state rela-

tions for various network-modifying cations. In-

creasing field strength, or electronegativity of the

modifying cation results in a decrease in the stabil-

ity of tetrahedrally-coordinated ferric iron and an

increase in the value of NBO/T. Thus oxidized

melts may decrease or increase in viscosity with

melt reduction depending on the identity of the

modifying cation.

the broad features of the viscosities of these

melts appear to be explicable in terms of the

degree of polymerization of these melts.

The effect of oxidation state on vis-

cosity can be generalized to other chemical

systems. The key to relating viscosity to

polymerization in these melts appears to be

the characterization of ferric iron coordina-

tion. If a scheme of the relative stability of

tetrahedrally-coordinated ferric iron can be

proposed, then a prediction of viscosity-

oxidation state trends should be possible. A

number of lines of evidence are compatible

with a greater stability of tetrahedrally-

coordinated ferric iron in alkali silicate melts

relative to alkaline earth silicate melts (e.g.,

57Fe Mossbauer spectra of quench glasses,

Virgo andMysen, 1985 ; homogeneous redox

equilibria in melts, Dickenson and Hess,

1986; melt densities, Dingwell etal, 1988;

Dingwell and Brearley, 1988; melt viscosi-

ties, Dingwell and Brearley, in prepara-

tion). In general, the stability of ferric iron

is inversely related to the ionization poten-

tial of the metal cation for binary metal

oxide-silica melts (Mysen et ai, 1984).

This, in turn, is consistent with increased

stability of tetrahedrally-coordinated ferric

iron. Thus we can propose, in general, that

the stability of ferric iron in tetrahedral

coordination decreases in the direction K >

Na > Ba > Sr > Ca > Mg > (Al?). Figure 28

schematically illustrates the NBO/T-oxida-

tion state relationships expected, based on

this estimate of the relative stability of tet-

rahedral ferric iron. The scheme depicted in

Fig. 28 predicts a viscosity increase with

reduction of a melt of MgFeSi
2 6

composi-

tion and a strong viscosity decrease with

reduction of a melt of FeSi
2 6

composition.

Further viscosity-redox experiments are

required to provide a general test of the

above proposals.
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In Situ High-Pressure Raman Spectra of

Silicate Glasses

James D. Kubicki and Russell J. Hemley

Structural changes in crystalline and

amorphous silicates with pressure are of

interest in geochemistry and geophysics

because they will affect the density, com-

pressibility, viscosity, and other properties

of these phases within the crust and mantle.

Studies of silicate glasses at very high pres-

sures may be used as analogs for the behav-

ior of melts under mantle conditions. This

information has bearing on early planetary

differentiation. Various low pressure min-

eral phases go through transitions to the

amorphous state at high pressure and room

temperature so knowledge of glass com-

pressibility mechanisms is essential for

understanding these stability relations.

VibrationalRaman spectroscopy with

the diamond-anvil cell was chosen as a

method for investigating the effects ofpres-

sure on silicate glasses. The spectra princi-
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pally reflect the short range structure pres-

ent in materials and has been successfully

used to characterize structures of silicate

glasses under ambient pressure. Further,

with micro-Raman techniques, spectra can

be measured from a region ofless than 3 fjm

in diameter in the diamond-anvil cell to

minimize the effect of pressure gradients.

Spectra were taken under hydrostatic (in an

argon pressure-transmitting medium) and

non-hydrostatic conditions. Figures 29 and

30 show spectra undernon-hydrostatic con-

ditions because these have better signal-to-

noise ratios than comparable spectra in the

argon medium. At the highest pressures, the

pressure gradients were 2 GPa across the

150 jim diameter sample; however, this

stress had an insignificant effect on the

spectra when compared to the hydrostatic

experiments. Of paramount importance is

the ability to measure spectra in situ in order

to examine possible non-quenchable ef-

fects on glass structure.

Themicro-Raman and diamond-anvil

cell arrangement are the same as those

described in Hemley etal. (1986). Samples

were loaded in 200fjm diameterholes drilled

in stainless steel gaskets. Silicate glasses

are weak Raman scatterers and signals

diminish with compression as sample thick-

ness decreases. Type Ha or low fluores-

cence type la diamonds were used to reduce

interference due to the effect of diamond-

anvil fluorescence. MgSi0
3
and CaSi0

3

glasses were examined.

Raman spectra of the MgSi0
3
and

CaSi0
3
glasses as a function of pressure are

presented in Figs. 29 and 30. The high

CO

8

OGPa

50 450 850 1250

Wavenumber, cm -1

Fig. 29. Micro-Raman spectra of MgSi0
3
glass

from ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) to 32 GPa. Note

that the mid-frequency band initially shifts towards

higher frequency with pressure up to 25 GPa where

it merges into the high frequency bands. At this

point, the anomalously sharp peak near 400 era"
1

begins to arise. All intensities are relative.

frequency band (850 to 1 150 cm 1

) in these

spectra is produced by the Si-0 symmetric

stretching modes in Si0
4
tetrahedra. Three

separate peaks are discernible which result

from Ql, Q2, and Q3 tetrahedra with one,
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Fig. 30. Micro-Raman spectra of CaSi0
3
glass

from ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) to 34 GPa. The

mid-frequency peak shifts at the same rate as in the

MgSi0
3
glass up to the point where it merges with

the high frequency bands. The low-frequency band

also shifts with pressure in these spectra moving

toward higher frequency and becoming more in-

tense.

two, and three bridging oxygen atoms, re-

spectively (McMillan, 1984). At 650 cm 1 in

the low pressure spectra and approximately

850 cm' 1 in the high pressure spectra, an-

other strong peak exists. This feature is as-

sociated with linked silicate tetrahedra in

the structure andprincipally involves bridg-

ing oxygen symmetric stretching (domi-

nant at high polymerization; Sato and

McMillan, 1987) and Si-O-Si angle bend-

ing (dominant at low polymerization;

Furukawa etal., 1981). A broad band cen-

tered at 350 cm 1 in the CaSi0
3
spectra that

has been assigned to network-modifier

translationmodes (Etchepare, 1970), is con-

spicuously absent in the MgSi0
3
low pres-

sure spectrum. In the high pressure MgSi0
3

spectrum, a sharp, well-resolved peak ap-

pears in the.low frequency region at ap-

proximately 400 cm 1
.

The most prominent effect of pres-

sure in both glasses is that increasing pres-

sure shifts the position ofthe mid-frequency

band (originally near 650 cm 1
at 0.1 MPa

pressure) at approximately 5 cm'VGPa. This

change is consistent with the main com-

pression mechanism for these glasses in-

volving closure of the Si-O-Si angle as

reflected by the strong frequency increase

of the band associated with this angle as in

silica glass (Hemley, 1987). At room tem-

perature, this compression mechanism

occurs to 30 GPa. As this peak reaches its

maximum frequency (minimum Si-O-Si

angle), a striking new feature arises in the

MgSi0
3
glass spectra between 25 and 27

GPa. An anomalously sharp peak near 400

cm 1 increases intensity to 32 GPa and sig-
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MgSi0
3
glass and MgSi0

3
-perovskite have M. H. Manghnani and Y. Syono, eds.,

strong similarities at this pressure (Hemley Terra Scientific-AGU, Washington, D.

et al., in preparation). Further, lattice dy- C, pp. 347-359, 1987.
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3
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Experimental Determination of the CaCL^-F^O solution in gold capsules. The

Compositional Limits of Immiscibility est silver oxalate which when heated breaks

the system CaCl
2
-H

2
0-C0

2
. down to form carbon dioxide and silver was

used as the source for C0
2
in the experi-

Yi-Gang Zhang and John D. Frantz ments.As shownby Popp and Frantz (1979),

pure CaC^ solutions will react with quartz

Knowledge of the conditions under to form wollastonite at the temperatures arid

which fluids exist as immiscible is very pressures of this study. To insure that the

important for our understanding of many experimental fluid will be in the quartz

petrological and geochemical phenomena stability field, hydrochloric acid was added

in sedimentary, metamorphic and magmatic to the CaC^-HjO solutions,

environments. The study of fluid inclusions These capsules were placed in cold-

has been one of the most commonly used seal hydrothermal pressure vessels with H
2

techniques for establishing immiscibility in as the pressure medium and heated to the

natural rocks. Immiscibility in the systems experimental temperatures at constant pres-

NaCl-H
2
0, H

2
0-C0

2
and NaCl-H

2
0-C0

2
sures. During the experiments the cracks in

have thus far received the most attention, the quartz prism were annealed capturing

Although NaCl is commonly cited as the minute samples of the CaCl
2
-H

2
0-C0

2

predominant solute in many hydrothermal fluids. Experiments were preformed at 500,

systems, other solutes such as KC1, CaCl
2 , 600, and 700°C at pressures of 1000, 1500,

and FeCl
2
can also exist in high concentra- 2000, and 3000 bar. The polished sections

tion. With respect to calcium, fluids con- were examined for the presence of either

taining high levels of CaCl
2
may be quite just one or two different types of inclusions,

common in metamorphosed carbonate-rich In experiments in which two types of inclu-

sediments (Crawford etaL, 1979a,b),meta- sions were found, they included: 1) a "liq-

morphosed basalts (Roedder, 1963), and uid-rich" type which contains a relatively

anorthosites (Guha et al., 1979). In the small bubble, an unidentified very small

analyses of natural fluid inclusions, com- high-relief solid (probably wollastonite),

paratively little data exist on the presence and a concentrated CaCl
2
aqueous solution

of these other solutes. (occasionally transparent CaCL, nH
2

crys-

Quartz crystals containing synthetic tals appear at room temperature) (Fig. 31b);

CaC^-F^O fluid inclusions were made by and 2) a "vapor-rich" type containing a

using the procedure outlinedby Bodnar and much larger bubble, no high-relief solid,

Sterner (1987) and reviewed by Zhang and only minor amounts of CaClj in the liquid

Frantz (1987). Prisms cut from large syn- phase without the presence of CaCl
2
nH

2

thetically-grown and inclusion-free quartz crystals and often liquid C0
2
(Fig. 31a). In

crystals were sealed along with silica gel, experiments resulting in the formation of

silver oxalate, and an 0.5, 1.0, or2.4molal only one type, the inclusions are free of
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Fig. 31. Microphotographs of fluid inclusions in

the system CaCl
2
-H

2
0-C0

2
. See text for details.

crystals and have the same bubble to total

inclusion area ratios. In experiments per-

formed at the higher pressures, liquid C0
2
is

also occasionally found in samples with a

single inclusion type and in "liquid-rich"

inclusions in samples with two types of

inclusions. As in the case of the binary

system, the presence of two different types

of inclusions is interpreted as indicative of

the presence of immiscible fluids for that

particular bulk composition at the experi-

mental temperature and pressure.

Systematic changes in the appear-

ances of the fluid inclusions occur along

lines of constant CaCyH
2
C) ratios as the

concentration of C0
2
is increased at a par-

ticular temperature and pressure. In the

compositional region in which only one

type of fluid inclusion exists, the relative

size of the vapor portion of the fluid inclu-

sion systematically increases with increas-

ing C0
2
concentration. After crossing into

the compositional region in which two types

of inclusions are formed, the relative size of

the vapor portion of the "vapor-rich" inclu-

sion type continues to increase with the

eventual appearance of liquid C0
2

. The

relative size of the vapor portion of the

"liquid-rich" type as compared to the single

inclusion type, however, radically decreases

as the bulk composition enters the region of

immiscibility. The percentage of vapor in

the "liquid-rich" type of inclusion appears

to remain nearly independent of further

additions ofC0
2

. This lack of change in the

size of the vapor in the "liquid-rich" inclu-

sion type with increasing C0
2
indicates that

the upward limb of the solvus is somewhat

parallel to the H
2
0-CaCl

2
binary.

The melting temperature of clathrate

was used to determine the calcium chloride

concentration in inclusions from samples

showing only a single fluid phase and in

"vapor-rich" inclusions from samples show-

ing immiscibility. Many ofthe "vapor-rich"

(calcium-poor) inclusions have been con-

taminated by the "liquid-rich" (calcium-

rich) fluid phase for bulk compositions

resulting in immiscibility. Therefore, meas-

urements for a set of inclusions from the

same sample can result in a range of the

clathrate melting temperatures (Fig. 32) with

the highest melting temperature represent-
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Fig. 32. Histogram of clathrate melting tempera-

tures of "vapor-rich" inclusions from an experi-

ment containing two types of fluid inclusions per-

formed at 700°C and 3000 bar.

CaCI.
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CO:

CO:

ing the least contaminated inclusion. The

presence of inclusions with clathrate melt-

ing temperatures higher than that for a

miscible fluid containing the particularbulk

composition of the experiment and the

presence of variable clathrate melting tem-

peratures were both found to be sensitive in-

dicators of immiscibility. CaC^ composi-

tions of 1 to 6 wt% (relative to CaCl
2
-H

2
0)

were commonly found in the "vapor-rich"

inclusion types in samples showing immis-

cibility. The measurement of the calcium

concentration forliquid-rich inclusions was,

as in the calcium-rich inclusions in the

binary, very difficult because of the pres-

ence of metastable phases and nucleation

problems. These inclusions do not gener-

ally exhibit clathrate. Upon freezing (-

100°C), however, large hexagonal or cubic

calcium chloride hydrate crystals do form.

The presence of these large calcium chlo-

ride hydrate crystals, however, supports the

CO

40 60 80
CO:

Fig. 33. Experimental results at 600°C and 1000,

1500, 2000, and 3000 bar in the ternary system

C0
2
-H

2
0-CaCl

2
. The closed circles represent runs

in which two types of fluid inclusions were found;

the open circles, runs in which only one type of

fluid inclusions exist. The stippled areas represent

the regions where two immiscible fluids coexist.
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Fig. 34. Comparison of liquid-vapor curves in the

CaCl
2
-H

2
0-C0

2
system with 5.3 wt % CaCl

2

(relative to CaCl
2
+H

2
0) and 0, 10, 20, or 30 wt%

C0
2
as a function of temperature and pressure.

conclusion that they are indeed very con-

centrated.

In Fig. 33 , experimental bulk com-

positions are plotted on CaCl
2
-H

2
0-C0

2

ternary diagrams for 600°C at 1000, 1500,

2000, and 3000 bar. The closed circles rep-

resent experiments from which two types of

inclusions were formed; the open circles,

experiments from which one type of inclu-

sions was formed. The stippled areas indi-

cate the compositional regions in which

immiscibility occurs. The determinations

of these boundaries were based, as previ-

ously discussed, on 1) the appearance of

both "vapor-rich" and "liquid-rich" inclu-

sions in the polished sections; 2) the sys-

tematic changes in the appearances of the

fluid inclusions along lines of constant

CaCl
2
/H

2
ratios; and 3) the measurement

of clathrate melting temperatures. As the

pressure is increased, greater concentra-

HoO CO

Fig. 35. Plot of the tie-lines calculated from a least-

square fit using C0
2
homogenization temperatures

for 600°C and 1500 bar.

CaCI 9

0.55 0.65
°'5° [OA.60

r^C0 2

Fig. 36. Plot of tie-lines calculated using a least-

square fit of ratios of inclusion bubble areas to total

inclusion areas for 600°C and 2000 bar.

tions of C0
2
are required for the system to

remain in the two-phase region. This trend

is more pronounced at 500°C than at 700°C.

The regions of immiscibility generally lie

quite close to the H
2
0-C0

2
boundary but

appear to draw away with increasing pres-

sure at all three temperatures. The immisci-

bility field increases with increasing tem-

perature at constant pressure. In Fig. 34, the

wt% ofC0
2
required for the appearance of

immiscibility is plotted as a function of

temperature and pressure for 5.3 wt% CaCl
2

fluid (relative to CaCLj-F^O). It is surpris-
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ing to note that concentrations as low as 5.3 oflarge calcium chloride hydrates with high

wt% CaCl
2
can result in such large regions melting temperatures in the "liquid-rich"

of immiscibility. inclusion types.

The composition of coexisting im- Though it is difficult to generalize

miscible fluid phases can be depictedby tie- about immiscibility in natural systems, the

lines in compositional diagrams such as experimental data presented in this study

Fig. 33 can be determined by using the can serve as a model for predicting the

following principle. For any bulk composi- presence of immiscible fluids in simple

tion lying along a tie-line, fluid inclusions three component hydrothermal fluids. The

ofthe same type should have the same prop- results ofthis study suggest that immiscibil-

erties. In other words, different bulk com- ity in hydrothermal fluids containing even

positions along the same tie-line should small amounts of the 2-1 salt CaCl^ can be

generate exactly the same types of fluid present at metamorphic temperatures and

inclusions. By using this principle, the fol- pressures which are higher than previously

lowing two properties of "vapor-rich" in- considered. As evidenced by the clathrate

elusions were measured: 1) the homogeni- melting temperatures and the slopes of the

zation temperatures of C0
2
for the liquid tie-lines given in Figs. 35 and 36, CaC^ is

and vapor phases in the "vapor-rich" inclu- highly partitioned towards the "fluid-rich"

sions, and 2) the area ratio of vapor/ phase with the "vapor-rich" phase often

(vapor+liquid) in the "vapor-rich" fluid containing less than 5 wt% CaClj. As the

inclusions. Area ratio measurements (rather "vapor-rich" inclusions also contain con-

than measurements of volume ratios) are siderable quantities ofH
2
0, the addition of

valid because the synthetic fluid inclusions C0
2
to CaC^-F^O fluids is seen to have a

formed in this study are platelet-shaped, disproportionately large effect on this parti-

The immiscible regions in two isobaric- tioning. Carbon dioxide is highly partitioned

isothermal sections were contoured with towards the "vapor-rich" fluid with the

sets of linear tie lines for the C0
2
homogeni- "liquid-rich" phase containing only very

zation temperature data at 600°C, 1500 bar minor amounts of C0
2

.

(Fig. 35) and forthe area ratio data at 600°C,

2000 bar (Fig. 36). The relative steepness of

the tie-lines indicates a large partitioning of

calcium chloride between the two types of References

fluids with the CaCL^ going to the "liquid-

rich" fluid and appears to decrease with Bodnar, R. J., and Sterner, S. M., Synthetic

increasing pressure. This, of course, is veri- fluid inclusions. In, Hydrothermal Ex-

fied by the previously-discussed measure- perimental Techniques, G. C. Ulmer and

mentsofthe clathrate melting temperatures H. L. Barnes, eds., Wiley-Interscience,

in the "vapor-rich" type and the appearance pp. 423-457, 1987.
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Fig. 37. Diagram showing the x-ray microprobe system.

inclusions.

The use of x-ray fluorescence tech-

niques on microsamples ofless than a milli-

meter requires a focused x-ray beam from

an intense source. The recent advent of

synchrotron radiation sources, and the abil-

ity to fabricate high efficiency x-ray mirrors

has opened up the possibility of a new and

extremely sensitive instrument. Kirkpatrick

and Baez (1948) demonstrated that the

placement oftwo mirrors at90 degree angles

to one another is an effective method of

focusing x-rays. A vertically mounted mir-

ror focuses the beam in the horizontal direc-

tion and a horizontally mounted mirror then

focuses the radiation in the vertical direc-

tion to a spot (Fig. 37). The apparatus (Fig.

37) consisted of a double mirror focusing

device producing 10 KeV incident radia-

tion, a remote-controlled X-Y-Z sample

stage, an optical microscope with a video

camera, and a silicon detector. The position

of the focused beam corresponding to a

known position in the field of view of the

microscope was determined using a small

fragment of ruby which produced visible

fluorescence in the x-ray beam. After this

calibration, the optical microscope was left

untouched and the X-Y-Z sample stage was

used to locate a particular inclusion in the

beam. X-Y scans covering an entire inclu-

sion were done injUm size steps. Underwood
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Fig. 38. Simplified geometry used to interpret

absorption in fluorescence measurements. Down-

ward pointing arrow indicates incident beam and

upward arrows, fluorescent radiation.

et al. (1986) and Thompson et al. (1987)

developed techniques for producing multi-

layermirrors on spherical substrates (radius

of curvature of six meters) by depositing

alternate layers of carbon and tungsten us-

ing a rotating sputtering system. By con-

trolling the thickness of the layers, the dis-

tances between the mirrors, and the inci-

dence angle of the beam, a large fraction of

the flux density of an x-ray beam for a

particular energy can be focused to a small

(5 to 10 jUm) spot on a sample. By using a

white synchrotron radiation source and a

pair of multilayer mirrors designed to oper-

ate at 10 KeV, a flux density of lxlO9

photons per second is now achievable on a

25 to 100 jum2
surface.

The intensity of an x-ray fluores-

cence line is directly proportional to the

number of atoms of a particular element

• K

•\

Ca\

- \

V
Ti

- Mn

L_i_i i

Ni

. i . . .

3 4.5 6 7.5 9

Krt line enei^gy (keV)

Fig. 39. Sensitivity of the x-ray microprobe for

different elements. See text for additional details.

exposed within the beam. A major consid-

eration in analyzing fluid inclusions by x-

ray fluorescence, however, is x-ray absorp-

tion. As shown in Fig. 38, the incident

synchrotron radiation must pass through

the wall of the host mineral into the fluid of

the inclusion. The resulting fluorescent

radiation must pass out of the fluid cavity

and through the wall of the host mineral.

Both absorption by the host mineral and by

the aqueous fluid from within the inclusion

itself can be computed using Lambert's

Law in conjunction with calculated mass

absorption coefficients. After calibrating

the number of counts as a function of x-ray

energy, one can use the standard to compute

the apparent picomoles of a particular ele-

ment lying within the beam path. The best
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Fig. 40. Photomicrograph and calcium contours

for 2.0 molal CaCl
2
inclusion.

sensitivity for the different elements are

shown in Fig. 39 and were obtained under

the condition that there was no significant

background from the substrate. For fluid

inclusions in quartz, the sensitivity is sig-

nificantly lower. The actual amount of

material is obtained after correcting for

absorption effects as described in the previ-

ous section.

Preliminary experiments designed to

test the feasibility of this approach towards

the analyses of fluid inclusions were insti-

tuted using the National Synchrotron Light

Source (NSLS) facility of the Brookhaven

National Laboratory. These experiments

were designed to demonstrate 1) the capa-

bility of the system to resolve individual in-

clusions, within a quartz host mineral, 2) to

determine the sensitivity ofthe technique to

different elements, and 3) to obtain an ini-

tial estimate on the quantitative potential of

this approach. Measurements were made on

synthetically-produced inclusions using

quartz as the host mineral. As shown by

Roedder and Knopp (1975), Sheldon and

Orville (1980), Sterner and Bodnar (1984),

and Zhang and Frantz (1987), fluid inclu-

sions containing fluids ofknown composi-
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Fig. 41. Intensity of fluorescence for 2.0 molal

tion canbe synthetically-producedby equili-

brating fractured quartz prisms with aque-

ous fluids using standardhydrothermal tech-

niques. Samples containing 1) 0.5 and 2.0

molar CaCL, 2) 0. 1 molar ZnCL,, and 3) 0.

1

molarMnC^ were chosen for these prelimi-

nary experiments. The quartz prisms were

equilibrated with the solutions at 600C,

2000 bar for three to four days producing

platelet-shaped inclusions along the inte-

rior fractured surfaces. The inclusions were

2 to 5 jLtm thick and generally ranged from

2 to 75 jam across. The areas of the inclu-

sions can be measured accurately by using

image-processing software in conjunction

with a personal computer equipped with an

image-capture board which has a video

input from the microscope. The depth and

thickness of the inclusions are measured by

changing the microscope focus using a

calibrated jum drum. Their fairly uniform

thickness resulted from what appears to be

a constant interior spacing in many of the

fractures.

An inclusion containing a 2.0 molar

CaC^ solution was analyzed. The inclu-

sion, 10x20mm with a thickness of about 5

/zm, was 18 to 20 jjm below the surface of

the quartz crystal (Fig. 40). This particular

inclusion was chosen because it was rela-

tively close to the surface and fluorescence

radiation emitted from calcium at 3.69 KeV
is heavily absorbed by quartz. An X-Y scan

was done with 5 fjm steps with 5 second

6.0 ,

2.0 4.0

X (5|im)

Fig. 42. Photomicrograph and zinc contours for 0.1 molal ZnCL inclusion.
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integration times. A contour plot of the

counting rates of this inclusion is shown in

Fig. 40. In Fig. 41 the intensity of a scan

across an inclusion containing 2.0 molar

CaC^ is shown as a function of the x coor-

dinate of the scan and the energy. Calcium

appears at 3 .69 KeV. Argon from the atmos-

phere is seen at 2.9 KeV. Of particular

interest is the peak at 2.3 KeV which corre-

sponds to chlorine from the solution. Notice

that its appearance and disappearance cor-

responds to that of calcium along the scan.

An inclusion 25x10 jjm containing a

0.1 molar ZnCl
2
solution lying 100 ]um

below the quartz surface was also analyzed

(Fig. 42). By using the focus on an optical

microscope, the thickness of the platelet-

shaped inclusions was determined to be ap-

proximately 5 jam. The inclusion was

scanned in the X-Y plane using 5 jim steps

and counting for 50 seconds per step. The

highest counts obtained for any single step

was 8900 counts in 50 seconds; the back-

ground count rates collected from the quartz

without an inclusion in the beam were on

the order of 30 counts/50 second. A con-

toured map of count rates for ZnCl
2
is also

presented in Fig. 42. The area of relatively

low count rates towards the lower left shows

the position of the vapor bubble which

contains only trace amounts of zinc.

An inclusion containing a 0.1 molar

MnCL solution lying 90 jam below the

surface was measured with similar tech-

niques (Fig. 43). The triangular-shaped

inclusion measured 25 jjm along its base

and had a height of 35 fiva. Its approximate

thickness was 5 jum. An X-Y scan was

performed by using 5 fim steps yielding a

maximum count rate of 9900 and a back-

ground equalling only a few counts. In the

upper portion of the resulting contour plot

(Fig. 43), contours of two much deeper

inclusions can be seen.

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0

x (5|om)

Fig. 43. Photomicrograph and manganese contours for 0.1 molal MnCL inclusion.
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Because one of the major objectives analyses of their concentrations were ob-

of this technique is to obtain quantitative tained. The contour plots shown in Fig. 40

measurements of solute concentrations, and Fig. 42 demonstrate the exceptional

attempts were made to compute the concen- spatial resolution ofthe technique in that the

tration of manganese in this sample. The shapes of the inclusions are delineated and

count rates of each step were corrected for in one case even the positions of the vapor

the background and then the rates for those bubbles can be seen. The samples used in

steps which were significantly above the this study contained relatively concentrated

background were summed. By using the solutions. The limit of sensitivity of the

calculatedmass absorption coefficients, this method for more dilute solutions should be

sum was then corrected for absorption by more than two orders of magnitude less in

the host mineral and the fluid itself (assum- the case of the three compounds studied

ing that the inclusion had a parallel planar when analyzing inclusions which lie close

top and bottom and that the edge effects to the host mineral surface,

could be ignored). The corrected sum was

then compared to the count rate of the

standard for the same number of steps and References

counting time. The calibration standardused

in these measurements was a thin glass film Kirkpatrick, P., and Baez, A. V., Formation

coated on a polycarbonate substrate pro- of optical images by x-rays. /. Opt. Soc.

vided by the National Bureau of Standards Amer., 39, 766, 1948.

for x-ray fluorescence spectrometry (NBS Pella, P. A., Newburg, D. E., and Steel, E.

SRM 1832) (Pella et al., 1986). The resul- B., Development of the National Bureau

tant ratio multiplied by the mass of manga- of Standards thin glass films for x-ray

nese in the standard yielded the number of fluorescence spectrometry. Anal. Chem.,

picogram of manganese in the inclusion. In 58, 1133-1137, 1986.

order to obtain the concentration of Mn, an Roedder, E., and Knopp, O. C, A check on

estimate had to be made concerning the the validity of the pressure correction in

volume of the inclusion. After subtracting inclusiongeothermometry, usinghydroth-

the volume of the bubble, the concentration ermally-grown quartz. Fortsch Miner.,

ofmanganese was computed to be approxi- 52, 431-446, 1975.

mately 0.09 molar which is in good agree- Sheldon, K. L., and Orville, P. M., Forma-

ment with the 0.1 initial concentration. tion of synthetic fluid inclusions in natu-

The preliminary results presented in ral quartz. Am. Mineral., 65, 1233-1236,

this work are encouraging in that elements 1980.

contained within fluid inclusions with Sterner, S. M., and Bodnar, R. J., Synthetic

dimensions of only 17x7x3 jjm were iden- fluid inclusions in natural quartz, I.

tified and reasonable semi-quantitative Compositional types synthesized and
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applications to experimental lar interest because this system includes the

geochemistry. Geochim.. Cosmochim. most refractory minerals expected to form

Acta, 48, 2659-2668, 1984. in the earliest stages of rock-forming proc-

Thompson, A. C, Wu, Y, and Underwood, esses in the solar nebula (e. g., MacPherson

J. H., Focusing of synchrotron radiation and Grossman, 1984; Komacki and Fegley,

x-ray beams using synthetic multilayer 1984). In this system corundum (Al^),

mirrors. Nuclear Instruments and Meth- calcium hibonite (CaO^A^O.,), calcium di-

ods in Physics Research 255, 603-605, aluminate (CaO^A^O.,. CA2), and spinel

1987. (MgAip
4)

are important as evidenced by

Underwood,J.H.,Barbee,T.W.,andFrieber, the mineral assemblages in Ca-, Al-rich

C, x-ray microscopes with multilayer inclusions (CAI's) in carbonaceous chon-

mirrors. Applied Optics, 25, 1730, 1986. drites (e. g., Keil and Fuchs, 1971; Gross-

Zhang,Y G., and Frantz, J. D., Determina- man, 1980; Paque, 1987).

tion of the homogenization temperatures Starting materials were synthetic

and densities of supercritical fluids in the spinel (Sp; MgAl^), calcium dialuminate

system NaCl-KCl-CaC^-Hp using syn- (CA2; Ca02Al
2 3

) and hibonite (Hib;

thetic fluid inclusions. Chem. GeoL, 64, CaO 6A1
2 3

) and spectroscopically pure

335-350, 1 987. Aip
3
(Cor). Synthetic spinel was produced

by reacting spectroscopically pure oxide

mixtures ofMgO andAl^ (ground under

Rock-Forming Processes in alcohol forapproximately lhour)atl550°C

the Early Solar Nebula: and 20 kbar in the solid-media, high-pres-

Phase Relations in the System CaO- sure apparatus for 10 hours. This procedure

MgO-Al
2 3

to 2000'C and 10 10 bar. yielded 100% MgALp
4
spinel. Synthetic

calcium dialuminate and hibonite were

Bjorn O. Mysen formed by repeated (5 cycles of heating)

sintering at 1500°C ofCaC0
3
+Al

2 3
oxide

Evidence from chondritic meteorites mixtures in stoichiometric proportions. Each

indicate that rock-forming processes in the cycle lasted for 7 days, with grinding for 10

early solar nebula included vapor-crystal, minutes in an agate mortar between each

vapor-melt and melt-crystal transitions. In cycle. This procedure resulted in pure CA2.
order to constrain the pressure-temperature Forhibonite, theprocedure yieldedbetween

history of these processes, it is necessary to 90 and 95 % hibonite with corundum, CA2
determine experimentally the pressure-tem- and lime as the impurities,

perature-oxygen fugacity trajectories of the Theexperimentswereconductedwith

appropriate univariant equilibria. Evapora- theKnudsenceU technique (Knudsen, 1909)

tion, condensation and melting relations in in a high-vacuum, high-temperature, W-
the system CaO-MgO-ALp

3
are ofpartial- wound furnace with Mo and C sample
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containers. By combining conventional

characterization (optical and scanning elec-

tron microscopy and electron microprobe

analyses) of the experimental charges with

vapor pressure determinations with the

weight-loss technique described by Paule

and Margrave (1967), modified for the

present purposes as described by Mysen

and Kushiro (1988), the pressure-tempera-

ture trajectories of the univariant equilibria

have been determined. Oxygen fugacities

defined by the Mo-Mo0
2
(MMO) and C-

CO-C0
2
(CCO) buffers were imposed on

the system by interaction between oxygen

in the sample and the Mo and C containers.

The/(0
2
) of these buffers are 1-1.5 orders

above and 3-3 .5 orders ofmagnitude below,

respectively, that of the iron-wiistite buffer

(Huebner, 1 97 1 ) and covers, therefore,most

of the oxygen fugacity range suggested to

have existed in the early solar nebula (e.g.,

Brett and Sato, 1984; Hunger and Stolper,

1986).

Phase relations for corundum (A^Og)

are shown in Fig. 44. Vapor coexists with

condensed phases over the entire pressure-

temperature range because of the exter-

nally-imposed, small hydrogen pressure

used in these experiments. The composition

of the vapor phase changes, however, as a

function of pressure and temperature. The

liquidus boundary in this figure is based on

the 1-bar melting data by Rankin and Mer-

win (1916). The topologies of the two dia-

grams are similar, but the slope ofthe corun-

dum vaporous curve is steeper at the/(0
2)
of

theCCO buffer (Fig. 44B) than at theMMO
buffer (Fig. 44A). This difference in slope

reflects the greater enthalpy of evaporation

of corundum at this lower oxygen fugacity

probably resulting from reduction ofAl3+
in

the gas phase. As a result, the intersection

between the vaporous and liquidus curves

ofcorundum occurs athigherpressure at the

J{02)
of the CCO buffer (about 10-4 bar)than

at the MMO buffer (about 3xl0 5
bar).

The experimental data for the spinel

composition at the two oxygen fugacities

are shown in Fig. 45. At the /(02)
of the

MMO buffer, spinel evaporates congruently

(Fig. 45A) with rounded spinel crystals re-

maining in the residue. This evaporation be-

havior differs, however, from that at the

10"*

CorundunvfVapor

10"6
.

io-8

A
MMO

quid

+Vapor

1400 1600 1800 2000

Temperature, °C

CA

1400 1600 1800 2000

Temperature, °C

Fig. 44. Pressure-temperature projections ofphase

relations in the system A1
? 3

at MMO (A) and

CCO (B) oxygen fugacities.
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lower oxygen fugacity of the CCO oxygen

buffer (Fig. 45B), where spinel shows tex-

tural evidence of incongruent evaporation

to produce corundum in the residue. Whereas

at 1 bar pressure, MgAl
2 4

melts congru-

ently at 2135°C (Osbom and Muan, 1960),

at the conditions of these experiments melt-

ing is incongruent to yield corundum and

liquid (Fig. 45);

Spinel + Vaporj <=>

Corundum + Liquid + Vapor
2 , (1)

at a temperature between 1925 and 1950°C.

The notations vaporj and vapor
2
are used

here to indicate that the compositions of the

vapor coexisting with spinel (vapor^ dif-

fers from that coexisting with corundum

and liquid (vapor
2
). Whether at the/(0

2)
of

the MMOor the CCO buffer, the minimum

pressure below which liquid is not stable in

the MgAl
2 4

system is about 5x1
0~5

bar.

The incongruent melting behavior proba-

bly results from the fact that at this /(02),

there is some reduction ofMg2+
to elemental

Mg in the system (Drowart et ai, 1964).

The liquidus temperature in the system is

not known, and is drawn at the 1 -bar tem-

perature (2050°C).

The pressure-temperature projections
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of the phase relations ofCaO 2A1
2 3

(CA2)

are displayed in Fig. 46. Calcium dialumi-

nate evaporates congruently to a vapor with

the same stoichiometry whether at the/(0
2)

of the MMO or the CCO and the original

euhedral starting materialbecomes progres-

sively more rounded with increasing run

duration or increasing temperature. There is

no evidence of a reaction relation between

CA2 and vapor. The textures of the residual

materials resemble those observed after

congruent evaporation of corundum and

spinel [at the/(0
2
) of the Mo-Mo0

2
where

spinel evaporates congruently]. Although

calcium dialuminate evaporates congruently

io-2 -

M lo-4 !-

1 io-6

10 8

A
MMO
Hibonite

+Vapor

Vapor

Liquid

+Vapor
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Vapor

in the/(0
2
) range of these experiments, the

slope of the vaporous curve steepens as the

/(02
) is lowered in particular as the tem-

perature is increased above about 1700°C

(Fig. 46). Melting occurs at temperatures

between 1775° and 1800°C for both/(0
2)

conditions, but the pressure at which the

solidus is intersected is higher at the CCO
buffer than at the MMO buffer (about 5xl0

_

6 and 5xl0~7
bar, respectively). Under all

conditions, calcium dialuminate melts in-

congruently to corundum and liquid where

the liquid has Ca/Al > 4. This melting be-

havior differs from the 1 -bar liquidus phase

relations where CA2 melts congruently at

1880°C (Rolin and Thanh, 1965).

The phase relations for hibonite at

the two oxygen fugacities are shown in Fig.

47. At the MMOoxygen fugacity (Fig. 47A),

evaporation is congruent. The original,

euhedral hibonite crystals become rounded

as evaporation proceeds with no textural

evidence of a reaction relation between

hibonite and vapor. At the/(0
2)
of the CCO

buffer, on the other hand, corundum is seen

to mantle the original hibonite crystals and

an incongruent evaporation reaction of the

form;

Corundum*Vapor

Hibonite + Vaporj <=>

Corundum + Vapor
2 , (2)

1400 1600 1800 2000 2200

Temperature, °C

Fig. 47. Pressure-temperature projections of phase

relations in the system Ca06Al
2 3

at MMO (A)

and CCO (B) oxygen fugacities.

is inferred. The incongruent evaporation

behavior of hibonite at the lowest f(02)

probably results from partial reduction of

Ca2+
in the vapor phase (see also Drowart et

al. y 1 964). The pressure-temperature trajec-

tory of the upper stability of corundum in
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this system is based on the data from the

A1
2 3

system, corrected for dilution by CaO.

Hibonite melts incongruently under

both /(02
) conditions (Fig. 47) to form

corundum+liquid, as is also the case at 1 bar

(Rolin and Thanh, 1965). Melting does,

however, commence at lower temperature

under these low pressure conditions

(~1800°C) than at 1 bar (~1950°C). Be-

cause ofthe steeper slope of the vaporous of

the hibonite at the /(02
) of the CCO, the

minimum pressure below which melt is

unstable at this/(0
2
) is higher (~10"5 bar)

than at the/(0
2
) of theMMO buffer (-2x10-

6
bar).

The experimental data have been

combined with those ofMysen and Kushiro

(1988) for Mg
2
Si0

4
composition to calcu-

CaO
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Fig. 48. Calculated vaporous surfaces at 10 3 bar

total pressure for the system CaO-MgO-Al
2 3

-

Si0
2
with solar abundance Si0

2
. The proportion of

CaO+MgO+Al
2 3

+SiO
z
relative to all other com-

ponents in the solar nebula is used in the calcula-

tion.

Fig. 49. Calculated vaporous surfaces at 10 5 bar

total pressure for the system CaO-MgO-Al
2 3

-

Si0
2
with solar abundance Si0

2
. The proportion of

CaO+MgO+Al
2 3

+Si0
2
relative to all other com-

ponents in the solar nebula is used in the calcula-

tion.
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late vaporous surfaces in the system MgO- involving solar abundance initial composi-

CaO-Al
2 3

-Si0
2

(Figs. 48 and 49). The tion can produce mineral assemblages in-

point denoted S represents the solar abun- volving hibonite and corundum despite the

dance ratio among CaO, MgO and A1
2 3

common occurrence ofthese phases inCAFs

projected onto the vaporous surface. The (e.g., Grossman, 1980). Furthermore, even

vaporous surfaces were calculated under by reducing the pressure to 10 5 bar at the

the assumption that the vapor phase can be highest/(0
2
), the same mineral assemblage

considered an ideal gas. Furthermore, the (forsterite+spinel+CA2) will be the final

gas phase has been diluted so as to mimic result of condensation (Fig. 49). If, how-

the ratio between the oxides in this system ever, the/(0
2
) is lowered to near that of the

relative to all other solar gas components CCO buffer and the total pressure to less

(Anders and Ebihara, 1982) and with Si0
2

than 10 4 bar (e.g., 10 5 bar as shown in Fig.

content fixed at that of solar abundance. A 49), fractional condensation of forsterite

pressure range of 10 3
to 10~5 bar has been will drive the vapor composition first to the

chosen as this is in the range often sug- hibonite+forsterite phase boundary and

gested for the portion of the solar nebula finally to the reaction point, i
2

, where

where high-temperature refractory phases corundum+forsterite+hibonite will copre-

in the solar nebula might have formed. cipitate. Calcium dialuminate+corundum is

At both the MMO and CCO oxygen not an equilibrium phase assemblage. This

fugacities at 10 3 bar (Fig. 46), there are incompatibility may account for the scar-

three invariant points, iv iv and z*

3
, where city of reported CA2 occurrences (Paque,

forsterite + CA2 + spinel, CA2 + spinel + 1987) in CAFs in carbonaceous chondrites,

hibonite and spinel + hibonite + corundum, In light of these results and the common

respectively, coexist. Whereas spinel is the natural occurrence of hibonite+corundum

vaporous phase at the /(02
) of the MMO in carbonaceous chondrites, it is suggested

buffer, at the lower oxygen fugacity (CCO), that provided there is no liquid stable, this

the solar composition is in the forsterite mineral assemblage indicates total pres-

stability field and forsterite is the vaporous sures less than 10 4 bar and condensation

phase. By decreasing the temperature, under temperatures less than about 1 300°C in the

both/(0
2
) conditions, the vapor shifts to- solar nebula during the condensation of the

ward the forsterite+spinel vaporous bound- high-temperature refractory phases in the

ary, and finally to the point, iv where con- system CaO-MgO-Al
2 3

-Si0
2

.

densation will end and spinel + forsterite + The experimental results also pro-

CA2 coexist in the final mineral assem- vide constraints on the stability of liquid

blage in proportions controlled by the origi- during high-temperature, rock-forming

nal composition, S. At the pressure condi- processes in the early nebula. Theminimum

tions chosen for this calculation, no equilib- total pressure under which liquid is stable as

rium or fractional condensation mechanism a function of dilution in the gas phase is
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Fig. 50. Minimum total pressures, P , below which liquid is not stable for spinel, CA2 and hibonite

compositions with the two oxygen buffers, Mo-Mo0
2
and C-CO-C0

2
(marked), as a function of the

abundance ratio of components other than Mg, Ca, Al and equivalent oxygen, Sc, relative to the the

abundance of Ca+Al+oxygen equivalent to CaO and A1
2 3

, X^iX^+X^X^ and Mg+Al+oxygen

equivalent to MgO and A1
2 3

, XJ(XU +XM+X ).

shown for spinel, CA2 and hibonite compo-

sition at the two different oxygen fugacities

(MMO and CCO) in Fig. 50. The notation

S
R
marks the solar gas composition. It is

evident that melting of these phases is only

likely provided that the total pressure is in

excess of 10~2 bar. This minimum pressure

increases with decreasing oxygen fugacity.

Formelting involving spinel, the pressure is

even higher. These pressures are signifi-

cantly higher than those commonly envi-

sioned for the solar nebula. Thus, unless

metastable melting occurred, it seems likely

that formation of melt involving calcium

and magnesium aluminates in the solar

system probably would only occur under

locally induced high-pressure conditions.

Textural evidence, for example, from car-

bonaceous chondrites for such melting was

reported by MacPherson and Grossman

(1984). It is suggested, however, that in

general formation of calcium and magne-

sium aluminates and corundum in the early

solar nebula resulted from gas-crystal reac-

tions in the absence of melting at pressures

below 10 4 bar and/(0
2
) at least 3 orders of

magnitude below that of the iron-wiistite

buffer.
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Crystallography - Mineral Physics

Pressure-Induced Amorphtzation of

Crystalline Silica

Russell J. Hemley, Andrew P. Jephcoat,

Ho-Kwang Mao
Li-Chung Ming*, and Murli H.

Manghnani

It is now established that amorphous

solids can be formed from the crystalline

state in a variety of ways. Mishima et al.

(1984) showed that H
2

Ice I can be trans-

formed to an amorphous state at 1 GPa and

77 K. Since that report, there has been

considerable interest on the possible occur-

rence of pressure-induced amorphization

in other systems, the thermodynamic and

mechanistic basis of the process, and the

relationship between amorphization by

pressure and by other means. In this study

in situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction meas-

urements of a quartz and coesite were car-

ried out to examine possible pressure-in-

duced amorphization in materials of geo-

logical interest. Natural (Lisbon) quartz

and synthetic coesite were ground to a

grain size of <5 fim and loaded into a

gasketed diamond-anvil cell. With neon

gas as a pressure-transmitting medium.

Energy dispersive x-ray diffraction meas-

urements were performed as a function of

* Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, University of

Hawaii, 2525 Correa Rd., Honolulu, HI 96822
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Fig. 51. Phase diagram of Si0
2

. The quartz-

coesite and coesite-stishovite boundaries are from

Akaogi and Navrotsky (1984). The quartz and

coesite melting curves are those proposed by

Jackson (1976). The stishovite melting curve is

constrained from shock-wave data, as discussed

by Schmitt (1987). Hypothetical metastable ex-

tensions of melting curves of quartz and coesite

are indicated by the dotted lines. The horizontal

arrow indicates the trajectory of the present pres-

sure-induced amorphization of coesite quenched

to 0.1 MPa (i.e., in the quartz stability field)

predicted recently by Richet (1988). The stability

fields of the low-pressure phases cristobalite and

tridymite are also shown.

pressure using synchrotron radiation at the

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-

tory. The P-T range of the experiments is

shown in Fig. 51.

The x-ray diffraction results are sum-

marized as follows. The diffraction pattern
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Fig. 52. Pressure-volume equations of state of Si0
2
phases, a quartz (open symbols): Levien et al. y

(1980), circles; McWhan (1965), squares; present work, triangles. The present data are consistent with

the third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state determined previously (line) from low pressure data;

this equation of state has the parameters: zero-pressure volume V = 22.7 1 cm3/mol, bulk modulus K
Q
=

37.1 GPa and bulk modulus pressure derivative K
Q
= 6.0 Coesite (filled symbols): Levien and Prewitt

(1981), o; present. The coesite equation of state is a third-order Birch-Murnaghan fit to both sets of data,

with V = 20.57 cmVmol and best-fit parameters K
Q
= 99.8 ± 2.4 GPa and K = 6.3 ± 1.2. The molar

volumes were calculated assuming apseudo-hexagonal structure because ofthe comparatively low reso-

lution of the energy-dispersive spectra. Stishovite: The extrapolated equation of state from Bass et ai,

(1981) is shown. Silica glass: Meade and Jeanloz (1987) (static, room-temperature), x, where only data

from the elastic compression regime and within the hydrostatic limit of the experiments (< 1 GPa) were

included. Shock-wave data on silica glass above 20 GPa are also compared: Wackerle (1962), *; Marsh

(1980), +. The shaded region represents proposed bounds on the equation of state of the glass used in the

thermodynamic calculations.

from the quartz sample at -25 GPa con-

sisted of sharp lines that could be readily

indexed as those of the crystalline materi-

als (a quartz and gasket) at high pressure

(McWhan, 1967; Levien et a/., 1980).

Above -25 GPa, however, the diffraction

peaks begin to broaden and to decrease

markedly in intensity such that by 30 GPa,

the contribution from crystalline quartz

was very weak. The diffraction pattern of

coesite shifted uniformly with pressure to

-24GPa (Levien and Prewitt, 1981).Above

30 GPa, however, the intensity of the dif-

fraction peaks dropped markedly and were
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immeasurably weak above 34 GPa. In

addition, measurements were performed

on lowering the pressure from the maxi-

mum of 40 GPa attained in this run to

ambient, and no recurrence of sharp dif-

fraction peaks indicative of coesite or any

other crystalline phase were observed. The

results demonstrate that on compression at

300 K both Si0
2
polymorphs lose long-

range translational order and become

amorphous by x-ray diffraction rather than

transform to stishovite, the thermodynami-

cally stable phase in this P-T range.

The P-V data determined from the

present x-ray measurements are compared

with previous results for silica phases in

Fig. 52. The data indicate that the equations

of state for quartz and coesite tend to con-

verge at high pressures, with the amorphi-

zation transition occurring in both phases

at 17-18 cm3/mol, which is significantly

larger than the molar volume of stishovite

in the same pressure range. The recentP-V

measurements for silica glass obtained by

Meade and Jeanloz (1987) in a diamond-

anvil cell to 10 GPa by using optical tech-

niques at 300 K are also compared. Con-

straints on the equation of state of the glass

at higher pressures can be obtained from

dynamic compression (shock-wave) ex-

periments, which probe the material athigh

pressures and temperatures. The shock-

wave results (uncorrected for temperature)

by Wackerle (1962) and the data from the

more recent compilation of Marsh (1980)

are plotted in the high-pressure region.

Although the observed transitions

are metastable, it is possible to understand

the driving force for the amorphization

process in a thermodynamic sense by con-

sideration of ambient pressure free-energy

data for these phases (Akaogi and

Navrotsky, 1984; Richet et al, 1982) and

the P-V relations at high pressure. Bounds

on the observed transformation can be

calculated from;

AG*.b = AGZb - AV^dP (1)

where AG
& b

and AV
a b

are the free energy

and volume differences ofphases a and b at

constant temperature. In view of the spec-

troscopic evidence for the similarity in

structure of the amorphous form produced

from the crystals and the compressed silica

glass at 300 K, we assume that the high-

pressure amorphous phase is characterized

by the available thermodynamic data for

the glass.

Calorimetric data at 300 K indicate

AG° ,
= 3.80 kJ/mol and AG° , . =

qtz-coes qtz-glass

7.05 kJ/mol in which a T
{
of 1480 K (0.1

MPa) was assumed for the glass. The free

energies calculated from the present data

for the two polymorphs remain very close

at higher pressures (within the uncertainty

of the P-V data). For comparison between

the crystalline and amorphous phases, we

take the bounds on the hypothetical ex-

trapolated equation of state for the glass

shown in Fig. 52. Use of the proposed

upper bound on the 300 K isotherm gives
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equal free energies for the crystalline (both

quartz and coesite) and amorphous phases

at -45 GPa. The free energies are equal at

-30 GPa, if the lower bound is used. The

latter is close to the pressure at which the

observed 'quartz-glass' transformation is

complete and the 'coesite-glass' transfor-

mation has its onset.

Pressure-induced amorphization of

Ice I has been interpreted in terms of the

crossing of the metastable extension of its

melting curve (Mishimaef a/., 1984) which

has the well-known negative Clapeyron

slope due to the higher density of the liquid

relative to Ice I. The melting curves of the

silica phases at high pressure are poorly

constrained owing to the high temperatures

involved, but the current estimates, as shown

in Fig. 52, do suggest isomorphism with

H,0. The sign and magnitude of the AV
U
for

the 'quartz-glass' and 'coesite-glass' trans-

formations are consistent with the negative

Clapeyron slopes for the metastable exten-

sion of the fusion curves of these crystals,

as illustrated by a simple calculation of

dTJdP for the 'quartz-glass' transition at

18 GPa, where 4V--1.5 cm3/mol (Fig. 52).

An accurate calculation of the metastable

extension of the melting curves requires

information on AS^ and the thermal expan-

sion coefficients a(P) at high pressure; by

assuming a constant for both phases and a

pressure-independent AS^ of -5 J/mol-K

(in the absence of more data), a high nega-

tive value of dT^--300 K/GPa is calculated

(Fig. 51).

For both Si0
2
and H

2
0, the tempera-

tures at which pressure-induced amorphi-

zation can be made to proceed are low

relative to the activation energy barrier for

the transformation to the thermodynami-

cally stable phase (i.e., 300 K for the silica

polymorphs, and 77 K for Ice I). The tran-

sition from the tetrahedrally coordinated

lower pressure Si0
2
phases to stishovite,

which has octahedral coordination of sili-

con, is extremely sluggish at 300 K
(Sosman, 1965). High-pressure vibrational

spectra indicate that instead the Si0
4
tetra-

hedra distort and gradually break down at

higher pressures (>20 GPa at 300 K) to

accommodate more efficient ion packing

(Hemley et al., 1986). Finally, the present

results provide new insight into the behav-

ior of quartz and silica glass under labora-

tory shock-loading and meteorite impact

(see Schmitt, 1987; for a recent review). It

has generally been assumed that glass is

formed in such processes by quenching

from the melt. The present observations

establish that an amorphous solid can also

be produced directly via low-temperature

solid-state transformations in the absence

of melting.
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Periclase and MgSi0
3
-Perovskite

Equations of State Using Many-body

Molecular Dynamics

James D. Kubicki

Current experimental and geophysi-

cal data indicate that perovskite-structured

silicates and simple oxides dominate the

mineralogy of the lower mantle. Detailed

knowledge of the physical properties of

these possible lower mantle phases under

in situ conditions (25 to 150 GPa and 2000'

to 3000°C) is not yet available. Inclusion of

the compressibility and thermal expansiv-
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ity, for example, of high-pressure phases

into mantle convection models has been

shown to have significant effects on the

resulting predictions. So, although the ac-

tual composition of lower mantle phases is

more complex than MgO and MgSi0
3 ,

perovskite, these end-members are impor-

tant for understanding the physical and

chemical properties of the lower mantle.

Theoretical modelling of these

phases is a necessary approach in this re-

gion of P-T space because experimental

work becomes very difficult at such high

pressures and temperatures. By using

computer simulations, an understanding of

the physical changes taking place can be

obtained, providing a link between macro-

scopic properties and atomic interactions.

Both ab-initio and empirically based mod-

els can be used. Recent work using

approximate ab-initio potentials has shown

that excellent predictions for the equations

of state for MgO and MgSi0
3
-perovskite

and for the lattice dynamics of MgO and

other alkaline earth oxides can be obtained

(Cohen, 1987).

At high temperatures (T > 1000 K)

the harmonic approximation for atomic

behavior in crystals breaks down. Molecu-

lar dynamics (MD) solves the equations of

motions for atoms in a system as a function

of time; and hence, incorporates anhar-

monic effects implicitly in its predictions

of crystal structure. Because MD simula-

tions may be run under any necessary P-T

conditions, it is an extremely useful tech-

nique for studying solid-solid and solid-

liquid phase transitions and the melts from

which mantle materials may have crystal-

lized. Molecular dynamics has been used

previously to correctly predict the high

pressure behaviorofenstatite and forsterite

melts (Matsui et al., 1981) and MgSi0
3
-

perovskite (Matsui, 1 988) by using empiri-

cal potentials. In this study, ab-initio poten-

tials are used to derive the equations of

state for periclase and MgSi0
3
-perovskite.

In the present treatment, the interac-

tion energies of pairs of ions are calculated

using the Gordon-Kim model as a function

of interatomic distance and Coulomb po-

tential. The ionic charge densities were

calculated from ab-initio local density

approximation (LDA) calculations on Mg2+
,

2
\ and Si4+ ions (Mehl et al, 1986). Be-

cause the O2" ion is not stable outside the

crystalline environment, the quantum

mechanical calculations are carried out

within a Watson sphere (Watson, 1958).

The electron charge density around the

ions is allowed to relax with changes in the

Watson-sphere potential, which is identi-

fied with the ionic site potential (i. e., the

electron cloud expands as the potential

decreases and contracts as the potential

increases), thus, giving rise to a potential-

induced breathing (PIB) effect. The poten-

tial energy then consists of three compo-

nents: the Coulomb energy, the ionic self-

energy, and the pair potential.

Coulombic energies are calculated

using the full, formal charge ofthe ions and

are converged using the Ewald summation.

Self-energies of the ions are fit analytically
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Fig. 53. Energy vs. volume relationship for peri-

clase at 1000 K. Crosses are points determined

from the molecular dynamics model, and the line

is a second order fit using a Birch-Murnaghan

equation ofstateprogramprovided by R. J.Hemley

with a quadratic polynomial. The many-

body effect of the dependence of the short-

range interaction on the long-range Cou-

lomb potential causes deviations from the

Cauchy equality in cubic crystals (i. e. C
12
=

C^) and gives the proper elastic behavior

of these crystals under pressure. A six-part

parameterized equation is used to fit the

pair potential and this function is truncated

at 6.0A in the calculation because these are

short-range forces and are insignificant at

that distance.

The MD technique solves the equa-

tions of motion for a system ofN (N = 216

for MgO and 360 for MgSi0
3)

particles

using Newtonian mechanics over a short

time interval (dt = 10 16
to 10 15

s). Hence, it

is necessary to determine the potential

Fig. 54. Energy vs. volume relationship for

MgSi0
3
-perovskite at 1000 K. Crosses are points

determined from the molecular dynamics model

and the line is a second order fit using a Birch-

Murnaghan equation of state program provided by

R. J. Hemley.

energy and its spatial derivative for each

ion in the system. Once the instantaneous

force oneach atomhas been determined, its

position and velocity are calculated for the

nexttime step using the algorithm ofSchof-

ield(1973).

The results presented here are from

preliminary computer runs which where

designed to test the accuracy and efficiency

of the computer code. These calculations

were made for 1000 time steps under con-

stant temperature conditions. Atomic ve-

locities are scaled at each time step to a

particular temperature which has the effect

of immersing the system in an isothermal

heat bath. For the MgSi0
3
-perovskite sys-

tem used here, each time step requires
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approximately 25 minutes of CPU on a

VAX 1 1/780 computer as compared with 3

minutes for a rigid-ion calculation. The

required time step is also an order of mag-

nitude smaller (10~16
vs. 10 15

s) for the

many-body calculations than for the rigid-

ion calculation so 80 times more CPU is

used with this model. However, new com-

puter advances are making these long cal-

culations practical.

Because MD simulates very short

durations of time, calculations are usually

done at high temperatures so that the sys-

tem rapidly achieves equilibrium. For this

reason, the runs were starced at 1000 K to

test the response ofpericlase and perovskite

to pressure. Figs. 53 and 54 are the energy

versus volume plots for runs at several

densities at 1000 K. Bulk modulii (K
o)

are

calculated by fitting a second order Birch-

Murnaghan equation of state to the data. A
non-linear least squares fit to the data

minimizes the errorby adjustingK
o
, whereas

K^ = 4.0 and V
o
are set equal to the volume

at the minimum calculated energy. Static

calculations (Mehl et al., 1986; Cohen,

1987) with this potential give K = 139

and ^
MgSi03

= 256 GPa while quasihar-

monic lattice dynamics give at thermal

bulkmodulii of 1 1 3 and 233 GPa at 1000 K.

Our*Mg0
= 180 GPa andK

MgSi03
= 260 GPa

compare favorably with the respective

experimental values of 163 and 255 GPa at

300 K.

The use of this type of modelling

may provide some important clues in the

study of mantle properties and dynamics.

Further, interpretations of experimental

results may be made less ambiguous when

tested against ab-initio predictions. Future

work with molecular dynamics will focus

on such processes as melting and crystal

growth, diffusion in melts, and structural

changes with compression.
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The LiNb0
3
to Perovskite Transition in

MnTi0
3
.

Nancy L. Ross, Jaidong Ko' and Charles

T. Prewitt

The occurrence of the LiNb0
3
struc-

ture among compounds with AB0
3
stoi-

chiometry is rare and little is known about

what factors contribute to the stability of

this phase over that of the more ubiquitous

ilmenite andperovskite structures.The latter

structures are of special interest to earth

scientists because they occur at high pres-

sures and temperatures in compositions

such as MgSi0
3
(Ringwood 1970; Liu,

1974). Until recently, MnTi0
3
was thought

to transform from an ordered ilmenite struc-

ture (MnTi0
3
1) at room pressure and tem-

perature to a corundum-type structure

(MnTi0
3

II) with completely disordered

Mn and Ti at high pressures and tempera-

tures (Syono et ai, 1969). A similar transi-

tion has been reported in other compounds,

including FeTi0
3
(Syono et al, 1980),

MgGe0
3
, and ZnGe0

3
(Ito and Matsui,

1979). Ko and Prewitt (1988), however,

have shown that the quenched high-pres-

sure phase of MnTi0
3
is isostructural with

that ofLiNb0
3

. Unlike the corundum struc-

ture, the cations are completely ordered in

the LiNb0
3
structure.

MnTi0
3

II is only the third com-

pound known to possess the LiNb0
3
struc-

* Department of Earth and Space Sciences,

SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794

ture; the other two are LiNb0
3
itself and

LiTa0
3

. We have measured the compressi-

bilities of ilmenite-type and LiNb0
3
-type

MnTi0
3
by single-crystal x-ray diffraction

methods in a diamond-anvil cell. The dis-

covery of a significant discontinuity in the

volume of MnTi0
3
II suggested that the

LiNb0
3
-type MnTi0

3
undergoes a transi-

tion around 2.9 GPa. We have now solved

the structure of this high-pressure phase

and have studied the mechanism of the

transition.

Single crystals of MnTi0
3

II, syn-

thesizedby solid-state transformation from

MnTi0
3
1 crystals in a 2000-ton uniaxial

split-spherehigh-pressure apparatus (USSA
2000) at 8.0 GPa and 1673 K, were studied

at high pressures in a modified Merrill-

Bassett diamond-anvil cell (Hazen and

Finger, 1977). At pressures up to 2.9 GPa,

the unit cell of MnTi0
3

II, with no con-

straints, was consistent with hexagonal

symmetry within two standard deviations.

Above 2.9 GPa, however, the a and b axes

differed by more than 10o~ from one an-

other and /deviated by more than lOafrom

120°. In addition, the 120 and 104 reflec-

tions had increased in 26 by 0.3°, a greater

increase than one would expect upon in-

creasing the pressure. Moreover, the mod-

erately strong 126 reflection (200 cps)

became very weak (<50 cps). Through a

Delaunay reduction of the reflection data,

it was concluded that the symmetry of the

new phase was orthorhombic with

a=5. 1048(7) A, fc=5.3046(6) A, and

c=7.4 1 8(2)A at 4.5 GPa. Intensity data was
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Table 7. Refined atomic coordinates and isotropic temperature factors for MnTiO- HI at 4.5 GPa.

Atom X y z B

Mn 0.9875(4) 0.0543(3) 0.2500 0.88(5)

Ti 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 0.67(5)

Ol 0.1134(16) 0.4534(13) 0.2500 0.56(16)

02 0.6885(11) 0.3073(10) 0.0621(14) 0.80(12)

collected at 4.5 GPa, well above the transi-

tion. Details ofthe structure refinement are

presented elsewhere (Ross etai, 1988) and

only a brief description will be given here.

Systematic absences ofthe observed

reflections can be summarized as follows:

no conditions on hkl\ lc=2n on Old; h+l=2n

on hOl; no conditions on hkO; (h=2n) on

hOO; (k=2n) on 0&0 (no 00/ accessible). The

possible space group is either Pbnm or

Pbn2v On the basis of an N(z) test of the

data, which showed no evidence for non-

centrosymmetry, and on the basis of the

least-squares refinement results, we con-

clude that the space group is most likely to

be Pbnm. The occurrence of this space

group which characterizes most GdFe0
3
-

type perovskites and the similarity of

MnTi0
3
HTs orthorhombic cell parameters

to a Va x V2tf x 2a cell with a , the
p p p p*

pseudocubic subcell parameter, equal to

3.7 A, led us to suspect the structure was

indeed that of distorted perovskite with Ti

in octahedral coordination andMn in eight-

fold coordination. By using the distorted

perovskite model and the positional para-

meters ofCdTiO. Derovskite (Sasaki etai.

1987) as the initial coordinates, the refine-

ment converged to R and wR values of

0.045 and 0.045 (goodness of fit=1.42).

The refined structural parameters are sum-

marized in Table 7.

Interatomic distances and angles for

MnTi0
3
III are given in Tables 8, 9 and 10.

The mean distances are d<Ca-0>xn=2.665

A (d<Ca-0>VIII=2.343 A) and d<Ti-

0^=1.951 A. The observed tolerance

factor is d<A-0>H2d<B-0>, where d<A-

0> and d<B-0> are the mean bond lengths

for A and B in twelve-fold and six-fold

coordination, respectively (Sasaki et al.,

1983). MnTi0
3
perovskite, r

o<w
=0.966, is

very distorted from the ideal cubic

perovskite structure, ^=1.0. The most

prominent distortion from the ideal cubic

perovskite structure is the tilting of the

polyhedra. The 0(2)-0(2)-0(2) angle re-

lated to the tilting in the fl&plane is 133.3(7)°,

in contrast to 180' for a cubic perovskite.

The value of the 0(2)-0(2)-0(2) angle

describing the tilting in the ac plane is

109.3(4)°, as opposed to 90' for a cubic

perovskite. The bond-length distortion, A,
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Table 8. Interatomic distances ( A) and angles

(°) in Ti octahedra. Standard deviations are in

parentheses.

Tii-0(l)i xl 1.957(3)

Tii-0(2)v x2 1.946(6)

Ti i - 0(2) viii x2 1.949(5)

Mean <Ti-0> 1.951

Bond-length distortion, \ 0.006

0(l)i-0(2)v x2 2.826(10)

0(1) i - 0(2) iv x2 2.800(9)

0(1) i- 0(2) i x2 2.692(9)

0(1) i- 0(2) viii x2 2.723(10)

0(2) v - 0(2) viii x2 2.727(3)

0(2) v - 0(2) iv x2 2.780(7)

Mean <0-0> 2.758

0(1) i - Ge i - 0(2) viii 88.4(4)

0(l)i-Gei-0(2)v 92.8(3)

0(2) v - Ge i - 0(2) viii 88.9(2)

0(2) i-Gei-0(2) viii 92.1(2)

defined as l//il[(r.- r)/r)] 2 x 103
, shows that

the Mn cuboctahedron (AA=34.4) is very

distorted, whereas the Ti octahedron

(AB=0.006) is close to a regular one. The

O-Mn-0 angles that are all 90° in a cubic

perovskite vary from 49.9(1)° to 116.8(3)°

in MnTi0
3
m (Table 9).

The transition from the LiNb0
3
struc-

ture to the distorted orthorhombic

perovskite structure involves a large vol-

ume contraction. At 2.5 GPa, AV is calcu-

lated to be -4.9%, corresponding to an

increase in density from 4.705 g cm3 to

4.947 g cm 3
. Significant hysteresis was

observed in the transition (Fig. 55). Upon

cycling up in pressure, the transition was

observed to occur when the pressure was

increased from 2.9 GPa, where the LiNb0
3

phase was present, to 3.7 GPa where the

perovskite phase appeared. When cycling

down in pressure, the perovskite phase

persisted at 2.4 GPa. At 1 .6 GPa, MnTi0
3
E

reappeared. Thus, the transition was brack-

eted between 1 .6 and 3.7 GPa. This bracket

was narrowed by cycling through the tran-

sition again. When taking smaller incre-

ments in pressure, MnTi0
3
III appeared at

3.24 GPa, and upon decreasing the pres-

sure, phase HI persisted at 2.8, 2.6 2.4 and

2.2 GPa. At 1.9 GPa, however, MnTi0
3
H

appeared. Thus, the transition occurs some-

where between 1.90 and 3.24 GPa (Fig.

55).

The relationship between the LiNb0
3

structure and that of perovskite was first

noted by Megaw (1968). If one considers

the framework of Nb octahedra in the

LiNb0
3
phase, one finds the set forms a

comer-linked network. This network can

be derived from the perovskite corner-

linked array by rotation of the octahedra

about their triad axes, with alternate octa-

hedra rotating in opposite directions. Rota-

tion of 30° brings the oxygen atoms into a

closed-packed array that is the idealized

LiNb0
3
structure. This rotation splits the

central 12-coordinated cation site of the

perovskite structure into two octahedra.

The cation that occupies this site, i.e. theA
cation, migrates from the central cavity of

the perovskite structure to one of these

octahedral sites of the LiNb0
3
structure
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Table 9 Interatomic distances (A) and angles (°) for cuboctahedron. Standard deviations are in

parentheses.

Mni-0(l)i xl 2.107(8)

Mn i - O(l) iv xl 2.214(7) 0(l)i-Mni-0(l)iv 87.9(2)

Mn i - O(l) iii xl 3.114(8) 0(l)iv-Mni-0(l)iii 116.8(3)
Mni-0(l)v xl 3.254(7) 0(l)iii-Mni-0(l)v 91.5(2)
Mn 1-0(2)1' x2 2.113(8) 0(l)v-Mni-0(l)i 63.9(3)
Mn i - 0(2) iv' x2 2.464(8) 0(2) v - Mn i - 0(2) vi 122.8(3)
Mn i - 0(2) v x2 2.635(10) 0(2) iii' - Mn i - 0(2) iv' 68.8(4)
Mn i - 0(2) viii x2 3.431(9) 0(2) i' Mn i - 0(2) v 76.1(2)
Mean <Mn-0> 2.665 0(2) iv' - Mni - 0(2) viii 102.9(2)
Bond-length distortion, A

A
34.4 0(2) vii - Mn i - 0(2) viii

0(2) i' - Mn i - 0(2) ii'

84.8(3)

82.5(5)

0(1) i- 0(1) v x2 2.998(8) 0(2) v - Mn i - 0(2) viii 51.4(1)

0(1) v- 0(1) iii x2 4.561(13) 0(2) viii - Mn - 0(2) i' 54.1(1)
0(l)v-0(2)vii x4 2.826(10) 0(2) i' - Mn i - 0(2) iv' 72.7(3)
0(l)v-0(2)ii' x4 2.800(9) 0(2) iv' - Mn i - 0(2) v 66.0(1)
0(l)iv-0(2)iii' x4 2.692(9) 0(1) i- Mni -0(2) vii 52.5(2)
0(l)iv-0(2)vi x4 2.723(10) 0(l)v-Mni-0(2)vii 49.9(1)

0(2) i' - 0(2) ii' x2 2.786(21) 0(1) v -Mni- 0(2) ii' 58.4(2)

0(2) vii - 0(2) viii' x2 4.626(21) 0(l)iii-Mni-0(2)ii' 58.3(2)
0(2) iii' - 0(2) vi x4 2.780(7) 0(l)iii-Mni-0(2)iii' 58.9 (2)

0(2) i' - 0(2) iii' x4 3.899(15) 0(1) iv- Mni -0(2) iii' 70.0(2)

0(2) i' - 0(2) iv' x4 2.727(3)

0(2) i' - 0(2) vii x4 4.541(1)

0(2) i' - 0(2) v x2 2.956(13)

0(2) iv' - 0(2) viii x2 4.648(12)

(Fig. 56). Therefore there are two possible

orientations of the resulting LiNb0
3
struc-

ture relative to the perovskite structure that

arise from the A cations having a "choice"

of moving either up or down into an octa-

hedral site. This choice gives rise to the

observed twinning in MnTi0
3
; the twin

plane in MnTi0
3
n, (1012), corresponds to

the (001) mirror plane of the perovskite

structure. This reversible transition pro-

vides a rare example of a phase going from

a twinned phase to an untwinned phase

upon increasing pressure, although contin-

ued cycling through the phase transition

destroys the integrity of the crystal. Thus,

the transition from the LiNb0
3
structure to

the perovskite structure involves no break-

ing of bonds; it only involves rotation of

octahedra and displacement of the A cat-

ion. It is probable that the driving force of

afe..::'.ii«,M-i«;-i ..
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Table 10. Metal-metal distances (A) and Ti-O-

Ti, Mn-O-Ti and 0(2)-0(2)-0(2) angles (°) with

standard deviations in parentheses.

33.0

Ti i - Ti iii

Ti i - Ti ii

Mn i - Mn iii

Mn i - Mn v

Mn i - Mn ii

Mn i - Ti i

Mn i - Ti iii

Mn i - Ti v

Mn i - Ti vii

Ti i - O(l) i - Ti ii

Ti i - 0(2) viii - Ti iii

Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn

0(1) i - Ti i

ii - 0(1) i - Ti i

- 0(2) i' - Ti v

- 0(2) iv' - Ti v
- 0(2) iv' - Ti vii

- 0(2) v - Ti vii

- 0(2) v - Ti i

- 0(2) viii - Ti i

- 0(2) viii - Ti iii

- 0(2) i' - Ti iii

0(2) i - 0(2) viii - 0(2) i

0(2) viii - 0(2) i' - 0(2) iv'

0(2) i' - 0(2) ii' - 0(2) vii

6.6822

3.7060

3.772(3)

3.595(3)

3.7528(5)

3.219(2)

3.478(1)

3.116(2)

3.006(1)

142.5(4)

142.0(5)

104.7(2)

92.0(2)

100.2(3)

89.0(2)

85.1(2)

80.4(3)

87.9(3)

67.1(2)

75.0(3)

117.7(3)

133.3(7)

115.1(3)

109.3(4)

the transition is the Mn-Ti repulsion across

the shared octahedral face in the LiNb0
3

structure. The Mn-Ti distance across the

face shared with cation octahedra in MnTi0
3

H is 3.067 A (Ko and Prewitt, 1988),

whereas the average Mn-Ti distance in

MnTi0
3
EI (Table 10) is 3.205 A. This

^ 32.0 h

*o

G\
1 31.0
0)

E

> 30.0

\ III
°'~"4atet—__,

29 . 1 1 1 1 1 L-

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Pressure (GPa)

Fig. 55. Molar volume as a function of pressure

through the MnTi0
3
II (LiNb0

3
structure) to the

MnTi0
3
HI (perovskite structure) transition. Tran-

sition involves a AV of -5.0 % and is marked by

pronounced hysteresis over a 1.0 GPa range, with

MnTi0
3
II persisting to 3.0 GPa upon increasing

pressure, and MnTi0
3
persisting to 2.0 GPa upon

decreasing pressure.

transitionmaybe found in othercompounds

,

as yet unknown, that crystallize with the

LiNb0
3
structure. Ko and Prewitt (1988)

have suggested that the high-pressure poly-

morphs of FeTi0
3
, MgGe0

3
, and ZnGe0

3

are likely have the LiNb0
3
structure. We

further suggest that transformations, simi-

lar to that of MnTi0
3
II to HI, would occur

in these compounds. Additional work is

needed to clarify the relationships between

the stability fields of ilmenite-type, LiNb0
3
-

type and perovskite-type structures. Work

is currently in progress on the MnTi0
3

polymorphs to determine the stability fields

of the three phases.
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L»Nb03

Perovskite

Fig. 56. Relationship between the LiNb0
3
struc-

ture (top) and the perovskite structure (bottom).

The transformation of one structure to the other

involves rotation of the octahedra about their three

axes, with adjacent octahedra rotating in opposite

directions, and displacement of the cation in cen-

tral cavity. No bonds are broken in the transition.

Diagramwasplotted withORTEP (Johnson, 1965).
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The 71 to PI Transition in Anorthite-

Rich Feldspars

Ross J. Angel and Nancy L. Ross

Plagioclase feldspars are the most

abundant minerals within the Earth's crust.

Yet until recently, their remarkably diverse

sub-solidusbehaviorhas defiedunderstand-

ing, despite the potential use ofplagioclase

feldspars for geobarometry and geother-

mometry. The recent studies by Carpenter

and co-workers (e.g. Carpenter ef #/., 1985;

Carpenter, 1986) allied with the applica-

tion of Landau theory (e.g. Salje, 1987;

Redfern and Salje, 1987) have resulted in

the development of a unified picture of the

thermodynamic behavior of plagioclase

feldspars, at least at ambient pressures (see

review by Carpenter, 1988).

What has yet to be determined is the

effect ofpressureupon these complex phase

relations.As a first, step Angel et al. ( 1988)

measured the compressibilities of the end-

member feldspars albite, sanidine, and an-

orthite by single-crystal x-ray diffraction

methods in a diamond-anvil cell (DAC).

The discovery of significant metrical dis-

continuities in anorthite suggested that this

feldsparundergoes anon-quenchablephase

transition at some pressure between 25.5

and 29.5 kbar. We have now completed a

further series of x-ray diffraction experi-

ments in the diamond-anvil cell. These ex-

periments defined the thermodynamic

character of this phase transition, its vari-

ation with composition, and the nature of

the high pressure phase.

A single-crystal x-ray diffraction

study ofpure anorthitefrom theValPasmeda

locality in Austria was carried out at ele-

vated pressures in the diamond-anvil cell in

order to determine the structure ofthe high-

pressure phase. Data sets were collected at

-25 kbar (just below the transition to the

high-pressure phase) and at -31 kbar. This

is, to our knowledge, the first time a struc-

tural study at pressure has been attempted

on a triclinic mineral. As a result, in order

to achieve sufficient coverage ofreciprocal

space, it was found necessary to collect two

data sets at each pressure, with the crystal

rotated within the diamond cell for the

second data collection. The pressure differ-
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Fig. 57. Fourier sections of the scattering density at the calcium sites, using as coefficients unaveraged

observed structure factors phased by calculated structure factors. The maps on the left are sections

through the Mooo site at (a) 1 bar, (b) 25 kbar, and (c) 3 1 kbar. Those on the right are the Mzoo site at

(d) 1 bar, (e) 25 kbar, and (f) 3 1 kbar. Note the change from split sites in the lower pressure structures

to single sites in the 31 kbar structure.

ence between each pair of data collections

is believed to be less than 1 kbar on the

basis of calibration by the ruby fluores-

cence method. Details of the structure re-

finements are published elsewhere (Angel,

1988), and only a brief summary will be

given here. The structure of anoithite at

-25 kbar differs very little from that at

ambient conditions, and still exhibits PI

symmetry. Above the transition the c and d

reflections characteristic of PI symmetry

in feldspars are absent from the diffraction

pattern, indicating that the symmetry in-

creases to II. This change is confirmed by

the structure refinement of the data col-

lected at ~3 1 kbar which show that the split

Ca sites of the P\ structure coalesce into

single sites in the high-pressure phase (Fig.

57).

The high-pressure structure of an-
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Fig. 58. (a) Behavior of the diagonalized compo-

nents of the spontaneous strain tensor and (b) the

scalar strain at the Il-Pl phase transition in end-

member anorthite.

orthite thus has the same symmetry as that

of the high-temperature structure, and fur-

ther work was carried out in order to deter-

mine whether this is the same phase, or two

different phases with coincidentally the

same symmetry. First, the behavior of end-

member anorthite was investigated inmore

detail in the region of the transition. The

transition was reversed more carefully by

diffraction by in-situ studies in the DAC,
and was found to lie between 24.6 and 26.7

kbar. If both the high-pressure and high-

temperature structures are indeed the same

phase, then this reversal and that at around

240'C (Redfern and Salje, 1987) are brack-

ets of the same phase boundary. A linear

phase boundary passing through these two

points would have a negative slope of

-

125±5 bar K 1
. If we approximate the tran-

sition as first-order, this value can be

compared with that calculated as AS/AV.

By taking our value ofAV = -0. 15±0.03cm3

mol 1 and AS = 2.17 J mol 1 K 1 (Wruck,

1986) the slope would be between - 1 20 and

-180 bar K 1
. In addition, the value of AH

measured by Wruck (1986), 1040 J mol 1

,

can be used to estimate the intercept of the

boundary, AH/AV, to be between 57 and 87

kbar. In view of the assumptions involved

in this treatment of the boundary, espe-

cially that it is linearand first-orderthrough-

out, these values are in reasonable agree-

ment with those extracted from the experi-

mental reversals. We therefore conclude

that the high-pressure and high-tempera-

ture structures are indeed the same phase,

and that the boundary between the high-

pressure71 phase and low-pressurePI phase

is defined approximately by:

P(bar) = -122±5 T(°C) + 28915. (1)

Further work remains to be done in

defining the position of this boundary. In

particular, reversals under high P - high T

conditions in the diamond cell would test

whether the boundary is really linear.

Hysteresis was detected in the tran-

sition at high-pressure, which together with
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P-x dependence of the PI -II transition

o- 25
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U Sonuna

90 95 100

mol % Anorthite

Fig. 59. A pressure-composition plot showing the

experimental reversals of the P 1 to 71 transition at

room temperature. The filled symbols are in the

high-pressure (/T) phase field, the open symbols in

the Pi field.

the behavior of the spontaneous strain as-

sociated with the transition (Fig. 58) indi-

cate that it is first-order in character. This

conclusion is in contrast to that of the PI to

/T transition as a function of temperature

which displays tricritical behavior (Red-

fern and Salje, 1987). Further work on

partially disordered anorthite indicates that

the transition pressure appears to be insen-

sitive to the state of order within the feld-

spar, although further work with samples

with very low states of order needs to be

done in order to confirm this. The character

of the transition appears to change, how-

ever, as the state of order is reduced, with

the transition becoming 'smeared-out'.

The compositional dependence of

the transition has also been investigated in

the diamond-cell by reversing it at four

other anorthite-rich compositions. The

experimental brackets are shown in Fig.

59, identified by the sample designations

from the Harker collection of the Univer-

sity of Cambridge. The widths of the sym-

bols represent the variation in composition

between crystals from each sample as re-

ported by Carpenter et al. (1985). These

brackets were used in a linear program-

ming approach to constrain the parameters

of a straight line boundary in pressure-

composition space. The solid line in Fig. 59

is a boundary defined by the centroid of

allowed values, whereas the dashed lines

represent the extreme positions of the

boundary still consistent with the experi-

mental reversals. The boundary is defined

at ambient temperature by the equation

(centroid values):

P(kbar)= 1.04 N
Ab
+ 25.3, (2)

where NAW is the mol% of albite in solid
Ab

solution. Extreme values for the slope and

intercept of the boundary are (0.86, 26.6),

(0.95, 26.6), (1.07, 24.1), and (1.28, 24.0).

Observations of the details of the

phase transition in these samples indicates

that it remains first order in character when

an albite component is present, although

the size of the changes in unit cell parame-

ters at the transition decreases with increas-

ing albite content, to the extent that it is

very difficult to define the transition in

samples with even just 11 mol% albite

(sample no. 87975). This conclusion is

consistent with the idea, based upon the

increasing diffuseness of c and d reflec-
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tions, that as albite is added to anorthite the

structure deviates less from 71 symmetry at

room pressure.
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Phase Transition in Solid Molecular

Hydrogen at Ultrahigh Pressures

Ho-Kwang Mao and Russell J. Hemley

The behavior of solid hydrogen at

very high densities is a subject of continu-

ing interest in condensed-matter and plane-

tary physics. At very high pressures (>100

GPa) solidmolecularhydrogen is predicted

to undergo a series of phase transforma-

tions, including orientational ordering,

molecular band-overlap, and eventually

dissociation of the molecular bond to form

an atomically bonded, metallic solid (e.g.,

Mmetal, 1986; Ceperley andAlder, 1987).

Previously, we compressed hydrogen at

room temperature in a diamond-anvil cell

to maximum pressures of 147 GPa and

demonstrated that the molecular solid is

stable to these pressures by in-situ Raman

spectroscopy (Mao et al., 1985). In the

present study Raman measurements ofsolid

normal hydrogen were performed at low

temperatures to pressures in the 200 GPa

range to explore the state of bonding at

higher pressures and to examine possible

structural transformations predicted by
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Solid Hydrogen
Raman Spectra 77K

141 GPa
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FIG. 60. Raman spectra of solid hydrogen in the

region of the k=0 intramolecular stretching modes

(vibrons) through the phase transformation at 77

K. A sloping baseline due to diamond-anvil fluo-

rescence has been subtracted.
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FIG. 61. Pressure dependence of the two vibrons

in the region of the phase transformation in solid

hydrogen. The lines are weighted least-squares

fits to the data.

theory.

The experiments were performed

using diamond-anvil cell techniques simi-

lar to those of previous studies (Mao et ai,

1985). Ultrahigh purity (normal) hydrogen

gas was loaded in the high-pressure cell at

300 K; at pressures above 10 GPa the cell

was cooled to 77 K. The pressure was

determinedfrom the ruby fluorescence scale

(Mao et aL, 1986), corrected for 77 K.

High-pressure Raman spectra in the region

of the molecular vibron are shown in Fig.

60, and the peak positions are plotted as a

function of pressure in Fig. 61. A single,

well-resolved band which decreases in

frequency with pressure above 30 GPa was

observed initially, as in previous studies

(e.g., Mao etal, 1985). At 145 GPa, how-

ever, a second, broader peak appeared 103

(±5) cm 1 below that of the first. The two

peaks coexistedover a small pressure inter-

val with the intensity of the new peak

growing at the expense of the first with

increasing pressure. At 160 GPa the first

peak completely disappeared. This behav-

ior was found to be reproducible to within

~5 GPa from run to run. Moreover, in

experiments in which a larger pressure

gradient in the hydrogen was produced,

this behavior was observed to occur in

different regions of the sample at different

stages whenever the pressure reached 145-

150 GPa. No discontinuous change in opti-

cal properties (e.g., visible absorption due

to band-overlap) across the transition was

observed. In addition, the transition did not

appear to have a large temperature depend-
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ence at these pressures on the basis of

measurements carried out on increasing

the temperatures to -130 K.

Although we have no direct infor-

mation on the crystal structure of the high-

pressure phase in the present experiment,

the Raman data provide important con-

straints on the nature of the transformation.

The orientationally-disordered, hexagonal

close-packed structure (space group P6J
mmc) has been shown to persist to 26.5

GPa according to recent single-crystal X-

ray diffraction studies (Mao et aL, 1988).

The continuity ofthe Raman spectrum with

a decrease in temperature to 77 K and an

increase in pressure indicates that this struc-

ture is preserved to 145 GPa. For the tran-

sition, we consider the effect of orienta-

tional ordering at very high densities on the

Raman spectrum using the low-tempera-

ture ordered structure (Pa3) as a model

(Silvera, 1980). Assuming only nearest

neighbor electric quadrupole-quadrupole

(EQQ) interactions on a static lattice, the

stabilization energy is;

rjp) = &»jtp), (3)

E = (38/3)r, (1)

where r is the EQQ coupling constant

given as;

r=6(QeY/25R\ (2)

Qe is the quadrupole moment and R is the

nearest interatomic distance (Silvera, 1980).

It is convenient to write;

where <f; is a scale factor of order unity that

includes the effects of vibrational motion

and of higher-order contributions to the

intermolecular potential which may be-

come significant at high densities (Silvera.

1980). We assume the experimental value

of rjp) = -0.56 cm - 1 (Silvera, 1980) and

a constant ratio ofthe quadrupole moments

in the ground (v=0) and excited (v= 1 ) states,

and use the recently measured equation of

state (Mao et al. 9 1988) to determine the

density at the phase transition. With these

assumptions we calculate that Av is nega-

tive and undergoes a significant increase in

magnitude from -1 .6 cm 1 at 0. 1 MPa to -60

cm 1
at 145 GPa; the experimental values

are approximately -0.5 cm"1 (Prior and Allin,

1973) and -100 cm 1 at these pressures,

respectively, which is comparable to the

predicted shift.

In addition to the frequency shift at

the transition, the pressure-temperature

conditions of the transition are consistent

with the predictions based on lower pres-

sure data for a transition driven by EQQ
interactions. Silvera andJochemsen (1 979)

studied the ortho-para and pressure de-

pendence of the transition temperature T
c
to

pressures of 0.6 GPa and found that;

Tr[%p)/%p$(p/pj»TeW. (4)

The transformation observed in the present

study at 145 GPa and 77 K is shown to-

gether with the lower pressure results in
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FIG. 62. Temperature-density phase diagram for

the orientational ordering transition in solid hy-

drogen. The present high-density result is given by

the rectangular symbol, the height of which illus-

trates the dependence ofT
c
(p)/T

c(po) on the ortho-

para concentration in the sample at 145 GPa. The

lower and upper bounds of T
c
(p)/T

c(po ) at 77 K
correspond to c

;
=0.75 and c

;
=0.60, respectively,

where c
;
is the fraction of ortho-hydrogen, with

po
=0.0881 g/cm3 and p=0.769 g/cm3

at 145 GPa.

The low density data are from Silvera and Joch-

ensen (1979); the crosses, triangles and squares

correspond to c
;
=0.60, 0.75, and 1.00, respec-

tively

Fig. 62. The reference transition temperature

T
c(po)

decreases with decreasing ortho

concentration cr Hence, the high-pressure

point in Fig. 62 is considered a lowerbound

on T
c
(p)/T

c(po)
because of the expected

drop in c
1
with temperature [i.e., at

equilibrium c -0.75 at 300 K; cr0.50 at 77

K (Silvera, 1980]. The kinetics of ortho-

para conversion at these very high pres-

sures, however, has not yet been studied.

For ortho-hydrogen (c
;
=l) Silvera and

Jochemsen (1979) found that the density

dependence ofT
e
scaled nearly as (p/po)

5/3 at

low pressures; this curve is also shown in

Fig. 62. The present result is consistent

with the trends observed in the earlier data.

In addition, the result is consistent with the

orientational ordering transition predicted

in the 100GPa range by the quantum Monte

Carlo method (Ceperley and Alder, 1987).

On further increase in pressure above

the transition, the new vibron remained an

identifiable peak and continued to soften

with pressure. Under maximum load, we

note that fluorescence peaks indicating

pressures as high 248 GPa were observed

in the center of the diamond flat; in this

region of the sample molecular hydrogen

was observed in the Raman measurements

with vibron frequencies as low as 3738 cm
l

. Still lower vibron frequencies to 3685 cm
1 were observed in regions of the sample

that did not contain ruby. Although pres-

sures therefore could not be determined, a

simple linear extrapolation of the lower

pressure data suggests peakhydrogen pres-

sures in the 250 GPa range. This may serve

as a new lower bound on the molecular-to-

atomic transition pressure in this important

planetary material.
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Superconductivity in New High-7
c

Systems:Phase iDENTiFiCAnoN

Robert M. Hazen, Larry W. Finger, Ross

J. Angel, Nancy L. Ross, Charles T.

Prewitt, Ho-Kwang Mao, Chris G.

Hadidiacos, David J. George, David R.

Veblen' and Peter J. Heaney*

The discovery by Bednorz and

Muller (1986) of high-temperature super-

conductivity in an oxide system containing

lanthanum, barium, and copper, and the

subsequentdevelopmentbyWu et al. ( 1987)

ofa material in the Y-Ba-Cu-0 system with

superconductivity above the 77 K liquid

N
2
-barrier, has been hailed as a breakthrough

that will eventually transform society's use

of electricity and magnetism. The compo-

sition, YBa
2
Cu

3 65
,has been identified and

the perovskite-related crystal structure of

the original yttrium material, with unique

copper-oxygen layering that is believed to

be a key to the electrical properties of these

materials, has been demonstrated (Hazen

et al, 1987, Hazen, 1988a). Recently, an

intensive, world-wide search for supercon-

ductors in other oxide systems has taken

place with the hope both to increase super-

conducting critical temperatures, T
e
, above

the -95 K ofthe yttrium-bearing phase, and

to improve material characteristics, such as

critical current, defect concentration, and

stability in air.

* Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
21218
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Following observations by Michel

et al. (1987) of 22 K superconductivity in

the Bi-Sr-Cu-0 system, Maeda etal. (1988)

and Chu et al. (1988) independently re-

ported superconductivity with onset above

100K in the system Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O. X-ray

powder diffraction patterns of the bismuth

superconductors indicated that the struc-

ture differed from that of the yttrium mate-

rial. Optical examination, furthermore,

revealed that the initial bismuth-contain-

ing samples were multiphase assemblages

of at least three different phases, at least

one of which was superconducting.

The System Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0

Paul Chu ofthe Department ofPhys-

ics, University of Houston, sent samples of

the new bismuth superconductor to the

Geophysical Laboratory for characteriza-

tion in January of 1988. We studied three

Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0 samples originally de-

scribed by Chu et al. (1988). Samples were

prepared by solid-state reaction of Bi
2 3 ,

CuO, SrC0
3
, and CaC0

3
in air, with initial

Bi:Ca:Sr:Cu ratios of 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 (two samples)

and 1:1:1:3. A distinctive feature of many

of the Houston samples is the presence of

two apparent superconducting transitions,

one near 110 K and one near 90 K, as

observed on plots of electrical resistance or

magnetic susceptibility versus temperature.

Samples were characterized by opti-

cal and electron microscopy, X-ray powder

and single-crystal diffraction, and electron

microanalysis. PowderX-ray patterns were

made with a Rigaku model DMAX-3B
automated diffractometer at the Depart-

ment of Physics, University of Houston.

Single-crystal studies were carried out at

the Geophysical Laboratory on a Rigaku

AFC-5 automated four-circle diffractome-

ter withmonochromated rotating-anodeMo
source. Electron microanalyses were ob-

tained on a JSM model 35 scanning elec-

tron microscope, operated at 20 kV and 0.

01-juA beam current with a 2. 5-jjm spot

size. Standards include pure Bi and Cu

metal, Sr-bearing glass, and a

diopside
6S
jadeite

35
glass. At The Johns

Hopkins University Department of Earth

and Planetary Sciences a Philips model

EM420 transmission electron microscope

(TEM) with EDAX Si-Li detector and a

Princeton Gamma-Tech 4 data analysis

system was employed. TEM samples were

mounted on holey-carbon, Be-mesh grids

to avoid Cu contamination during analysis.

We isolated fourphases from the Bi-

Ca-Sr-Cu-0 samples: two alkaline earth

copper oxides, a bismuth alkaline earth

oxide, and the new superconductor, as

reportedby Hazen etal. (1988a). The super-

conducting phase, which is abundant in all

three samples, has a near stoichiometric

cation ratio of 2:1:2:2 for Bi:Ca:Sr:Cu.

Approximate TEM cell parameters were

used to index 26 lines in the X-ray powder

pattern. The pattern was initially indexed

on the basis of an orthorhombic subcell

approximately 5. 41x5. 44x30. 78 A, though

a smaller cell of 3. 83x3. 85x30. 78 A (the
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Fig. 63. New high-temperature superconductors

in the systems Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0 and Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-

O are closely related to phases described by

Swedish chemist Bengt Aurivillius (Aurivillius,

1949a,b, 1952). Bismuth-oxygen or thallium-

oxygen bilayers sandwich perovskite-like regions

ofone or more octahedral layers. In the new super-

conductors each perovskite-like layer incorpo-

rates a planar group of copper and oxygen atoms.

short axes are related by 205
) was subse-

quently demonstrated onthe basis of single-

crystal diffraction (see, for example,

Subramanian et al., 1988).

The structure is complicated in at

least two ways. First a superstructure, proba-

bly incommensurate, exists parallel to the b

axis. A superperiodicity of approximately

5xb (i. e., 27.2 A) is observed by electron

diffraction. Second, the phase is character-

ized by numerous stacking faults. High-

resolution images show regions in which

the c-axis repeat distance is closer to 37 A,

rather than 3 1 A. We suspect that these two

distinct layer spacings may be related to the

two superconducting transition tempera-

tures.

The new bismuth superconductor is

distinguished by a layered structure related

to the class ofperovskite-relatedcompounds

known as Aurivillius phases (Fig. 63). In

the 2122 phase, double layers of bismuth

and oxygen alternate with perovskite-like

layerstwo octahedra thick. These perovskite

sheets incorporate two copper-oxygen lay-

ers, similar to those in the yttrium super-

conductor, separated by calcium ions. The

thicker stacking faults correspond to triple-

copper-layer regions. This superconductor

adopts a mica-like crystal habit and ex-

tremely anisotropic electrical properties

because ofweakbondingbetween adjacent

Bi-0 layers. The structure of 2122 is also

closely related to the 22K superconducting

phase observed by Michel et al. (1987),

which has a similar layered structure, mi-

caceous habit and &-axis superstructure,

but single Cu-0 layers.

The System Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0

Sheng andHermann ( 1 988) observed

120 K superconductivity in the Tl-Ca-Ba-

Cu-0 system. These multiphase samples

were sent to the Geophysical Laboratory

for characterization in February, 1988.

Three specimens with starting cation ratios

Tl:Ca:Ba:Cu of2:2: 1 :3, 2:3: 1 :3, and 2:2:2:3,

as well as a 30 K superconducting sample
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in the calcium-absent, Tl-Ba-Cu-0 system

were examined. Samples were synthesized

by solid state reaction of T1
2 3

, CaO, and

BaCu
3 4

. Pelletized samples were placed

in a quartz boat and baked in an oxygen

atmosphere at ~900°C for several minutes.

As in the Houston bismuth samples, these

materials often display two distinct transi-

tion temperatures.

We observed a thallium calcium

cuprate, a thallium calcium oxide, and three

new superconducting phases (Hazen etal.,

1988b), one with the same 2:1:2:2 stoi-

chiometry as the bismuth phase, and the

others with closely-related 2:2:2:3 and

2:0:2:1 ratios. All of these new supercon-

ductors thus are members of the homolo-

gous series of layered compounds, A
2
CaN

^CujD^^, whereA represents Tl or Bi, B
represents Ba or Sr, and N is the integral

number of copper layers (Fig. 63). The

2:2:2:3 thallium phase holds the current

(though likely transitory) high-7 record of

125 K for a stable, reproducible compound

(Parkin et al., 1988; Torardi et al, 1988).

Predictions ofHigher T
e

Following the discoveries of Sheng and

Hermann (1988), Parkins al. (1988) iden-

tified yet another closely related series of

layered copper compounds, A
;
Ca„

^2
Cu„0

2„+2+ . The 1:0:2:1, 1:1:2:2, 1:2:2:3,

and 1:3:2:4 phases of the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0

system have been synthesized (Haldar et

al. t 1988, Ihara etal., 1988). The new types

1?
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Fig. 64. The superconducting temperature of the

copper-oxide superconductors is closely related to

the number of adjacent Cu-O layers. This trend

suggests that higher transition temperatures might

be observed in structures with four or more adja-

cent Cu-O layers.

of Bi and Tl layered superconductors are

thus chemically diverse and structurally

varied.

An important feature of all copper-

oxygen layered superconductors is the close

relationship between number of Cu-O lay-

ers and the critical temperature. The pres-

ence of ore layers appears to lead to higher

critical temperatures (Fig. 64). Based on

this systematic trend we predict the attain-

ment of critical temperatures above 125 K
in compounds with four or more layers (e.

g., Tl2Ca
3
Ba

2
Cu

4 12+5
). A major emphasis

in the search for higher-temperature super-

conductors is, therefore, is to increase the

number of Cu-O layers.
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Fig. 65. The new cyclosilicate, BaCuSi
2 6

, has

isolated four-tetrahedra rings - a unique structural

feature. This phase was inadvertently synthesized

by Sheng and Hermann (1988) via solid-state

reaction between starting materials in the Tl-Ca-

Ba-Cu-O system and the quartz sample holder.

probably space group I4lmmm, with a =7.

042 A and c=11.133A. The novel crystal

structure of this phase was determined by

direct methods. Isolated 4-tetrahedra rings

are a unique feature of this new silicate

(Fig. 65). The rings are cross-linked by 8-

coordinated barium and square-planar

copper cations, in amanner identical to that

of the rare silicate gillespite, BaFeSi
4
O

10

(Hazen and Burnham, 1975), which pos-

sesses layers of interconnected four-tetra-

hedra rings.

Raman spectroscopy of oriented

single crystals is in progress. This study

will provide information on the distinctive

spectroscopic "signature" of isolated four-

tetrahedra rings-information ofimportance

in interpreting Raman spectra of amor-

phous silica-rich materials.

A New Cyclosilicate: BaCuSi
2 6

In their efforts to produce new su-

perconductors in the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0 sys-

tem Sheng and Hermann (1988) inadver-

tently synthesizednew silicates by reaction

of their starting materials with the quartz

container. Onenew phase, which possesses

a striking magenta color in transmitted

light, was present as 100 to 300 jjm crystals

on the outside of two of the University of

Arkansas samples.

Electron microanalysis of the crys-

tals yielded a stoichiometric composition,

BaCuSi
2 6

. Single-crystal X-ray study

reveals that the crystals are tetragonal,

A New Chain Silicate: Ba
3
CuCaSi

6 17

A small number of crystals of a sec-

ond silicate phase were found in one of the

Tl-Ba-Cu-Si-0 samples from the Univer-

sity of Arkansas. These are blue-green in

color, and the largest crystals have dimen-

sions of less than 40fim. A single crystal of

this phase was mounted for X-ray diffrac-

tion, and found to have an orthorhombic

unit cell a = 14. 405 A, b = 16. 077 A, c=

7. 088 A. The systematic absences among

the reflections indicated the diffraction

symbol was mmmB. . b, allowing three

possible space groups Bmmb, B2mb, and

Bmlf). Intensity statistics indicated an
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Fig. 66. The new silicate, Ba
3
CuCaSi

6 17
, has chains of six-member tetrahedral rings similar to those in

pellyite. Copper atoms (small circles) are in square-planar coordination, whereas the barium and calcium

atoms (large circles) are in eight coordination.

acentric space group, so structure solution

by direct methods was attempted in both

B2mb andBm2
ft.

All attempts to solve the

structure in Brnlp were unsuccessful, with

no solution achieving an R value of less

than 25%. In contrast, a solution was found

with space group B2mb which converged

with refinement to an initial data set toR =

7%, and Rw
- 6%. Further analysis of a

higher-quality data set is in progress, but

the general features of the structure are

clear (Fig. 66).

The composition, determined by

structure refinement, is Ba
3
CuCaSi

6 17
. The

silicon atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated

by oxygens. These tetrahedra are share

comers to form distorted 6-rings, which in

turn are linkedby two corners to other rings

to form chains of 6-rings. This topology is

similar to thatfound in deerite (Fleet, 1 977)

and howieite (Wenk, 1974), although in

these two structures all of the apices of the

tetrahedra in a chain point in the same

direction so as to coordinate a sheet of

octahedral cations. More similar is the struc-

ture of pellyite (Meagher, 1976) in which

an almost identical tetrahedral chain con-

figuration is found. The different cation

chemistry of this phase and pellyite

(Ba
2
Ca(Fe,Mg)

2
Si

6 17
) require different

coordination polyhedra, and result in the

tetrahedral chains being arranged in a dif-

ferentmanner. In pellyite they extend along

the c-axis, while in this phase they extend
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along [101].The copperatoms are in square-

planar coordination, and the calcium and

barium atoms are in eight-fold coordina-

tion. As noted above, further analysis is in

progress to determine, in particular, which

of two possible enantiomorphic structures

represents the correct structure solution.
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BlOGEOCHEMISTRY

blogeochemical processes affecting the

Stable Carbon Isotopic Composition of

Particulate Carbon in the Delaware

Estuary

Marilyn L. Fogel, David J. Velinsky', Luis

A. Cifuentes, Jonathan R. Pennock" , and

Jonathan H. Sharp**

The stable carbon isotopic composi-

tion (# 3C) of organic matter in the kerogen

from sedimentary rocks has long been used

as an indicator of the source of material of

the rock and, more recently, as an indicator

of the depositional environment. The # 3C
of amorphous kerogen produced by phyto-

plankton ranges from -20 to -35 %o over

most of the Earth's history with some no-

table exceptions in the Precambrian (Le-

wan, 1986; Schidlowski, 1988). Lewan

proposed that two types of kerogen with

differing # 3C were preserved in the fossil

record: the first, with a # 3C of -26 to -35,

was produced in shallow epicontinental

seas, which do not exist today, and the

second with a # 3C of -20 to -24 was

produced in deep well-circulated oceans

* Visiting investigator from College of Marine

Studies, University of Delaware, 700 Pilottown

Rd., Lewes, DE 19958
** Also at College of Marine Studies, University

of Delaware, 700 Pilottown Rd., Lewes, DE
19958

such as those of the present. He concluded

that the # 3C of inorganic C0
2
available to

the phytoplankton was the controlling fac-

tor of the # 3C of organic matter preserved in

sedimentary rocks.

In order to test this hypothesis, we

studied variations in the carbon isotopic

composition of particulate carbon (primar-

ily phytoplankton) and inorganic carbon in

the Delaware Estuary, a shallow estuarine

environment with several characteristics

similar to those of an epicontinental sea

such as, for example, at <200m depth, high

primary productivity rates and high micro-

bial remineralization rates (Hallam, 1981).

In an earlier paper, Cifuentes et al. (1988)

demonstrated that variations in the # 3C of

suspended sediments were related to changes

in the rate of primary productivity in the

water column. We report here a simple

model of carbon isotopic fractionation that

is occurring in the algae during photosyn-

thesis. In contrast to the ideas of Lewan

(1986), it is proposed here that changes in

the # 3C of particulate carbon are related to

primary productivity rates, C0
2
concentra-

tions in the water column, and the pathway

of carbon uptake into the algae.

Twenty cruises were conducted from

July 1986 to April 1988, during which a full

range of biological and chemical parame-

ters, including primary productivity, pH,

total dissolved inorganic carbon, and mi-

crobial activity (e.g., leucine incorporation),
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were measured at twenty-six stations [From

Trenton, NJ, in the riverine section of the

estuary to the mouth of the Delaware Bay,

where the salinity was approximately 30

%o\ Sharp etal., 1982]. Suspended particu-

late carbon samples (>1 fim) were collected

by filtration, and were processed as de-

scribed previously inCifuentes etal. (1988).

Filtered water samples were refrigerated

for subsequent dissolved inorganic carbon

analysis. A modification of a procedure by

Hassan (1980), strontium chloride precipi-

tation of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC)

under basic conditions, was utilized. The

SrCO, was reacted with 100 % HT>0
4 and3 3 4

the isotopic ratio of the evolved C0
2
were

determined by mass spectrometry.

The sources of dissolved inorganic

carbon to aquatic environments include

biogenic C0
2
from respiration of organic

matter by heterotrophic organisms (# 3C = -

20 to -30), atmospheric C0
2 (#

3C = -8), and

dissolution ofCaC0
3
rocks (# 3C = 0). Thus,

the isotopic composition of dissolved inor-

ganic carbon (DIC) will reflect the relative

contributions of these sources in the sample
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at any one time. Moreover, the # 3C of

inorganic carbonmay be changedby uptake

during photosynthesis that would result in a

residual pool of carbon enriched in 13C (Guy

et al., 1987). In the riverine portion of the

Delaware Estuary the isotopic composition

of total DIC had a consistent value of -10.8

±0.8 %o («=24) with no spatial trend be-

tween Trenton, NJ, and the beginning of the

salinity gradient at Wilmington, DE. There-

fore, data were pooled to obtain monthly

averages in the riverine portion of the estu-

ary (Table 11). In summer, isotopic values

were significantlymore negative, when rates

of both planktonic production and micro-

bial remineralization increased in the water.

This decrease in # 3C of total DIC coincided

with an increase in the amount of dissolved

C0
2(g).

In the salinity gradient of the estuary,

changes in # 3C occurred because freshwa-

ter C0
2
was mixed with marine dissolved

inorganic carbon (# 3C = at a salinity of 35

ppt) along the salinity gradient (Figs. 67a

and b). The dashed line indicates the iso-

topic composition of DIC that would be

predicted from simple mixing of the fresh-

water and marine endmembers (Spiker and

Schemel, 1 987). Themaximum variation in

the # 3C of DIC at any one salinity over a

year varied up to 7 %o\ however, most

changes were in the order of2 %o. Evidently,

nonconservative processes, presumably

biological reactions, were factors in the

variations measured in the # 3C of DIC. In

the estuary small variations in the concen-

tration of dissolved inorganic carbon were

unrelated to the changes in # 3C DIC. At
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Fig. 68. Carbon isotopic composition ofparticulate

carbon from the Delaware Estuary as a function of

distance from the mouth of the Bay.

locations in which the isotopic ratios were

different from those predicted or changed

by several per mil since the previous time

period (e.g., Winter 1987 to Spring 1987),

phytoplankton blooms or high rates of

microbial remineralization had been ob-

served.

The variability in # 3C of DIC was

reflected to some extent in the # 3C of par-

ticulate carbon (Fig. 68), but closer inspec-

tion of the data shows that the difference or

isotopic fractionation between organic car-

bon and inorganic carbon was not constant.

When corrections are made for temperature

differences between spring (5°C) and sum-
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mer (25°C), the isotopic composition of

C0
2

was different by only 0.8%o, whereas

the # 3C of particulate matter differed by 10

%o. Clearly, other factors must be influen-

tial.

Carbon isotopes are fractionated in

the algal cell primarily by the C0
2
fixation

enzyme, ribulose-1 ,5-bisphosphate (RuBP)

carboxylase (Guy et aL, 1987), which char-

acterized by with an isotopic fractionation

Seawater

613C = -8

Fig. 69. Carbon isotopic discrimination model.

Discrimination values (%o) are indicated for the

reaction by RuBP carboxylase and equilibrium

isotope effects for C0
2
and HC0

3

".

of -29%o. Rarely is this isotopic fractiona-

tion expressed in the organic matter of

phytoplankton, because the cell must have

an unlimited amount of CCL .available for
2(g)

the carboxylase enzyme to display this

maximum fractionation (Fig. 69). In estuar-

ine waters and in seawater, the pH is such

that only a small portion of the total dis-

solved inorganic carbon is in the form of

2
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Delaware Estuary in Spring and Fall 1987. Concen-

trations were calculated from total C0
2
values,/?//,

temperature, and salinity measurements.

dissolved C0
2(g)

, consequently the # 3C of

particulate carbon is always less than the

optimal -37 %o. Forexample, the concentra-

tion of dissolved CCL . in the water column
2(g)

(Fig. 70) in spring was low relative to the

carbon fixation rate of phytoplankton (pM

carbon/day) (Table 12), and the # 3C of

particulate carbon within the bloom was

accordingly -19 %o. Conversely, in summer

the CO concentrations were considerably

higher relative to the production rate, and

the # 3C of the phytoplankton carbon was -

29.

A bicarbonate concentrating mecha-

nism has been described in green algae that

have been cultured in media having low

concentrations of total inorganic carbon

(Lucas and Berry, 1985). Algae that utilized

this pathway for carbon uptake into the cell,

did not fractionate carbon isotopes to as

great an extent as those that did not actively

transport bicarbonate. A decreased frac-
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Spring
Algal

Cell

Summer

Seawater

co
2d

<=> HCO3-

8 13C = -12.5 8 ,3C = -1.0

co, <=> hco;

Algal

Cell

Seawater

5 ,3C = -11.7 5 13C = -2.7

Fig. 71. Proposed pathway of carbon Isotopic discrimination in algal cells. A. Spring. B. Summer.

tionation implies that once bicarbonate is

actively transported into the cell to increase

the concentration ofC0
2
available for fixa-

tion, very little is able to diffuse out before

it is fixed (Fig. 71a). Conversely, cells ob-

taining C0
2
from diffusion and having rela-

tively lower rates ofC0
2
fixation relative to

diffusion should show greater isotopic frac-

tionation (Fig. 71b). In the Delaware Estu-

ary, isotopic fractionation (Table 1 2) is most

likely related to primary productivity rates

and C0
2
concentrations in the water col-

umn. As a result of these isotopic data it is

proposed that the pathway by which carbon

enters into the cell includes an active trans-

port of bicarbonate during bloom condi-

tions that occurred in spring. The higher

concentrations of dissolved C0
2

that oc-

curred in summer could be explained by

respiratory C0
2
released into the water

column by heterotrophic organisms, which

is consistent with a lower concentration of

chlorophyll a or algal biomass in the water

column during a summer bloom. Accord-

ingly, zooplankton cropping and microbial

activity occur at higher rates in the summer

and fall months (Pennock and Sharp, 1986).

In summary, microbial remineraliza-

tion produces seasonal variations in the # 3C
of riverine DIC. In both the River and the

Bay, remineralization increases the concen-

trations of CO present in the water col-

umn, while the total DIC changes only

slightly. In contrast to the suggestion by

Lewan (1986), variations in the # 3C in DIC

can explain only some of the variability in

# 3C of particulate carbon (approximately 3

°/oo), however, the maximum range in the

carbon isotopic composition (- 1 8 to -30 %6)

must be related to changes occurring in the

isotopic discrimination during photosyn-

thesis (A = -7 to - 1 6 %o). Active transport of

bicarbonate and C0
2
limitation for carbox-

ylation could explain lower fractionations

and more positive # 3C values in spring,

whereas higher external C0
2(g)

concentra-

tions, resulting in higher internal C0
2
con-

centrations, would result in greater frac-
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Table 11. Carbon isotopic composition of dissolved inorganic carbon in the Delaware

River

Sampling Date # 3C Average DIC

January 1987 -9.410.6 (n=4

March 1987 -10.9±0.4 («=3

April 1987 -10.0±0.3 (n=2

June 1987 -10.7±0.4 (n=4

July 1987 -1 1.2+0.6 (n=l

October 1987 -11.6±0.5 (n=5

March 1988 -10.1±0.3 (n=5

Table 12. Relationship between production rates and carbon isotopic fractionation by

phytoplankton

Season A* Productivity Chi a
2 (g)

(/iM C/day) (jUg/L) OuM)

Spring -12 14 to 210

jc = 92

15 to 105

x = 56

15

Summer -16.0 22 to 128

jc-90

3 to 15

x = 7

90

*A = & 3C particulate C minus # 3C dissolved inorganic C
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tionation and more negative # 3C in sum-

mer. Photosynthesis and respiration proc-

esses attain different balances with season

or with location that cause the isotopic

composition of organic matter to change

from # 3C of -16 to -30 %o, a range similar to

those measured in amorphous kerogens.

The & 3C of these kerogens were probably

controlled by similar biogeochemical proc-

esses.
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Seasonal Variations in the Stable Experimental

Nitrogen Isotope Ratio of Ammonium in

the Delaware Estuary The Delaware Estuary (Fig. 72) is a

coastal plain estuary with upland mountain

Luis A. Cifuentes, Marilyn L. Fogel, and farm drainage, upriver urban inputs,

Jonathan R. Pennock* and Jonathan H. and lower Estuary exchange with marshes.

Sharp* The basic chemistry and physics of the

Estuary have been described (e.g. Sharp et

The nitrogen cycle in marine systems al., 1982; Biggs etai, 1983). Surface water

is accompanied by changes in the stable samples were collected aboard the RVCape
nitrogen isotope ratio (# 5N) of nitrogenous Henlopen at selected stations ( 1 through 26)

compounds. These changes, which have in the tidal river and salinity gradient of the

been reported for particulate organic matter Estuarybetween Trenton, NJ and the mouth

in ocean water (Altabet and Deuser, 1985) of the Estuary near Cape Henlopen, DE,

and estuaries (Cifuentes et al., 1988), can from October, 1986 to October, 1987. The

obscure isotopic differences used to distin- # 5N ofNH
4

+
at stations between 50 and 200

guish terrestrial from marine organic mat- km upstream from the mouth of the Estuary

ter. The abundance of 15N in fixed nitrogen was measured. No isotopic measurements

is determined by the isotopic abundance of were performed on samples below 50 km
the nitrogen that is assimilated (e.g., N

2 ,
upstream due to low concentrations ofNH

4

+

NH
4

+
, N0

3
", N0

2 ), and any fractionation as- (< 2 fiM).

sociated with the assimilation process. Both Isotopic measurements were made

the # 5N of the nitrogen species, and the as follows. Sample preparation was done on

modifications caused by nitrification board, including pressure filtering through

(Mariotti et al., 1981), denitrification a l//mmembrane filter which raised the pH

(Mariotti et ai, 1981), algal uptake (Wada to 9.5, and steam-distilling to a collection

and Hattori, 1978), and remineralization flask containing Zeolite W-85 (Union Car-

(Lettole, 1 980), therefore, need to be meas- bide), which exchanges H+ ions with NH
4

+
.

ured in different marine environments. The Sample remaining in the distillation appa-

seasonal variations in the # 5N ofNH
4

+ from ratus was frozen and stored for isotopic

a large temperate estuary, and the relation- analysis ofN0
3

, which involved reduction

ships of these changes to seasonal and spa- to NH
4

+ with Devarda's alloy. The zeolite

tial variations in the biogeochemical cy- with the exchanged NH
4

+ was combusted

cling ofNH
4

+
in the estuary are documented with Cu and CuO to N

2
gas as described by

below. Macko (1983). Isotopic measurements were

made on a double-focusing isotope-ratio

* College of Marine Studies, University of mass spectrometer. The results are reported

Delaware, 700 Pilottown Rd., Lewes, DE 19958 in the standard notation:
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L^ sampler^ standard
'* '

made as described in Sharp et al., (1982).

(1)

where R = 15N/14N. The level of detection Results and Discussion

and precision was 2 jjM and ± 0.5 %o for

NH
4

+ and 5 fiM and ± 0.8 %o for N0
3

, re- In January, biological rates of nitro-

spectively. Nutrient measurements were gen cycling are low because of low water

Fig. 72. Map of the Delaware Estuary. The freshwater portion of the Estuary is located above 130 km
upstream from the mouth of the Estuary. The salinity gradient begins below 1 30 km upstream. Solid dots

designate approximate station locations
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Fig. 73. Computer enhanced 3-dimensional repre-

sentation of the seasonal variation in the # 5N of

NH
4

+ (n=56) from the Delaware Estuary. Major

sewage inputs occur between 130 and 150 km.

temperature. At this time, the # 5N of river-

ine NH
4

+ was constant: +11.2±0.7 (n=6).

We consider the mean # 5N of +11 meas-

ured in winter to be an integrated value for

riverine inputs ofNH
4

+
that, due to low rates

of nitrogen cycling, has not been substan-

tially altered by microbiologically medi-

ated reactions.

From February through April, the

# 5N of riverine NH
4

+ did not change appre-

ciably from the mean measured in January.

In the period of May to July, however,

isotope ratios ofNH
4

+ in the river increased

by an average of 10 %o (Fig. 73). This

increase was accompanied by high rates of

primary production in the river (1.8 g car-

bon/m2
/d compared to <0.1 g carbon/m2

/d

in winter). High production significantly

reduced NH„+ concentrations at this time.

Nitrogen isotopic enrichment during up-

take ofNH
4

+ has been observed previously

(Table 13), and could explain the increase in

the # 5N of riverine NH
4

+ seen during this

period.

In late summer and early autumn, ni-

trification rates increase both in sewage

treatment plants and in the river (Lipshultz

et ai, 1986), as evidenced by decreased

concentrations of NH
4

+ and concomitant

increased concentrations ofN0
3

" (Fig. 74).

Nitrification has been shown to cause en-

richment of 15N in the residual NH
4

+ pool,

with a fractionation factor of -34.7 %o for

Nitrosomas europea in culture (Mariotti et

ai, 1981). In the Delaware River, NH
4

+

reached an isotopic maximum of +40%o at

140 km upstream, where we recorded the

highest NC
3

" concentration (Fig. 74). Fur-

thermore, we measured the isotopic ratio of

the product of nitrification, N0
3
", which had

a mean # 5N of 8.7, whereas the mean # 5N
forN0

3

" in winter was +5.5. It is estimated,

based on the #5N increase from +5.5 to +8.7

during this period and the previous use of

the Rayleigh equation in the Scheldt Estu-

ary (Mariotti et aL, 1984), that more than

half of the NH
4

+ has been converted to N0
3

"

. Correspondingly, the mean # 5N of NH
4

+

increased to +33.1, resulting in an isotopic

difference of -24.4 betweenN0
3

" and NH
4

+
.

This difference between N0
3

" and NH
4

+ in

autumn is much greater than that measured

during winter (-5.7 %o), and is the combined

effect of algal uptake and conversion to

N0
3
". Finally, riverine NH

4
\ which is con-

verted to N0
3

" by nitrification, is effectively

removed from the nitrogen cycle in the

lower bay for the following reasons. First,
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Fig. 74. Comparison of dissolved inorganic nitrogen concentrations (DIN), including NH
4

+ (open

triangles) andN0
3
(open squares) and the # 5N ofNH

4

+
%6) versus distance (km) in the Delaware River

during October, 1986 and January, 1987. Concentrations are in /jM.

phytoplankton N0
3
-uptake does not occur

to an appreciable extent except in late spring

(Pennock, 1987). In addition, the flushing

time of the Estuary has been estimated at 80

days (Ketchum, 1952); therefore, any NH
4

+

that is converted to N0
3

" during late sum-

mer or fall is advected off-shore before any

significant N0
3

" uptake occurs.

The 15N-enriched pool of riverine

NH
4

+ remaining after nitrification in Octo-

ber is transported downstream and is lo-

cated in the lower Estuary by January (Fig.

73). Isotope ratios in the Bay decreased

from January to March, possibly by off-

shore transport and mixing with coastally-

derived ammonium (Sweeney and Kaplan,

1980), but increased during April and May

(Fig. 73). At this time, a diatombloom in the

lower Estuary, dominated by the species

Skeletonema costatum (Pennock and Sharp,

1987), occurred and primary production

rates reached 1.4 g carbon/m
2
/d. The corre-

spondence between isotopically heavier

NH
4

+ and primary production rates during

the spring bloom implies that isotopic frac-

tionation occurs when algae assimilate dis-

solved inorganic nitrogen.

During the spring bloom, NH
4

+
-sa-

linity relationships were non-linear (Fig.

75), suggesting removal of NH
4

+ from the

water column. We corroborated this obser-

vation with measurements of 15NH
4

+-up-
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take rates in the bay. Ammonium uptake

rates were in the range of 20 to 40 nM/h,

while N0
3
-uptake accounted for less than

10% of nitrogen assimilation. This agrees

with NH
4

+ and N0
3

" uptake rates observed

previously in the Delaware Estuary (Pen-

nock, 1987). The isotopically heavy NH
4

+

in the Bay is attributed to preferential up-

take of 14N in riverine NH
4

+ during algal

assimilation.

Ammonium originating from the river

entered the Estuary with a # 5N of +11 %o.

The isotopic change in NH
4

+
, ANH

4

+
, at a lo-

cation downstream was estimated from:

4 15NH
4

+ = & 5mi
A

+(downstream)

- # 5NH/ (river), (2)

10 20

SALINITY (ppt)

30

Fig. 75. Dissolved NH
4

+
concentration (pM) ver-

sus salinity (ppt) in February, 1987 and March,

1987. The straight line is the conservative mixing

line. Solid diamonds indicate samples on which

isotopic measurement of NH
4

+ were also made.

The equivalent concentration on the conservative

mixing line corresponds to the value calculated

with equation (2).

where 515N-NH
4

+
is the isotopic ratio of am-

monium. If conservative mixing occurred

without uptake, the approximate concentra-

tion of NH
4

+
in the Bay (Yentsch, 1975)

would be:

[NH
4

+
] (conservative) =

% River [NH
4

+
](river)

+ % Coastal [NH
4

+
](coastal). (3)

At any point in the bay, the fraction ofNH
4

+

remaining,/, was estimated from the meas-

ured concentration of NH.+
relative to the

4

theoretical concentration calculated by

equation (3), or:

/= [NH
4

+
] (measured)/

[NH
4

+
] (conservative). (4)

As NH
4

+ was transported downstream dur-

ing the spring bloom, it became progres-

sively enriched in
15N (Fig. 73) because a

larger portion of the NH
4

+ pool was utilized

by algae; i.e. /decreased (Fig. 76).

If isotopic fractionation by algal

uptake involves a single-step unidirectional

reaction, the relationship between changes

in the isotopic ratio ofNH
4

+ and the amount

ofNH
4

+ remaining in the system can be de-

scribed by classical Rayleigh fractionation

(Mariotti et al, 1981). When the reaction

favors the lighter isotope, the substrate (i. e.,

NH
4

+
) becomes exponentially heavier as

the reaction proceeds. Such a relationship

exists between the change in the isotopic
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Fig. 76. # 5NH
4

+
[refer to equation (2)] versus/,

fraction of NH
4

+ remaining [refer to Equation

(4)], in the Delaware Bay during February, 1987

and March, 1987.

ratio of NH
4

+
in the bay, 4 15NH

4

+
, and the

fraction ofNH
4

+ remaining,/(Fig. 76). With

this data, an enrichment factor, £, is calcu-

lated for the isotopic fractionation by algal

uptake with:

A l5NH,+ = e In/, (5)

giving a value of -9.1±0.8 (r
2=0.95). By

using classical Rayleigh distillation to de-

scribe algal uptake ofNH
4

+
in the Delaware

Estuary, we have assumed the estuary func-

tions like a closed system. We contend this

assumption is justified by the similarity

between our calculated fractionation factor

and the values observed in culture (see

Table 13). Moreover, no other source of

NH
4

+ can explain the 15N-enrichment ob-

served during the spring bloom.

By late spring, the # 5N ofNH
4

+
in the

bay decreased from a maximum of +29 %o

to values in the vicinity of +20 %c. We
suggest that this decrease results from the

addition of regenerated NH
4

+
that was iso-

topically lighter. The source of this regener-

ated NH
4

+ can be identified as either par-

ticulate organic nitrogen from in situ pro-

duction (depleted in 15N with a ^ 5N of +8 to

+12), or as marsh-derived material that has

similar isotopic ratios (Fry and Sherr, 1 984).

Ammonium regenerated from organic mat-

ter with a # 5N in the range of +8 to +12

would contribute isotopically lighterNH
4

+
.

In an earlier study, however, suspended

particulate matter from the Lower Estuary

at this time contained no lignin by-products

indicative ofmarsh inputs (Cifuentes, 1 988).

Most of the NH/ in the lower Estu-

ary in the summer months derives from in

situ regeneration (Pennock, 1987). We esti-

mated the # 5N of this regenerated NH
4

+ by

taking the mean # 5N of NH
4

+
in summer,

approximately +18 %<?, and subtracting the

isotopic discrimination resulting from algal

uptake. It is assumed that a similar isotopic

discrimination, -10 %o, occurs between

organic nitrogen produced by algae and the

inorganic nitrogen source, NH
4
\ through-

out the year. Regenerated NH
4

+
, therefore,

should have a value of approximately +8

%c. Because primary-production rates were

similar in spring and summer, isotopic en-

richment in NH
4

+ was also expected in

summer. The flux of regenerated NH
4

+

during summer kept, however, the isotopic

ratio ofNH
4

+ more negative than was meas-

ured during early spring.

We have shown that both nitrifica-
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tion and algal uptake in the Estuary altered

the # 5N of the residual NH
4

+
pool, resulting

in large seasonal fluctuations. These results

have important implications for the use of

stable nitrogen isotope ratios as a tracer of

organic matter. For example, particulate

matter depleted in 15N measured in the

Delaware Bay during the spring bloom, +3

to +5 %o (Cifuentes et aL, 1988), can be

identified as algae that fractionated NH
4

+

during assimilation of riverine NH
4

+
. These

values could possibly be misidentified as

containing a large particulate sewage com-

ponent in other systems (Sweeney et aL,

1980). Similarly, # 5N values of +18 %o

measured in particulate matter ofthe Scheldt

(Mariotti et aL, 1984) and Delaware

(Cifuentes et aL, 1988) estuaries can be

explained by assimilation of even more

positive # 5N of NH
4

+ (>30 %o), generated

by either nitrification or algal uptake. Fi-

nally, temporal variations observed in the

<5*
5N of particulate matter from oceanic

environments (Altabet and Deuser, 1985)

Table 13. Isotopic fractionation and ambient concentration during ammonium uptake in

laboratory culture and in field studies.

Organic matter Concentration Fractionation** Reference

Delaware Estuary <15jjm

Mostly Skeletonema costatum

£=-9.1 (this study)

Truckee Canal, NM
Freshwater Algae

Blue-Green Algae

Culture

Vibrio harveii

Culture

Large Volume Incubation

Mixed Culture

ImM

18 mM

5mM

5/zM

4 = -10.6 (Estep and Vigg,

1985)

4 = -13.6 (Macko et aL,

1987)

A = -14.4 (Hoch et aL,

1988)

£ = -20 (Sharp et aL,

1987)

* Product Relative to substrate

# At high substrate concentration, A ~ e
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can also be better understood with isotopic

measurements of the inorganic nitrogen

species.
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The Isotopic Composition of bedded

Barites from the Arcean of Southern

India

Thomas C. Hoering

The stable isotopes of sulfur in an-

cient sedimentary rocks record unique fea-

tures of early life on earth. For example, in

rocks older than 2.8xl09 years, reduced

minerals (predominantly pyrite, FeS
2
) have

a 34S/32S that is relatively uniform and near

the value associated with primary igneous

rocks. In rocks younger than this, there is a

wide dispersion in the sulfur isotope ratio of

sedimentary pyrite. Because the spread in

isotope ratios inmodern sediments is caused

by the operation of the biologically-medi-

ated geochemical cycle of sulfur, this time

is taken as the onset of the evolution of

sulfur reducing and oxidizing bacteria.

The enrichment of the heavy isotope

of sulfur,
34
S, in the sulfate ion of sea

water , as recorded by minerals in evaporite

deposits, displays wide, systematic vari-

ations over geological time. The most strik-

ing is in sediments ofover 3.0xl09 years old

where bedded barite (BaS0
4
) deposits have

sulfur isotope ratios that are not enriched

and fall in the range of those in igneous

rocks. Again, because the partitioning ofthe
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Fig. 77. Scanning electron microscope image of

rounded pyrite grain from Archean Barite of Kar-

nataka, India. The major length of the crystal is

about 1 mm.

heavy and light isotopes, respectively, into

oxidized and reduced chemical species is

due to the operation of the biologically-me-

diated, dissimilatory sulfur cycle, these bar-

ites are presumed to pre-date the sulfur

cycle as we know it today (Schidlowski et

aU 1983).

The geological record of bedded

barites of this extreme age range is meager;

only three previous examples are known. It

is the purpose of this report to describe a

new occurrence ofanArchean, bedded barite

that has not been enriched in the heavy

isotope. Also, a brief description is given of

a new method that is being developed in this

laboratory for measuring variations in all of

the stable isotopes of sulfur.

Bedded barite in the Precambrian

metasediments of the Dharwar Craton in

Kamataka, India, has been described by

Radhakrishna and Sreenivasaiya ( 1 974). The

deposit is concordantly bedded witn quartz-

ites and is cut by only a few, later quartz

veins . The barite beds, that have been traced

for 8 to 10 kilometers, are found in the

Chitradurga greenstone belt in Sargur group

rocks estimated to be 3.0xl09 years old

(Radhakrishna and Vasudev, 1977, Picha-

muthu and Srinivasan, 1984). Exact age

relationships of the rocks in this area are not

well established.

Several samples of barite collected

from small, surface pits in the area con-

tained layers ofrounded pyrite grains, rather

than pyrite in its usual cubic habit (See Figs.

77 and 78). The rounding ofpyrite into such

detrital material is ascribed to stream trans-

port (Ruten, 1962) and, if true, constitutes

additional evidence that the barite was de-

posited as a chemical sediment or as a

diagenetic replacementofan evaporite rather

Fig. 78. Photomicrograph of polished section in

reflected light of pyrite grain embedded in barite

from the Archean of Karnataka, India. The major

length of the crystal is about 0.5 mm. (Courtesy

of Dr. A. P. Gize, University of Southampton,

U.K.).
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than by a hydrothermal solution. Variations in the abundances of all of

the stable sulfur isotopes were measured by

the SF
6
method (Puchelt, et al., 1975, Rees,

Experimental 1978). Sulfur has four stable isotopes with

the following composition:

Hand specimens with surface iron

staining, thatmarkedthe occurrenceoflayers 32S=95.1% 33S=0.74%

ofroundedpyrite grains, were crushed gently 34S=4.16% 36S=0.0137%

and hand-picked under a binocular micro-

scope. Isolated pyrite grains were examined Variations in abundance are expressed in

with a JEOL Model JSM-35 scanning elec- terms ofratios to themostabundant isotope,

tron microscope and analyzed with an 32
S, and compared to a reference material:

EDAX detector (Fig. 77). Iron and sulfur

were the only elements detected. Thin sec- #S =
{ [("S/^SyCS/^SJJ - 1 } x 1000, (1)

tions and polished sections of the pyrite

embedded in barite were prepared and where n = 33, 34 or 36; x refers to the

examined by transmitted and reflected light unknown sample; and std to the standard

microscopy. Figure 78 shows such a prepa- reference material. The reference was troil-

ration in reflected light. The texture of the ite from Canyon Diablo meteorite (CDT),

barite in transmitted light suggested that it the substance used conventionally for

had been stressed and stretched. Hence, measurement of #4
S. Standards for #3S

there is little possibility for the preservation and <5*
6S have not been defined and answers

ofbaritepseudomorphs aftergypsum as has to questions about the suitability ofCDT for

been described for Archean barite from the this purpose will have to await more de-

North Pole area ofAustralia (Lambert etal. y tailed studies.

1978). Silver sulfide was reacted with bro-

Samples ofbarite were ground with a mine pentafluoride, BrF
5
, at 400°C for four

ten-fold excess of graphite and reduced at hours (Rees, 1978) in a system similar to

1150°C in an argon atmosphere. The result- that described by Clayton and Mayeda

ing sulfide was reacted with dilute hydro- (1963) for extracting oxygen from silicates

chloric acid and the liberated hydrogen for isotopic analysis. The product was iso-

sulfide was swept by a stream of nitrogen lated and purified by cryogenic distillation,

into a solution of silver nitrate for precipita- chemical scrubbing with KOH and copper

tion of silver sulfide. Isolated pyrite grains amalgam, and finally by preparative gas

were reduced to hydrogen sulfide by reac- chromatography on a range of stationary

tion with chromous chloride (Canfield et phases. The SF
6
was analyzed with a Finni-

ai, 1986) and precipitated also as silver gan-MAT Model 251 isotope ratio mass

sulfide. spectrometer with quadruple collectors set
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for mass 127 (
32SF

5

+
), mass 128 (

33SF
5

+
), The results on the barite were obtained by

mass 129 (
34SF

5

+
) and mass 131 (

36SF
5

+
). analyzing six portions of silver sulfide that

Rees ( 1978) has described the advantages hadbeenprepared by the graphite reduction

of the SF
6
method for sulfur isotope ratio of a single sample of the starting mineral,

measurements over those that use S0
2

. The pyrite results are from a composite

Measurements of <5"S and ^4S are sample ofrandomly chosen grains that were

straightforward and precise. Determination then reduced by chromous chloride. Six

of <5*
6S is more difficult due to a persistent separate analyses of the resulting silver

fluorocarbon impurity that interferes atmass sulfide were made. The errors shown are

131 (C
3
F

5

+
). The source of the fluorocarbon one standard deviation and are typical of the

impurity is not certain and the purification reproducibility of the method at its present

of the SF
6
from the contaminant is difficult, state of development.

In the present work, the product was puri- Because all four isotopes of sulfur

fied by successive preparative chromatog- were measured, the mass dependence of the

raphy on four different stationary phases; fractionation can be calculated. The rela-

silica gel; polar, porous polymer (Chromo- tionships between #3
S, <5*

4S and #6S ob-

sorb 1 06); molecular sieve with a large pore served by Rees and Thode ( 1 978) for sev-

(Molecular Sieve 10X); non-polar, porous eral terrestrial and extra-terrestrial samples

polymer (Chromosorb 102). The sample are as follows:

was analyzed for #6S after each gas chro-

matographic step, then recovered from the b^
3S/6^4S = 0.51

mass spectrometer inlet system and the ^6S/^4S = 1.91

procedure repeated with a different station-

ary phase until consistent values were ob- The values of the mass dependence ob-

tained, served fortheArchean samples ofthis study

do not differ significantly from those of

Rees and Thode (1978).

Results and discussion The value of #4S obtained on the

barite from India agrees with three other

The values obtained for the sulfur examples in this age range: (1) Warwoona

isotope ratios in the barite and coexisting Group, Pilbara Block, Western Australia,

pyrite are as follows: 3.5xl09 years, #4S + 3.0 to +4.2 (Lambert

et aL, 1978); (2) Fig Tree Group, South

Africa, 3.3xl09 years, #4S + 2.5 to + 4.0

(Perry et al., 1971); (3) Inegra Series, Aldan

Shield, Siberia, 3.1xl09 years, #4S + 3.5 to

+ 8.0 (Vinogradov et ai, 1976).

Truper (1982) has discussed the

BARITE PYRITE

S"S +1.73±0.17 -3.20±0.16

5"S +4.2610.21 -5.55±0.20

<?
6S +10.24±1.20 -10.25±1.50
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evolution ofbacteria in the biogeochemical detrital pyrite.

sulfur cycle in terms of the observed frac-

tionation of sulfur isotopes in ancient rocks.
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Amino Acid Analysis of Individual

Fossil Planktonic Foraminiferal Tests

Linda Stathoplos and P. Edward Hare

Over 15 years ago, King and Hare

(1972 a,b) suggested that the amino acid

composition of fossil foraminiferal tests be

exploited as a taxonomic character to infer

phylogeny. They represented each species

with a single amino acid composition, the

average of two sample analyses. More re-

cently, Stathoplos and Hare (1988) have

represented the amino acid composition of

each species with multiple samples. They

showed that amino acid composition is less

variable between samples of the same spe-

cies than between samples of different spe-

cies of Pleistocene fossil planktonic foram-

inifera. In order to compare, however, popu-

lations ofdifferent foraminiferausing amino

acid compositions, the ideal sample size is

a single individual. The ability to determine

the amino acid composition of individual

tests would allow comparisons to modem
individuals collected in plankton tows.

Further, amino acid composition would then

be directly comparable to morphological

characters. We report here analytical and

methodological improvements that allow

us to reproducibly quantify amino acids

from individual fossil planktonic foram-

iniferal tests using ion-exchange (IEC) high

performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) with post-column o-phthalaldehyde

(OPA) derivatization and fluorescence de-

tection.
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With an improved fluorescence de- sample preparation: (1) all glassware must

tector, conventional IEC-HPLC with post- be combusted at 500°C for 5 hours; (2) all

column OPA-derivatization (Benson and sample manipulations must be performed

Hare, 1975) yields the required sensitivity in a laminar flow hood, wearing gloves; and

for amino acid analysis of a single test. (3) all chemicals must be of the highest

Fossil tests from the Pliocene or younger purity, opened only in a laminar flow hood

typically contain 0.1 to 100 picomoles of to prevent contamination during use. The

each amino acid detected. We have modi- hydrochloric acid with the lowest amounts

fied an Analogic fluorescence detector to of amino acids we have found is from Seas-

incorporate two finger lamps illuminating tar Chemicals (Sidney, B.C., Canada),

the flow cell from two directions. Sensitiv- Organics are adequately removed from

ity has been increased by almost two orders distilled water by a Bamstead Nanopure

of magnitude by doubling the number of water purification system (Sybron Corp.).

light sources and moving them closer to the The disadvantage of working with

flow cell. The light energy exciting the the post-column system at this sensitivity is

OPA-amino acid derivatives is increased the difficulty of eliminating contaminating

without significantly increasing background buffer peaks in the basic amino acid region

scattered light. of the chromatograph. For this reason, only

Increased sensitivity requires that the the acid and neutral amino acids are dis-

following precautions be taken during cussed here. Increased sensitivity alsomeans

Table 14. Cleaning procedures. Note that procedures B-D include initial cleaning by treatment A.

A.Conventional Sonicate 3x in buffered W/v Calgon solution; rinse

6x distilled water and dry with nitrogen gas at room

temperature

B. Bleach Treatment A plus soak in ~ 0.5 ml NaOCl (see below);

(NaOCl) rinse 6x distilled water and dry as above.

G. sacculifer, 15 minutes or 6 days at room temperature

G (Gr.) tumida; 20 minutes at 80°C.

C. Reductant-chelator Treatment A, then add 10 mg of sodium dihionite (dry)

to test; add 0.4 ml buffer (0.3 M bicarbonate. 1 M citrate)

and soak at room temperature for 75 minutes; rinse 6x

distilled water and dry as above.

D. Low-temperature ash Treatment A plus ash in LTA 505 (LFE corp) for 1 hour.
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that contaminant amino acids (not part of

the biomineralizing organic matrix within

the foraminiferal calcite) from either rea-

gents or surface adsorption will present

more of a problem. Sample cleaning be-

comes critical. Three additional cleaning

procedures were compared to the conven-

tional sonication with buffered sodium

hexametaphosphate (Calgon) and rinsing

with distilled, organic-free water (King,

1972): bleaching with sodium hypochlorite

(NaOCl), soaking in a reducing-chelating

solution (dithionite-citrate), and low-tem-

perature ashing (LTA). Table 14 describes

each cleaning procedure in detail.

Two species ofplanktonic foraminif-

era from two sites were used to evaluate

cleaning treatments: Globigerinoides sac-

culifer (Brady) and Globorotalia

•- conventional #- bleach (15 min.) «- bleach (6 days)

700 m.

600 A
w> 500 1

400

9J 300

200

100

Q
ASPTHR SERGLUGLYALA VALMETAIL ILE LEU

amino acid

Fig.79. Average amino acid compositions for bulk

G. sacculifer samples, Site 586 1 cm3, comparing

samples conventionally cleaned, and bleached for

15 minutes or 6 days.

{Globorotalia) tumida (Brady). Bulk

samples (5-30 tests) of G. sacculifer and G.

(Gr.) tumida were picked from the > 150 jt/m

fraction of material from Western equato-

rial Pacific Leg 90 Deep Sea Drilling Proj-

Table 15. Average total recoveries (=sum of amino acids as shown in Fig. 79), with coefficients of

variation, by cleaning technique. Sample size is 5 - 30 tests, except as noted.

Species Site (Cleaning Technique* Number of

samples

Average total

recovery, jimlg

calcite [c.v.]

G. sacculifer 586 lcc conventional 14 2.3 [25%]

i

386 lec bleach 6 1.75 [18%]

G. (G.) tumida 586 lcc conventional 19 1.45 [25%]

586B 1-3 LTA 5 3.44 [103%]

135 19 conventional 3" 2.06 [36%]

135 19 bleach 4" 1.56 [13%]

135 19 reductant-chelator 3" 2.53 [22%]

'see Table 14

"each sample is an individual test
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G. (T.)

tosaensis

G.(G.)

inflata

"C" morphotype

&0

ASP THR SER GLU GLY ALA VAL AIL ILE LEU

amino acid

Fig.80. Amino acid compositions for three individ-

ual tests from Site 588 5-1 (77-81 cm). All were

cleaned by bleaching. The "C" morphotype is

thought to be a juvenile form of G. (G.) inflata

(Wei, 1987). See text for further discussion of

phylogenetic relationship.

ect (DSDP) Site 586 (1 cc and B 1-3, 90-92

cm). Individual G. (Gr.) tumida tests were

picked the from Eastern equatorial Atlantic

"Meteor" Core 13519-1 (238-239 cm). All

other individuals are from DSDP Site 588

5-1 (77-81 cm).

After cleaning, fifty picomoles of

norleucine (a non-protein amino acid) are

added to each sample to monitor sample re-

covery. The sample is then dissolved in an

excess of 6 N HC1, purged with N
2
gas,

sealed, and hydrolyzed at 150°C for 20

minutes (Hare, 1975). Samples are kept in

the freezer until just before analysis, when

the vial is broken open and the sample

evaporated to dryness with N
2
gas at ~80°C.

The sample is dissolved in buffer (pH 2; 1

ml of 1 2 N HC1 in 200 ml distilled water) for

injection onto the column. Amino acid peak

areas are adjusted to 100% recovery using

the norleucine internal standard. Areas are

converted to picomoles by comparison with

Sigma standards, and normalized by the

weight (of calcite) of each sample.

Cleaning treatments were evaluated

by two recovery parameters: ( 1 ) total recov-

ery, in nm/g calcite; i.e. the sum of the

amounts of the amino acids plotted in Fig.

79; and (2) individual recovery, in nm/g

calcite, of each amino acid. A treatment is

judged to be effective if these two parame-

ters are more consistent with the additional

cleaning step than with conventional Cal-

gon/distilled water cleaning only. Recovery

is considered more consistent if samples

have a lower coefficient of variation (c.v. =

mean/standard deviation).

The best cleaning treatment, with the

least variable total recovery, is bleaching

withNaOCl (Table 15). Forindividual amino

acid recoveries, the bleached samples also

have the lowest coefficient of variation for

all or most amino acids. Neither of the other

two treatments, the reducing-chelating soak

or the low-temperature ashing, improve the

consistency ofrecovery ofindividual amino

acids compared to conventional Calgon/

distilled water cleaning; they are therefore

rejected as cleaning techniques.

Mean amino acid compositions of G.

sacculifer samples bleached for 1 5 minutes

and 6 days at room temperature (Fig. 80) are

indistinguishable when using a two-way t-

test for differences ofmeans ofsmall samples

(a/2=0.005; Freund, 1984). Loss of amino

acids (compared to conventionally cleaned

samples) occurs in the first few minutes; no

further change in total or individual recov-

eries is observed after extended treatment.

Heating does not help; the G. (Gr.) tumida
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samples, bleached at a higher temperature, ual from another lineage, Globorotalia

showed more variable recovery of some (Truncorotalia) tosaensis (Fig. 80), it ap-

amino acids relative to G. sacculifer pears that the two Globoconella individuals

bleached samples. ("C" morphotype and G. (G.) inflata) are

The significant differences in most similar. Before this similarity ofamino

bleached vs. Calgon/di stilled water cleaned acid composition can be accepted as signifi-

amino acid compositions (using the same t- cant, more individuals of each of these

test and a/2=0.005) are in the common morphological groups must be analyzed,

contaminant amino acids SER and GLY. Additional datamay confirm a resemblance

This implies that bleach may selectively of"C" morphotype and G. (G.) inflata amino

remove contaminants. We conclude that acid compositions. This would supportWei's

bleaching effectively removes surface con- (1987) hypothesis of ontogenetic relation-

tamination without destroying all of the ship of the two forms,

calcite-protected proteinaceous material in Now that the analytical sensitivity

the organic matrix of the test. Thus, for has been improved and a cleaning tech-

fossil tests we recommend a 20 minute soak nique has been found that appears to relia-

in full strength bleach (NaOCl) at room bly remove surface contaminants without

temperature as an adequate compromise removing all organic matrix amino acids,

between removal of surface contaminants the amino acid composition of planktonic

and preservation of organic matrix mate- foraminiferal tests may fulfill its potential

rial. Longer soak times are recommended as a taxonomic character. Multivariate sta-

for modern plankton tow-collected mate- tistical tools must be applied to discern

rial, where protoplasm is likely to adhere to differences between these compositions. It

the foraminifera during drying. may soon be able to extract adequate evi-

With an adequate cleaning technique, dence from these differences to assign

one can begin to compare amino acid com- morphological types ofunknown descent to

positions from individuals of single deep their parent lineages,

sea sediment samples. We hope that these

compositions will provide additional data

in cases where morphological criteria for References
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Stathoplos, L., and Hare, P. E., Amino acids

in planktonic foraminifera: Are they phy- The partitioning of the stable oxygen iso-

logenetically useful? In, Origin, Evolu- topes between the two minerals and water is

tion, and Modern Aspects of Biominer- known and is temperature dependent. If the

alization in Plants and Animals, R.E. isotopic composition of the water is known,

Crick, ed., Proc. 5th Int. Symp. Biomin. the measured isotope ratio of the mineral

Plenum Publishing Co., N.Y., in press, phase can be converted to a temperature of

1988. formation.

Wei, K.-Y., Tempo and Mode ofEvolution Calcium carbonate is used widely for

in Neogene Planktonic Foraminifera: this purpose because it is abundant in bio-

TaxonomicandMorphologicalEvidence, genie shell materials and many organisms

Ph. D. thesis, Univ. of Rhode Island, 397 precipitate it in isotopic equilibrium with

pp., 1987. sea water. Extraction of carbon dioxide for

isotopic analysis in the mass spectrometer

is relatively simple. Carbonates, however,

are susceptible to diagenetic alteration and

the method is not reliable for materials older

than Cenozoic or late Mesozoic.

Phosphate minerals are more resis-
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tant to diagenetic alteration and occur as multiple. The three step purification is a

majororminorconstituents in severalmarine four day process and requires slow precipi-

phyla including brachiopods that range in tation and digestion in hot solutions. Bis-

age from Recent to Cambrian. Oxygen muth phosphate precipitates as a hydrate

isotope analysis of phosphates, therefore, that must be heated in a dry, inert atmos-

should be a more reliable method for pale- phere to remove the water of crystalliza-

otemperature determination of pre-Ceno- tion. Rehydration of this material occurs

zoic oceans. rapidly in a humid atmosphere. This atmos-

When compared to carbonates, phos- pheric moisture would be liberated as oxy-

phates present several new problems for gen during the reaction with bromine pen-

this application. (1) Isotope exchange be- tafluoride. Experimentation with heating

tween phosphate ions in solution and water bismuth phosphate to a higher temperature

is sluggish and it is not certain if isotopic to yield the non-hydrating beta phase re-

equilibrium is reached during biochemical suited in a color change for some samples

cyclingwhen organo-phosphate compounds and higher weight losses than could be

are synthesized and hydrolyzed. (2) The accounted for by a simple loss of the water

existing analytical methods of oxygen ex- of crystallization. A partial decomposition

traction from phosphates for isotopic analy- of the product could be occurring that may

sis are tedious and highly operator depend- lead to isotope fractionation,

ent. The analytical problem must be ad- We are working on eliminating the

dressed first. lengthy precipitation steps by substituting

The existingmethodby (Tudge, 1 960) an ion exchange method. In a first step, the

involves bringing the phosphate into solu- phosphate sample is dissolved in 1 M hy-

tion with nitric acid and then oxidizing any drofluoric acid and the calcium ions, pre-

organic matter with potassium permanga- cipitating as calcium-fluoride, are removed

nate. This is followed by three successive by centrifusion. The resulting solution of

purification steps wherein the sample is phosphoric and hydrofluoric acids are di-

first precipitated as ammonium phospho- luted and neutralized with potassium hy-

molybdate which is filtered, dissolved and droxide. Next, the phosphate is sorbed on

precipitated as magnesium ammonium the head of a column of strong base anion

phosphate. Finally, this compound is dis- exchange resin (Amberlite 1RA-400(OH).

solved and precipitated as bismuth phos- The column is washed with distilled water

phate. Oxygen is extracted from bismuth until the effluent is neutral and free of fluo-

phosphate by reaction with bromine pen- ride ions. Then the phosphate ions are

tafluoride. The oxygen is then converted to eluted with 0.1 M nitric acid. In this step

carbon dioxide for analysis in the mass some decomposition of the exchange resin

spectrometer. may occur. The decomposition products

The problems with the method are are sorbed on a layer of activated charcoal
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placed at the bottom ofthe column. We plan

to finally precipitate silver phosphate quan-

titatively with the method of Firsching

(1961). This compound forms nicely crys-

talline precipitates and does not contain

water of crystallization. Preliminary ex-

periments indicate that silverphosphate can

be quantitatively converted to oxygen by

reaction with bromine pentafluoride. The

method should be easily applicable to a

wide range of sample types, and shorten the

purification step by several days.
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